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About our curriculum kITs

30 Years
We have more than 30 years experience of 

homeschooling and selling homeschool supplies. 

We know what works.

crazy-smart
We offer five crazy-smart options for each grade; choose 

the one that best fits your circumstances.

great flexibility
Because we do not self-publish, we are not limited by our 

abilities or resources, but have the entire world to hand-

select from. That greater flexibility allows us to choose 

only what we consider to be the finest tools.

Social Media
Like us on Facebook and be the first to know about sales, 

special deals, and new additions. We also have a number 

of Facebook communities, including one for special 

needs, where you can pool ideas to make this your best 

year ever. 

hands-on tools
We incorporate a wide selection of innovative, hands-on 

educational tools to stimulate the brain while engaging 

all learning styles.

build-your-own kit
Not quite a perfect fit? Use our handy Build-Your-Own 

Kit program on our website. It is fast and easy and will 

ensure that you get the best kit at the best price.

Non-Religious kits
To meet the needs of families in our charter schools and 

those looking for a faith-neutral curriculum, we offer 

non-religious kits. They are nearly duplicates of our 

Complete and Elite kits, but the history, science, and 

language arts for the upper grades are not based on a 

Christian worldview. 

  

When we started Timberdoodle in 1985, it was the ability 
to choose your own curriculum that set us apart. While we 
still offer parents the ability to customize their curriculum to 
their unique family, we also recognize that not all parents are 
comfortable with doing that. So we are happy to offer what we 
believe is the best of the best in convenient curriculum kits.

Caleb, age 8
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About our curriculum kITs stem activities &  
critical thinking
Children need to understand technology and robotics to 

give them as many options as possible when they become 

adults. These are not just nice extracurricular activities; 

rather, they are essential subjects to prepare children to 

succeed in the future. 

Equally important, children need to have frequent 

exposure to both convergent and divergent thinking. Our 

kits, from infant through high school, incorporate both.  

That is why critical thinking and STEM are the backbone 

for all of our curriculum kits.

Doodle dollars
Earn points that can be 

redeemed on future orders–

it’s easy! Just create an 

account when you shop on 

Timberdoodle.com.

Schedule Customizer
Your 2018 curriculum kit includes access to our online 

schedule customizer where you can not only adjust the 

school weeks, but also tweak the checklist to include 

exactly what you want on your schedule. 

Catalog doodles
Our thanks to the hundreds and hundreds of parents and 

children who participated in our doodling event. We wish 

we could have used them all; watch for your doodles on 

our emails and on our Timberdoodle Facebook. A special 

thanks to Rosey, Kathryn, Rachel, Emma, and Kaylee for 

all the doodled arrows and hearts!

First-place winner!
We are thrilled to announce that our curriculum kits 

won the Practical Homeschooling Reader Award 2018! 

From our Tiny Tots kit through high school, our faithful 

fans have found that Timberdoodle kits surpassed 

all others. Plus, receiving a number of Excellence in 

Education Awards from This Old Schoolhouse tells us 

that customers are loving our kits. 

Reviews
We have enlisted the help of thousands of 

homeschooling parents to write reviews of the products 

they have used. These unbiased second opinions by 

homeschooling parents will provide you with additional 

insights before you purchase. 

Contact us!
Whether you are a veteran teaching parent or a 

bewildered newbie, we have what you need. If you have 

any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us. We are 

here to answer your questions.

Caleb Steffes, age 13

Emma Schoessow, age 13 

Mike, homeschool 
dad of 5 
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Weekly Checklists
We include a simple, reproducible, weekly checklist for each kit 

so your students can check off their work as they accomplish 

it. They can choose to do all their math in one day or spread it 

out over the entire week — this flexibility makes homeschooling 

doable! For over 30 years we have found that a weekly checklist 

is the perfect blend of enough structure to finish in a timely 

fashion and enough freedom that spontaneous adventures 

won’t make for stressful catch-up days. 

Item overviews
We also include a brief synopsis of each item in your kit and 

how it fits into the curriculum. If there are ways to make a 

component easier to implement, we will tell you that, too. 

Sometimes an item is exceptional for homeschooling, but the 

instruction for its use is lacking. When that happens, we fill in 

the gaps to make sure your child gets the full benefits of that 

product.  

Parent Helps
Some (though not all) handbooks contain even further parent 

helps, pictorial instructions, or sequential activity guides. This 

is particularly true for the youngest grades where integrating 

the STEM portion of the curriculum may necessitate a bit more 

instruction. 

Reading Lists
Back for 2018, each handbook will include a Reading Challenge 

list, used with permission from the fine folks at Redeemed 

Reader for the younger grades and Challies for the older 

students. Far better than a list of prescribed books, the Reading 

Challenges will get you and your child reading a broader 

variety of books, with titles he chooses inspired by a number of 

different prompts. There are four challenges to choose from, so 

don’t be surprised if this is the year reading becomes addictive.

About our curriculum HANDBOOKS

Your curriculum handbook will set the tone for the year, so it needs to be a good 
fit for your family. Extremely simple and easy to use, Timberdoodle handbooks 

are especially designed for the busy and the brand new homeschool parents. 
Here is what you find when you open a Timberdoodle curriculum handbook.
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About our curriculum HANDBOOKS

1. It will let you decide how many weeks you 

want to homeschool. If you want to homeschool 

year-round because other commitments fill in a 

chunk of each day, you can. Or if you are in a hurry 

to finish school before that big event, you can do 

that, too. Enter the date you want to start and the 

number of weeks that you want to schedule for. 

You can use a calendar to pick the weeks you want 

excluded (maybe at Christmas or spring break), and 

the scheduler will do the work for you.

2. We have simplified scheduling of those 

kit items that are one and done so that they don’t 

continue to appear on your list when they are 

completed. Each of those types of kit items will 

have an “edit” button where you will find a calendar 

to choose when you would like to schedule that 

painting or model to be completed. 

3. Each course has a customizable  

number of weeks, so if you want to complete all your 

science before Christmas, or if your child needs extra 

time for math, you can do that. If you are accelerating 

only one course, you will have the option to choose 

the weeks you want so you can schedule that course 

for the beginning, middle, or end of the year.   

4. Where needed, a specified note can be added 

to any unit. For example, for design #21 of Plus Plus: 

Build this design plus a flying creature of your choice. 

Or for Reading Challenge #9 you could suggest 

books more than 100 years old.

About our ONLINE SCHEDULER

Timberdoodle’s much appreciated online 
scheduler has undergone a major renovation to 

meet the growing needs of our customers. Here is 
what our 2018 online scheduler will do for you. 

5. If a Family emergency waylays school for 

a month or more, with our online scheduler you 

can get a fresh start midway. Just start a new 

schedule, then enter how many weeks are left in 

your homeschool year and which chapters, pages, or 

lessons you left off at. You will be up and running in 

no time.  

6. The Online Scheduler has no limits, so you 

can add as many items/subjects as you wish. And 

all subjects can be reorganized so that the list is 

ordered in whichever way you prefer. Do you need a 

larger font for a younger child and dates on the PDF? 

Those are now possible! Do you wish it were a daily 

and not a weekly check list? Now it is easy to switch 

between daily and weekly.

Kathryn, new homeschool mom
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BASIC 
This is the most economical way to cover all that your 

child will need to know for the state tests, assuming 

you are able to supplement science and history through 

library visits, garage sales, or homeschool swaps.

Or, choose Basic if you are teaching more than one 

child and want to combine multiple grades for science 

and history. In this case, choose the Complete kit in the 

grade level that teaches the science and history you 

want, and a Basic kit for all the other grades since many 

of our science and history courses can easily be used 

for grades K-7.

complete
This is the kit to choose if you are teaching one child 

and you want to cover all your bases.

Or, if you are teaching multiple children, then this is the 

kit that will provide the science and history you want to 

use with the entire family.

Also, choose Complete if you have multiple children 

that are independent, passionate learners who want 

their own science and history.

elite 
This is the kit to choose if your child is an eager 

learner with an insatiable appetite for more. Elite 

contains the bits and pieces that children love and 

makes them glad they are learning at home.

THE PROS

Economical

Less stress on the teaching parent when you use the 

same science and history for all ages

THE CONS

You need to add both history and science courses.

THE PROS

Open the box and you are ready to go; there is no need to 

raid a friend’s bookshelf for science or history.

Lots of fun extras from art to robotics. It is these 

additions that have families returning to Timberdoodle 

year after year.

THE CONS

If you are teaching more than one child and they are not 

independent learners, it will be more time-consuming 

to teach a separate science and history course for each 

child. See our suggestion for combining grades above.

THE PROS

This is crazy-smart homeschooling at its best. Write Scratch 

code, learn how to survive in the wilderness, construct a 

Roman arch bridge; the Elite option is the best of the best. 

THE CONS

Cost, but in comparison to private schools, even our Elite 

is a crazy-smart value.

curriculum KIT CHOICES

Hesli R., age 5
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curriculum KIT CHOICES

1. Remove an entire subject or a few items 

here and there if you already own something you 

love. If big brother’s old science text will be a great 

fit, there’s no need to purchase another. 

2. Exchange workbooks to teach multiple 

students together – if your children are close in 

age, you don’t need to teach two different history 

courses. 

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CURRICULUM KIT

Children are not all the same, and neither are their families. 
Students’ abilities and passions are God-given and unique, while 

families have varying age groups and schedules. Your family may not 
be best served by an inflexible standard curriculum. That’s why we 
encourage you to customize your child’s curriculum and tailor it to 

be the best possible fit for both your child and your family. 

3. If your child is passionate about a 

particular topic, why not teach it this year instead 

of waiting for it to come up in the cycle? Customize 

your child’s kit to include science and history topics 

that are innately motivating to your learner.  

4. In one way or another, every person is an 

exceptional learner. Exchange math, language, and 

other courses up or down grade levels to suit your 

child’s abilities and set him up for success.  

If you are now convinced to customize 
your kit, how do you go about it? 
One easy way is to use our handy 
online customizer at timberdoodle.
com/pages/custom-homeschool-
curriculum-kits. Choose which kit 
you’d like to customize, then follow 
the directions to build your dream kit. 
Or, if you’d like some advice on your 
choices, talk to our experts to gain 
personalized recommendations or for 
a knowledgeable sounding board.

When you customize a Timberdoodle curriculum kit you can:

Desmond, age 6
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“I appreciate all of the research Timberdoodle does for these kits. 

I know I can trust that the products in the kits are highly rated and 

successfully used by other homeschoolers. I was most surprised 

with how helpful they were when I needed to customize the kit for 

our family. They were willing to swap some of the core subjects 

based on what I needed for my situation.”
- Amelia, mom of 4 in Colorado

“We were using a different curriculum before 

Timberdoodle, and I wish like crazy we would have 

been using Timberdoodle all these years. It is a much 

better fit for him. He is absolutely loving everything 

about it. The best thing -- I don’t have to fight him to 

do school .... he actually looks forward to it! WIN!!!!” 
- Melissa from Minnesota

“My daughter is enjoying first 

grade with Timberdoodle. We 

love all the hands-on material and 

games. I’m also surprised at how 

easy it is to homeschool.”   

- Jenny L. of Kampala, Uganda

“The handbook was a great way for me to 

understand what should be done in order to stay 

on track! My 7th grader loves that it is in a weekly 

format rather than daily so he can pace himself and 

choose what day to do his favorite things!” 
- Natasha S., mom of 4  

“We are using this curriculum with our twins who have very different 

personalities. I love how hands-on and versatile the curriculum is—it 

really works well with both learning styles!” 
- Rachel f., mom of 3 in New England

“The handbook was a complete game changer for us 

homeschooling. We had homeschooled before and 

taken a break because getting it all planned out was 

too stressful for me. The handbook, combined with 

the planner download from Timberdoodle, made it 

really easy to know how much of each subject we 

needed to do each week, as well as how to space it 

out.”  
- Morgan of Caddo Mills, TX

“The idea of homeschooling was 

exciting but also very intimidating 

for me. All the curriculum that the 

Timberdoodle team has gathered 

for my children has given me the 

confidence I needed to persevere 

on this journey we have chosen. 

Each textbook and various supplies 

that we have received have been 

excellent and my kids have developed 

a love of learning all subjects! Could 

not be more pleased!”

 - Shannon M. of Ohio

“Because this was my first year homeschooling, I 

clung to this like a life preserver my first month. I 

can’t imagine trying to start homeschooling without 

something like this. Tremendously helpful.”
- Anne, Mama of 5 & rookie homeschooler

WHAT DO FAMILIES SAY?

Charity, age 4

Madilynn, age 4

Glory, age 12
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WHAT DO FAMILIES SAY?

Is it possible to teach multiple  
grades together?
Homeschooling is much easier when you have children 

from multiple grades work together. If the age range 

of your children is fairly narrow, take a look at both 

science and history courses and see if one set would 

work for your family. The Story of the World, The 

Mystery of History, Apologia, and Berean Science are 

series that work especially well for teaching multi-

grade students.  However math, language arts, and 

thinking skills are typically done independently by 

each student at his own level. We’re always happy to 

help you customize your curriculum to put together 

the right combination of resources for your children.

Do you have a payment plan?
Timberdoodle has partnered with the Klarna Slice It 

credit plan. This is a flexible financing option which 

is offered at checkout. It allows you to pay for your 

purchases over time. With Slice It you have several 

options; Planned Payments: 6- to 36-month payment 

terms are available at a reduced promotional APR and 

you can know up-front exactly what your total cost 

will be, or Flexible Month-to-Month: No fixed term 

commitment. You can pay your balance in full or make 

the minimum monthly payment (interest charges may 

apply).

SHOULD I GET TIMBERDOODLE’S PRESCHOOL 
OR PREK KIT?
Is your three-year-old best suited for Preschool 

or Pre-K? Is your four-year-old ready for Pre-K or 

Kindergarten? A curriculum that is too easy will be 

boring, while a curriculum that is too hard will be 

frustrating. To find the best difficulty level to start 

with, try our free online PDF placement test for your 

two- to five-year-old!

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do I have to buy a kit or can I just 
order a few items?
When Timberdoodle started in 1985, we didn’t have 

kits. Back then we offered page after page of the highest 

quality teaching tools, and we still do today. So if you 

happen to be using another program but find it weak in 

STEM or art, or if the literature is just not meshing with 

your child, you will be delighted to know that most items 

are available on their own. 

Will you work with my CHARTER 
SCHOOL?
In nearly all cases, yes. If you find your local charter 

school doesn’t yet partner with us, we’d suggest asking 

them to submit our form that you can find online, or just 

contact us and we will email themw a copy.

Do your kits contain both convergent 
and divergent thinking?
Convergent thinking generally involves finding a single 

best answer and is important in the study of math 

and science. Convergent thinking is the backbone of 

the majority of our curricula and is crucial for future 

engineers, doctors, and even parenting. But if we pursue 

only convergent-rich curricula, we miss the equally 

vital arena of divergent thinking. Divergent thinking 

encourages your child’s mind to explore many possible 

solutions, discovering that there is more than one way 

to build a bridge with blocks, to animate a movie, or even 

simply to complete a doodle. Divergent activities are not 

only intellectually stimulating, but kids love them, too. 

Timberdoodle has made a conscious effort to include 

both in our kits. 

What is your return policy?
We have a 60-day return policy, so as long as the item 

is still in new condition you are welcome to return it for 

either a refund or exchange within 60 days. To return the 

product, just follow the steps outlined on our website. 

Emma Schoessow, age 13
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Birth to 
Two!
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tiny tots kITs

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)

motor SKILLS
Bumpie Gertie Ball page 207         

Peanut Ball page 202         

Caterpillar Stacking website      

Original Gertie Ball page 207      

Palette of Pegs page 205      

Poke-A-Dot Popper page 206      

Pop Toobs page 203      

GUIDES
Active Baby, Healthy Brain page 202     

Visual & Verbal Skills
Day and Night First Words Book page 107         

Indestructibles (set of 4) page 107         

Let’s Sign, Baby! page 106         

My First Baby Signs page 106         

ABC Baby Signs page 106     

Very First Book of Things to Spot set of 3 page 107     

STEM
3-D Shape Sorter page 205    

Stackable Forest page 206    

Grippies Shakers - 30-piece set page 204    

Social Skills
Wimmer - Ferguson Baby Mirror page 206         

Making Faces: A First Book of Emotions website      

Miffy Hide & Seek page 207      

Wee Baby Stella Deluxe page 207      

Sensory skills
Playsilk page 202         

pipSquigz Loops page 205         

Taggies Crinkle Heather Hedgehog page 203         

Yoee Baby Fox page 203         

Tactile Search and Match page 204      

Developmental Play
Amber and Wood Teething Ring page 202         

Bolli website         

Chewbeads Baby Silicone Links website         

Gertie the Good Goose page 204         

Romeo: The Greedy Toad website         

Walter Squeaker website         

Standard kits

infant
0-12 months

$334
$280

Birth 
to two

$694
$589

toddler
12 months to 2 

years 
$376
$322

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK



Peanut Ball

Page 202      

Pop Toobs

Page 203     

Bumpie Gertie Ball

Page 207     

Tiny Tots Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4       

MOTOR SKILLS

WHAT IS IN A

tiny tots kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the Tiny Tots Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

 Infant Kit

Toddler Kit

Birth to Two Kit

12  |  www.timberdoodle.com



Infant Kit Toddler Kit Birth to Two Kit

Palette of Pegs

Page 205         

Original Gertie Ball

Page 207        

Poke-A-Dot Popper

Page 206          

Caterpillar Stacking

See our website.        

Grippies Shakers

Page 204       

Stackable Forest

Page 206      

Stem

guide

Active Baby, 
Healthy Brain

Page 202        

3-D Shape Sorter 

Page 205      
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visual and 
verbal SKILLS

Let’s Sign, Baby!

Page 106        

Wee Baby Stella Deluxe

Page 207       

Making Faces: A First 
Book of Emotions

See our website.      

Miffy Hide & Seek

Page 207     

Wimmer - Ferguson 
Baby Mirror

Page 206         

social SKILLS

Day and Night First 
Words Book

Page 107       

Indestructibles set of 4

Page 107        

My First Baby Signs

Page 106          

ABC Baby Signs

Page 106     

Very First Book of Things to 
Spot, At Home, Out & About

Page 107      

14  |  www.timberdoodle.com



Infant Kit Toddler Kit Birth to Two Kit

developmental 
PLay

Gertie the 
Good Goose 

Page 204         

Amber and Wood 
Teething Ring 

Page 202        

Bolli 

See our website.        

Romeo the Greedy Toad

See our website.        

Walter Squeaker

See our website.        

sensory SKILLS

Playsilk

Page 202        

Tactile Search and Match

Page 204     

Yoee Baby Fox

Page 203       

pipSquigz Loops

Page 205       

Chewbeads Baby Silicone Links

See our website.        

Taggies Crinkle Me 
Heather Hedgehog

Page 203       
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preschool kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Crepe Foam Alphabet Puzzles page 109         

Illustrated Alphabet Book page 108         

Playfoam Alphabet page 108       

Picture Puzzle Book set of 4 page 108          

MATH
Mathematical Reasoning Beginning 1 page 120         

Farmland Math page 121         

Big Book of Things to Spot page 120            

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills Beginning page 132         

Gakken Play Smart Workbooks set of 3 page 128         

Day and Night page 128         

Bunny Peek-a-Boo page 128           

GEOGRAPHY & social studies
What Do People Do All Day? page 140         

What Do Animals Do All Day? page 152         

art
Crayon Rocks page 182           

Draw + Learn Faces page 180         

Kwik Stix page 182         

Djeco Finger Paint Kit page 183           

Science
Primary Science Kit page 157         

Color My Bath + Twisty Dropper page 156         

Stem
Stages Blocks page 170         

Mad Mattr with Brick Maker page 181         

Plus-Plus Big page 170          

Small Pegs Activity Set page 171             

Life skills
Feelings Flashcards page 195         

Kumon Let’s Cut Paper 3-book set page 181        

Starbright Gertie Ball page 207           

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$691
$605

COMPLETE
$514
$455

Standard kits

BASIC
$242
$219

ELITE
$691
$605COMPLETE

$514
$455

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Jungle Picture 
Puzzle Book

Page 108         

Under the Sea Picture 
Puzzle Book

Page 108         

Farm Picture Puzzle Book

Page 108         

Zoo Picture Puzzle Book

Page 108         

Preschool Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

preschool kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the Preschool Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite

18  |  www.timberdoodle.com



Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Crepe Foam 
Alphabet Puzzles

Page 109          

Playfoam Alphabet

Page 108          

Illustrated Alphabet Book

Page 108          

Mathematical 
Reasoning Beginning 1

Page 120          

Farmland Math 

Page 121         

Big Book of 
Things to Spot

Page 120         

MATH

 Emilyn Henry, age 9

“Behemoth”

Gideon, age 5
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Bunny Peek-a-Boo

Page 128     Day and Night

Page 128         

Building Thinking 
Skills Beginning

Page 132          

Gakken Preschool 
Set of 3

Page 128         

SCIENCE

Primary Science Kit

Page 157        

What Do Animals 
Do All Day?

Page 152          

Color My Bath & 
Twisty Dropper

Page 156         Geography & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

What Do People 
Do All Day?

Page 140           

THINKING SKILLS STEM

 Abby the Firefighter 

L.D. Matthews, age 11
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

THINKING SKILLS

Small Pegs Activity Set

Page 171       
Mad Mattr with 

Brick Maker

Page 181          
Stages Blocks

Page 170          

Plus-Plus Big

Page 170         

STEM

Kumon Let’s Cut 
Paper 3-book set

Page 181          

Feelings Flashcards

Page 195           

Life Skills

Starbright Gertie Ball

Page 207       

Draw + Learn 
Faces

Page 180         

Kwik Stix

Page 182         

Crayon Rocks

Page 182           

Djeco Finger Paint Kit

Page 183     

ART
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pre-k kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
All About Reading Pre-Reading Deluxe page 110         

What Your Preschooler Needs to Know website         

Magna Tablet Deluxe page 109         

Alphabet Bingo page 109              

Wikki Stix Alphabet page 112           

MATH
Mathematical Reasoning Beginning 2 page 120         

Tiny Polka Dot page 121         

Junior GeoStix page 121           

THINKING SKILLS
BambinoLUK - Set A page 129         

Kumon Pre-K Thinking Skills set of 4 page 131         

Three Little Piggies Game page 130         

bambinoLUK - Set B page 129              

GEOGRAPHY & social studies
My Very First Our World Book page 152         

What Do Grown-ups Do All Day? page 140           

Social & Emotional skills
A Whole Bunch of Feelings page 195         

Stages: Emotions Cards page 195           

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$808
$660

COMPLETE
$602
$480

Standard kits

BASIC
$440
$350

ELITE
$808
$660COMPLETE

$602
$480

SCIENCE
Kumon Sticker Science page 157         

The Berenstain Bears Big Book of Science... page 156         

Look I’m a Scientist page 157           

Horseshoe Magnet, Magnifier, & Tweezers website           

STEM
ThinkPlay STEM Junior Xtra page 171         

ART
Djeco Pompoms All Aboard page 183         

Draw + Learn Animals + Places page 180         

Sweet Nature Felt Pictures page 181           

LEARNING TOOLS
Jumbo GRIP EcoPencils website         

Kum 4-in-1 Pencil Sharpener website         

Faber-Castell Jumbo Beeswax Crayons page 182         

Mad Mattr with Brick Maker page 181         

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



All About Reading - 
Pre-Reading Deluxe

Page 110          

Pre-K Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

PRE-K kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can 

also find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will 

see that all of the dots are underneath the Pre-K Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Wikki Stix Alphabet 

Page 112        

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

What Your Preschooler 
Needs to Know 

See our website.           

Mathematical Reasoning

Beginning 2

Page 120           

Magna Tablet Deluxe

Page 109          

Tiny Polka Dot

Page 121         

Junior GeoStix 

Page 121      

Stages: Emotions Cards

Page 195        

A Whole Bunch 
of Feelings

Page 195         

Social & emotional SKILLS

MATH      

Alphabet Bingo 

Page 109       

“Sad Aubrey” 
Lynne, Mom 

of 6, Grandma 
of 4
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BambinoLUK Set 
A and Set B

Page 129 Set A           

Page 129 Set B        

Kumon Pre-K Thinking 
Skills set of 4

Page 131          

Three Little Piggies

Page 130          

THINKING SKILLS

SCIENCE
My Very First Our 

World Book

Page 152          

Look I’m a 
Scientist

Page 157      

Berenstain 
Bears...

Page 156         

Kumon Sticker 
Science

Page 157        

Horseshoe Magnet, 
Magnifier, & Tweezers

See our website.    

Geography & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

What Do Grown-ups  
Do All Day?

Page 140       

 “Piggy”  
Lydia, age 5
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

ThinkPlay STEM 
Junior Xtra

Page 171           

STEM

Faber-Castell Jumbo 
Beeswax Crayons

Page 182          

LEARNING TOOLS

Sweet Nature Felt Pictures

Page 181        

Draw + Learn 
Animals + Places

Page 180         

Pompoms All Aboard

Page 183         

ART

KUM 4-in-
1 Pencil 

Sharpener

See our website.  
        

Jumbo Grip 
EcoPencils 

See our website.  
        

Mad Mattr and 
Brick Maker

Page 181         

Corban, age 7
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kinDERGArTEn kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
All About Reading Level 1 page 110           

Spelling You See Level A - Listen and Write page 111           

What Your Kindergartner Needs to Know website           

MATH
Math-U-See Primer Universal page 122           

THINKING SKILLS
Developing the Early Learner with Guidebook page 131           

Little Red Riding Hood page 130           

Kumon Kindergarten Logic page 131            

Snow White page 130            

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography K page 153           

Six-in-One GeoPuzzles collection page 152                    

Around the World Mazes page 154           

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES
Bede’s History of Me page 141            

This Is How We Do It page 140          

SCIENCE
Boom! - Fun with Science! page 158           

Building Blocks of Science Book K page 161           

Look Inside Your Body page 159            

Visible Human Floor Puzzle page 159            

STEM
ThinkPlay Gears + Chains page 171          

ART
I Can Doodle Rhymes page 183           

Ready, Set, Bodies! page 184           

Push, Pull, Empty, Full page 184                 

Aquarellum Mini Elephants page 193                

My Tape Town page 184            

Social & Emotional skills + LEARNING TOOLS 
Happy, Sad, Feeling Glad page 195           

Jumbo GRIP EcoPencils website           

Kum 4-in-1 Pencil Sharpener website           

Mad Mattr with Brick Maker page 181           

GRIP Colored EcoPencils website               

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$967
$781

COMPLETE
$789
$636

Standard kits

BASIC
$431
$360

ELITE
$983
$795COMPLETE

$805
$650

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



All About Reading Level 1

Page 110           

What Your Kindergartner 
Needs to Know 

See our website.          

 

Kindergarten Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4          

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

KINDERGARTEN kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see that 

all of the dots are underneath the Kindergarten Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Spelling You See Level 
A - Listen and Write

Page 111          

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Math-U-See 
Primer Universal

Page 122          

Bede’s History of Me

Page 141      

This Is How We Do It

Page 140          

HISTORY& Social studies

MATH

Jumbo Grip EcoPencils

See our website.         

Grip Colored EcoPencils

See our website.       

Mad Mattr with 
Brick Maker

Page 181         

KUM 4-in-1Pencil 
Sharpener

See our website.          
      

Social & emotional 
Skills +LEARNING TOOLS

Happy, Sad, Feeling Glad

Page 195          

“House in the country”

Avren, age 8

“Happy Chef” 

Mama of 5
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Look Inside Your Body

Page 159        

Visible Human 
Floor Puzzle

Page 159       

Building Blocks of 
Science Book K

Page 161         

Boom! Fun with Science!

Page 158          

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography K

Page 153        

Six-in-One GeoPuzzles 
Collection 

Page 152        

Around the 
World Mazes

Page 154        

ThinkPlay Gears + Chains

Page 171         

STEM

Rosey, Momma of 3
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Ready, Set, Bodies!

Page 184         

Snow White

Page 130      

Little Red Riding Hood

Page 130         

THINKING SKILLS

Kumon Kindergarten 
Logic

Page 131       

Developing the Early 
Learner with Guidebook

Page 131           

 

Push, Pull, 
Empty, Full

Page 184         

My Tape Town

Page 184       

ART

I Can Doodle Rhymes

Page 183          

Aquarellum Mini 
Elephants

Page 193       

“A Farm On A Peaceful Day” 

 Nathan, age 11
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1st-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
All About Reading Level 2 page 110         

Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 1 page 112         

Spelling You See Level B - Jack and Jill page 111         

Rory’s Story Cubes - Voyages page 112          

MATH
Math-U-See Alpha Universal page 122         

Wrap-ups Addition page 127         

Wrap-ups Subtraction page 127         

Mobi Kids page 126             

THINKING SKILLS
Critical & Creative - Grade 1 page 132         

miniLUK - Set A page 133         

Smart Cookies page 129       

miniLUK - Set B page 133          

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography Grade 1 page 153         

ScrunchMap World page 155         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1162
$954

COMPLETE
$918
$749

Standard kits

BASIC
$440
$365

ELITE
$1035
$865COMPLETE

$791
$660

science
Science in the Beginning page 162            

Building Blocks of Science 1 page 161         

History & Social Studies
The Story of the World 1 + Activity Book page 142         

The Story of the World 1 - Audio page 142          

Famous Figures of Ancient Times page 141          

STEM
Plus-Plus 1200 with baseplate page 173         

Robotis Pets page 172          

ART
What’s New? What’s Missing? What’s Different? page 185         

Aquarellum Cosmos page 193         

Do Art Coloring with Clay page 186          

Doodle and Draw Everything page 185          

LEARNING TOOLS
Mad Mattr with Brick Maker page 181         

Spectrum Test Practice Grade 1 website         

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Daily 6-Trait 
Writing Grade 1

Page 112          

All About Reading Level 2

Page 110          

1st-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

1St-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can 

also find it at the bottom of every righthand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 1st-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Spelling You See Level 
B - Jack and Jill

Page 111           

Mobi Kids

Page 126        

Math-U-See Alpha Universal

Page 122          

Wrap-ups Addition 
& Subtraction

Page 127          

Critical & Creative 
Grade 1

Page 132          

MiniLUK Set A and Set B

Set A Page 133         

Set B Page 133             

Smart Cookies

Page 129         

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

Rory’s Story Cubes - Voyages

Page 112        

Rebecca G., age 14
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Building Blocks of Science 1

Page 161     Science in the 
Beginning

Page 162       

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography Grade 1

Page 153        

The Story of the 
World 1 - Audio

Page 142       

ScrunchMap World

Page 155        

The Story of 
the World 1: 

Ancient Times & 
Activity Book

Page 142         

HISTORY & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

Famous Figures 
of Ancient Times

Page 141       

Lily Joy, age 8

“Ernest the Roman”

L.D. Matthews, age 11
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Robotis Pets

Page 172       

Mad Mattr with 
Brick Maker

Page 181         

Spectrum Test 
Practice Grade 1

See our website.          

Coloring with Clay

Page 186      

Aquarellum Cosmos

Page 193        

What’s New, What’s 
Missing, What’s 

Different?

Page 185          

Doodle and Draw 
Everything

Page 185     

ART

LEARNING TOOLS

STEM

Plus-Plus 1200 
With Baseplate

Page 173         
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2nd-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
All About Reading Level 3 page 110         

Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 2 page 112         

Spelling You See Level C - Wild Tales page 111         

My First Story Writing Book page 117         

Lost Trail website                    

Word Fun page 113                    

MATH
Math-U-See Beta Universal page 122         

TENZI Game + Card Deck page 126         

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills Book 1 page 132         

Squirrels Go Nuts! page 129         

Q-bitz Solo page 133                    

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography Grade 2 page 153         

This Is the World page 154                    

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES
The Story of the World 2 + Activity Book page 142         

The Story of the World 2  - Audio page 142                    

Famous Figures of the Renaissance page 141                    

SCIENCE
Science in the Ancient World page 163            

Building Blocks of Science 2 page 161         

STEM
Engino Inventor 50 Set page 174         

Laser Maze Jr. page 172                    

Wile E. Coyote Physical Science Genius set page 173                    

ART
Me: A Compendium page 187         

Step-by-Step Drawing Book page 187         

Fish Rainbows page 186                    

LEARNING TOOLS
Mad Mattr with Brick Maker page 181         

Spectrum Test Practice Grade 2 website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1060
$874

COMPLETE
$841
$689

Standard kits

BASIC
$432
$365

ELITE
$933
$785COMPLETE

$714
$600

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Daily 6-Trait 
Writing Grade 2

Page 112           

All About Reading Level 3

Page 110           

2nd-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

2Nd-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can 

also find it at the bottom of every righthand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 2nd-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Word Fun 

Page 113      

My First Story 
Writing Book 

Page 117         

Spelling You See Level 
C - Wild Tales

Page 111           

Lost Trail 

See our website.      

Math-U-See Beta Universal

Page 122           

Tenzi Game & Tenzi Card Deck

Page 126          

Building Thinking 
Skills Book 1

Page 132           

Squirrels Go Nuts!

Page 129          

Q-bitz Solo

Page 133        

THINKING SKILLS

MATH
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Science in the 
Ancient World

Page 163       

Building Blocks of Science 2

Page 161     

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography Grade 2

Page 153         

The Story of the 
World 2 - Audio

Page 142       

This Is the World

Page 154      

The Story of the World 
2: The Middle Ages 

& Activity Book

Page 142          

HISTORY & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

Famous Figures of 
the Renaissance

Page 141        

Tovah, age 8
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Laser Maze Jr.

Page 172       

Engino Inventor 50 Set

Page 174         

Wile E. Coyote Physical 
Science Genius Set of 4

Page 173       

STEM

Mad Mattr with 
Brick Maker 

Page 181          

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 2

See our website.         

LEARNING TOOLS
Me: A Compendium 

Page 187         

Step-by-Step 
Drawing Book

Page 187          

Fish Rainbows

Page 186       

ART
“Anglerfish”

Faith, age 6
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3rd-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 3 page 112         

Mosdos Literature - Opal page 118         

Spelling You See Level D - Americana page 111         

A Reason for Handwriting - Transition page 114            

Beginning Word Roots page 113         

First Language Lessons 3 (student + teacher) page 113         

The Swiss Family Robinson website                    

Italic Handwriting Book D page 114         

MATH
Math-U-See Gamma Universal page 122         

Mobi Max Game page 126         

Wrap-ups Multiplication page 127         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Pets page 127                    

History & Social Studies
The Story of the World 3 + Activity Book page 142         

The Story of the World 3 - Audio page 142                    

Famous Figures of the American Revolution page 141                    

True Stories of the Revolutionary War page 145                    

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography Grade 3 page 153         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1183
$993

COMPLETE
$1009
$848

Standard kits

BASIC
$443
$389

ELITE
$1064
$910COMPLETE

$890
$765

Puzzleball Globe page 155                    

Thinking Skills
Critical & Creative - Grade 3 page 132         

Circuit Maze page 134         

SCIENCE
Dr. Bonyfide Book 1 page 165         

Science in the Scientific Revolution page 163           

Building Blocks of Science 3 page 161         

STEM
Typing Instructor for Kids 5.0 page 119         

Zoob Builderz S.T.E.M. Challenge page 179         

Scratch Coding Cards page 179                    

ART
Doodle Adventures: Space Slugs page 186         

Paint-by-Number Museum Series page 193         

Zentangle for Kids page 185         

Complete-A-Sketch 123 page 188                    

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 3 website         

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Daily 6-Trait 
Writing Grade 3

Page 112          

First Language Lessons 3

Page 113          

Beginning 
Word Roots 

Page 113          

A Reason for 
Handwriting - 

Transition 

Page 114       

3rd-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

3rd-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can 

also find it at the bottom of every righthand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 3rd-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Spelling You See Level 
D - Americana

Page 111          

Mosdos Literature - Opal

Page 118          

Italic Handwriting 
Book D 

Page 114      

The Swiss 
Family Robinson 

See our website. 

    
Math-U-See Gamma 

Universal 

Page 122          

Möbi Max

Page 126        

Wrap-ups 
Multiplication

Page 127        

Extreme Dot-
to-Dot: Pets

Page 127       

Critical & Creative 
- Grade 3

Page 132           

Circuit Maze

Page 134         

THINKING SKILLS

MATH
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Dr. Bonyfide Book 1

Page 165         
Science in 

the Scientific 
Revolution

Page 163      

Building Blocks of Science 3

Page 161      

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography 

Grade 3

Page 153         

The Story of the 
World 3 - Audio

Page 142     

Puzzleball Globe

Page 155      

The Story of the World 
3: Early Modern Times 

& Activity Book

Page 142        

HISTORY & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

Famous Figures of the 
American Revolution

Page 145      

True Stories of the 
Revolutionary War

Page 141      

Complete-A-
Sketch 123 CD

Page 188       

“Farm Vet”

Emilyn, age 9
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Typing Instructor 
for Kids 5.0

Page 119        

Zoob Builderz S.T.E.M. Challenge

Page 179          

Scratch Coding Cards

Page 179        

STEM

Paint-by-Number 
Museum Series

Page 193         

Complete-A-
Sketch 123 CD

Page 188       

Doodle Adventures: 
The Search for the 
Slimy Space Slugs

Page 186         

Zentangle for Kids

Page 185        

ART

LEARNING TOOLS

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website. 
       

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 3

See our website.         

Eris, age 10
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4th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 4 page 112         

Mosdos Literature - Ruby page 118         

Spelling You See Level E - American Spirit page 111         

First Language Lessons 4 (student + teacher) page 113         

MATH
Math-U-See Delta Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Rainforest page 127                    

History & Social Studies
The Story of the World 4 + Activity Book page 142         

True Stories of War Graphic Novels (set of 3) page 145         

The Story of the World 4 - Audio page 142                    

24-Hour History (set of 5) page 145                    

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography Grade 4 page 153         

The Global Puzzle page 154                    

Thinking Skills
Building Thinking Skills Book 2 page 132         

Colorku page 135         

SCIENCE
Dr. Bonyfide Book 2 page 165         

Science in the Age of Reason page 163           

Building Blocks of Science 4 page 161         

STEM
Robotis Dream 2.0 page 175         

Edison Robot 2.0 page 175                    

ART
Djeco Rubber Engraving Workshop page 190         

My Crazy Inventions Sketchbook page 189         

Make Your Own Comics page 187                    

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 4 website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1193
$1019

COMPLETE
$1010
$864

Standard kits

BASIC
$451
$400

ELITE
$1066
$930COMPLETE

$883
$775

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



First Language Lessons 4

Page 113           

Mosdos Literature 
- Ruby

Page 118         

4th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 4th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

4th-grade kit?

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite

“Treasure Trove of Books”

 Olianna Stone, age 9
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Spelling You See Level 
E - American Spirit

Page 111           

Math-U-See Delta

Page 122           

Extreme Dot-to-
Dot: Rainforest

Page 127       

Building Thinking 
Skills Book 2

Page 132           

Colorku

Page 135          

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

Daily 6-Trait 
Writing Grade 4

Page 112           

Emma Schoessow, age 13

“Abby the school girl” 

Noemi, age 8
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Science in the 
Age of Reason

Page 163       

Dr. Bonyfide 
Book 2

Page 165         

Building Blocks of Science 4

Page 161      

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography Grade 4

Page 153         

The Story of the 
World 4 - Audio

Page 142        

The Global Puzzle

Page 154       

The Story of the World 
4: The Modern Age 

& Activity Book

Page 142          

HISTORY & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

True Stories of War 
Graphic Novels

Page 145         

24-Hour History 
set of 5

Page 145        
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Edison Robot 2.0

Page 175         

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

Djeco Rubber 
Engraving Workshop

Page 190          

Make Your Own 
Comics

Page 187        

My Crazy Inventions 
Sketchbook

Page 189          

ART

Robotis Dream 2.0

Page 175         

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website.         
      

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 4

See our website.         
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5th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
101 Doodle Definitions page 116         

Jump In (student + teacher) page 114             

Mosdos Literature - Coral page 118         

Spelling You See Level F - Ancient Achievements page 111         

Editor in Chief - Level 1 page 115         

Show Me How to Survive page 117                    

Daily 6-Trait Writing Grade 5 page 112         

Easy Grammar Grade 5 - Teacher Edition page 115         

MATH
Math-U-See Epsilon Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: U.S. History page 127                    

THINKING SKILLS
Critical & Creative - Grade 5 page 132         

Cat Crimes page 132         

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography Grade 5 page 153         

Draw the USA page 153                    

ScrunchMap USA page 155                    

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES
America the Beautiful Curriculum Pack page 143            

America the Beautiful Student Workbook page 143            

AGS United States History page 143         

SCIENCE
Dr. Bonyfide Book 3 page 165         

Science in the Industrial Age page 163           

Superman Science page 167         

4-D Science - Animal Cell page 158                    

Building Blocks of Science 5 page 161     

STEM
Brain Builder Trio page 177         

Extraordinaires Design Studio page 172                    

ART
Doodle America page 188         

StopMotion Explosion Kit 2.0 page 189         

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 5 website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1207
$1045

COMPLETE
$1081
$932

Standard kits

BASIC
$437
$395

ELITE
$1028
$915COMPLETE

$888
$790

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Jump In

Page 114         

Mosdos Literature - Coral

Page 118         

Editor in Chief 
- Level 1 

Page 115          

5th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

5TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 5th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

101 Doodle 
Definitions

Page 116            

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Show Me How 
to Survive

Page 117         

Spelling You See Level F - 

Ancient Achievements

Page 111           

Easy Grammar 
Grade 5 - 

Teacher Edition

Page 115     

Daily 6-Trait 
Writing Grade 5 

Page 112     

Math-U-See Epsilon Universal

Page 122           

Extreme Dot-to-
Dot: U.S. History

Page 127       

Critical & Creative 
- Grade 5

Page 132           

Cat Crimes

Page 132          

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

Noah J., age 6
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Science in the Industrial Age

Page 163      

4-D Animal Cell

Page 158       

Building Blocks of Science 5

Page 161    

Dr. Bonyfide Book 3

Page 165        

SCIENCE

learning 
tools

AGS United 
States History

Page 143     

HISTORY & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

America the 
Beautiful Student 

Workbook

Page 143     

America the Beautiful

Page 143      

Superman Science

Page 167         

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website.

      

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 5

See our website.                       
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Draw the USA

Page 153        ScrunchMap USA

Page 155        

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography Grade 5

Page 153         

Brain Builder Trio

Page 177        

stem

geography

Doodle America

Page 188         

Extraordinaires Design Studio

Page 172        

ART

StopMotion 
Explosion Kit 2.0

Page 189         “Golden Gate Bridge”

Noah, age 8
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6th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Grade 6 - Teacher Edition page 115         

Mosdos Literature - Pearl page 118         

Spelling You See Level G - Modern Milestones page 111         

Typing Instructor Platinum Version 21 - PC page 119         

Wordsmith Apprentice page 116         

MATH
Math-U-See Zeta Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Around the USA page 127                    

THINKING SKILLS
Critical & Creative - Grade 6 page 132         

The Fallacy Detective page 136             

Brain Fitness Solitaire Chess page 133         

GEOGRAPHY
Skill Sharpeners Geography Grade 6 page 153         

Art
Doodle Your Day page 190         

Complete-A-Sketch Advanced page 188                    

Pixel Mosaics page 190                    

History and Social Studies
The Search + A Family Secret page 146         

Uncle Sam and You Curriculum Pack page 147           

Uncle Sam and You Student Workbook page 147           

4-D USA History over Time Puzzle page 148                    

AGS United States Government page 147         

science
Dr. Bonyfide Book 4 page 165         

Human Anatomy and Physiology page 160           

Anatomy Notebooking Journal page 160           

3-D Torso Puzzle page 158                   

100 Things to Know about the Human Body page 169                   

Human Body Cube page 169                   

Building Blocks of Science 6 page 161         

stem
Sphero SPRK+ page 177         

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 6 website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1268
$1080

COMPLETE
$1116
$948

Standard kits

BASIC
$507
$440

ELITE
$1153
$999COMPLETE

$987
$855

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Mosdos Literature - Pearl

Page 118           

Easy Grammar Grade 
6 - Teacher Edition 

Page 115           

Wordsmith Apprentice 

Page 116         

6th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

6TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 6th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Spelling You See Level G 
- Modern Milestones

Page 111            

Typing Instructor Platinum Version 21 PC 

Page 119          

Math-U-See Zeta Universal

Page 122            

Extreme Dot-
to-Dot: Around 

the USA

Page 127      

Brain Fitness Solitaire Chess

Page 133          

Critical & Creative 
- Grade 6

Page 132           

The Fallacy Detective

Page 136         

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

Bella, age 10
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Exploring Creation 
with Human Anatomy 
and Physiology and 

Notebooking Journal

Page 160     

3-D Torso Puzzle

Page 158       

Building Blocks of Science 6

Page 161      

100 Things to Know About 
the Human Body

Page 169         

Dr. Bonyfide Book 4

Page 165          

SCIENCE

4-D USA History 
over Time Puzzle

Page 148        

Uncle Sam and You

Page 147      

Uncle Sam and You 
Student Workbook

Page 147    

HISTORY & 
SOCIAL STUDIES

AGS United States 
Government

Page 147     

The Search &  
A Family Secret

Page 146         

Human Body Cube

Page 169        
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

100 Things to Know About 
the Human Body

Page 169         

GEOGRAPHY

Skill Sharpeners 
Geography Grade 6

Page 153         

Sphero SPRK+

Page 177         

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

Complete-A-
Sketch Advanced

Page 188        

Doodle Your Day

Page 190         

Pixel Mosaics

Page 190       

ART

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website.         

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 6

See our website.         

“STEM school” 

Lauren Graham, age 12
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7th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Plus - Teacher Edition page 115         

Mosdos Literature - Jade page 118         

Wordsmith (student + teacher) page 116         

Editor in Chief - Level 2 page 115         

Word Roots - Level 1 page 113         

MATH
Math-U-See Pre-Algebra Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Around the World page 127             

THINKING SKILLS
The Basics of Critical Thinking page 136         

The Thinking Toolbox page 137                 

Laser Maze page 134         

history and GEOGRAPHY
The Mystery of History Volume I page 144            

Histography: A Survey of the 50 United States page 147         

Science
Batman Science page 167        

Chemistry and Physics page 160           

Chemistry and Physics Notebooking Journal page 160           

Building Blocks of Science 7 page 161    

stem
STEM Simple Machines page 174         

Love to Code page 177             

Roman Arch Bridge Kit page 179             

art
Simply Draw page 191         

Archi-Doodle page 191             

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Spectrum Test Practice - Grade 7 website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1178
$1030

COMPLETE
$1014
$885

Standard kits

BASIC
$466
$415

ELITE
$1022
$900COMPLETE

$858
$755

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Word Roots - Level 1 

Page 113            

Wordsmith + Teacher’s Guide 

Page 116           

7th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

7TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 7th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Mosdos Literature - Jade 

Page 118          

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Editor in Chief 
- Level 2

Page 115          

Easy Grammar Plus 
- Teacher Edition 

Page 115            

Math-U-See Pre-Algebra Universal

Page 122           

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: 
Around the World

Page 127        

The Basics of 
Critical Thinking

Page 136            

The Thinking 
Toolbox

Page 137        

Laser Maze

Page 134          

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

“Under the Sea” 

JonMichael, age 13

Amy R., mom of 3
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Exploring Creation with 
Chemistry and Physics

+ Notebooking Journal

Page 160     

Batman Science

Page 167         

Building Blocks of Science 7

Page 161    

SCIENCE

HISTORY & 
GEOGRAPHY

Histography: A Survey 
of the 50 United States

Page 147     

The Mystery of 
History Volume I

Page 144     

“Batman” 

 Gabriel, age 10

“Pirate Boy” 

Teagan, age 12
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

STEM Simple Machines

Page 174         

Love to Code

Page 177        

Roman Arch Bridge Kit

Page 179       

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS
Archi-Doodle

Page 191       

Simply Draw

Page 191         

ART

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website.         
      

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 7

See our website.         
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8th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 8 - Teacher Edition page 115         

Mosdos Literature - Gold page 118         

Writing with Skill  - Level 1 (student + teacher) page 117         

Graphic Shakespeare page 119         

Word Roots - Level 2 page 113         

MATH
Math-U-See Algebra 1 Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Spectacular Places page 127            

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills Book 3 - Figural page 132         

Asteroid Escape page 135            

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES
The Mystery of History Volume II page 144            

People, Places, and Principles of America - 1 page 149         

        

SCIENCE
Exploring Creation - Physical Science Textbook page 165            

Physical Science - Student Notebook page 165            

Physical Science - Companion CD page 165            

Focus on Middle School - Eighth-Grade Bundle page 161         

STEM
Introduction to Aviation page 176         

Mechanics Laboratory Planes and Helicopters page 176            

ART
Archi-Doodle City page 191         

LEARNING TOOLS
Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Spectrum Test Practice Grade 8 website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1322
$1195

COMPLETE
$1254
$1135

Standard kits

BASIC
$482
$430

ELITE
$1211
$1075COMPLETE

$1124
$999

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



8th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN AN

8TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 8th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Mosdos Literature - Gold

Page 118         

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite

Rebecca G., age 14
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Writing with Skill Level 1 - 
Student and Teacher 

Page 117           

Easy Grammar Ultimate 
Grade 8 - Teacher Edition

Page 115            

Graphic Shakespeare 

Page 119         

Word Roots - Level 2 

Page 113          

Math-U-See Algebra 1 Universal

Page 122           

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: 
Spectacular Places

Page 127        

Building Thinking 
Skills Book 3 - Figural

Page 132            

Asteroid Escape

Page 135        

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

Gabriel, age 10
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Exploring Creation with Physical 
Science and Student Notebook

Page 165        

Focus on Middle School 
— Eighth-Grade Bundle

Page 161     

Physical Science 
Companion CD 

Page 165    

SCIENCE

HISTORY 

People, Places, 
and Principles of 

America - 1

Page 149     

The Mystery of 
History Volume II

Page 144       

 Ava Medford, age 8

 Gabriel, age 10
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Introduction to Aviation

Page 176       

 Planes and Helicopters

Page 176       

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

ART

Archi-Doodle City

Page 191         

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website.         
      

Spectrum Test 
Practice - Grade 8

See our website.         

“The Spirit of St. Louis”

Isaac Steffes, age 11
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9th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 9 - Teacher Edition page 115         

Writing with Skill - Level 2 (student + teacher) page 117         

Implications of Literature - Explorer page 118         

Editor in Chief - Level 3 page 115         

Word Roots - Level 3 page 113         

MATH
Math-U-See Geometry Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Extreme Animals page 127                    

THINKING SKILLS
Building Thinking Skills Book 3 - Verbal page 132         

Anti-Virus Mutation page 134         

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES
The Mystery of History - Volume III page 144            

 Volume III Companion Guide page 144            

The United States Constitution - Graphic Novel page 148         

People, Places, and Principles of America - 2 page 149         

SCIENCE
Friendly Biology page 166         

Biology 101 page 168             
    

STEM
DuinoKit Jr. page 175         

Premium Professor Teaches Office Super Set website                    

ART
How to Draw Almost Everything page 192         

LEARNING TOOLS
High-School Planner 1 Year 2018-2019 website             

Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Cracking the PSAT/NMSQT website                    

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$903
$825

COMPLETE
$839
$775

Standard kits

BASIC
$363
$345

ELITE
$970
$865COMPLETE

$835
$765

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Writing with Skill Level 
2 - Student + Teacher

Page 117            

9th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

9th-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see 

that all of the dots are underneath the 9th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Implications of Literature 
- Explorer 

Page 118          

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Easy Grammar 
Ultimate Grade 9 - 

Teacher Edition

Page 115           

Word Roots - Level 3 

Page 113          

Editor in Chief - Level 3 

Page 115         

Math-U-See Geometry 
Universal

Page 122          

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: 
Extreme Animals

Page 127        

Building Thinking 
Skills Book 3 - Verbal

Page 132            

Anti-Virus Mutation

Page 134          

THINKING SKILLS

MATH

 Rebecca G., age 14

Christopher, age 13

“Prokaryotic cell”

Enoch, age 13
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Friendly Biology 

Page 166         

Biology 101

Page 168      

SCIENCE

People, Places, and 
Principles of America - 2

Page 149     

U.S. Constitution 
- Graphic Novel

Page 148         

HISTORY

The Mystery of 
History Volume III - 
Student Reader and 

Companion Guide

Page 144     

“Dr. Alexander and Felix Spots”

L. D. Matthews, age 11

Sebastian Bash, age 12
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Mixed by Me-Thinking 
Putty

See our website.         

Cracking the PSAT/NMSQT

See our website.        

High-School 1-Year Planner 
2018-2019

See our website.      

DuinoKit Jr.

Page 175         

Premium Professor 
Teaches Office 

Super Set

See our website.         

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

How to Draw Almost 
Everything

Page 192         

ART

“My mom”

Malachi, age 12
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10th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 10 - Teacher Edition page 115         

Writing with Skill - Level 3 (student + teacher) page 117         

Implications of Literature - Navigator page 118         

Word Roots - Level 4 page 113         

MATH
Math-U-See Algebra 2 Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot: Endangered Animals page 127             

THINKING SKILLS
Practical Critical Thinking Set page 136         

Brain Fitness Knot So Fast page 139         

Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies page 137           

What’s Your Worldview? page 137              

HISTORY & SOCIAL STUDIES
The Mystery of History Volume IV page 144           

People, Places, and Events of World History page 149     

SCIENCE
Forces and Motion: Investigating a Car Crash page 165         

Integrated Physics and Chemistry page 166         

Chemistry 101 page 168               

Physics 101 page 168           

Happy Atoms Introductory Set page 167          

STEM
Build Your Own V8 Engine page 178         

Roadworthy DVD page 178         

UGM-11 Truck page 178          

ART
How to Draw Almost Every Day page 192         

LEARNING TOOLS
High-School Planner 1 Year 2018-2019 website                 

Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Cracking the SAT website          

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1119
$1010

COMPLETE
$948
$864

Standard kits

BASIC
$422
$400

ELITE
$1271
$1115COMPLETE

$949
$860

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Implications of Literature - Navigator

Page 118           

10th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

10TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see that 

all of the dots are underneath the 10th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite

Rachel Ingram, homeschool mom of 3
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Writing with Skill Level 
3 - Student + Teacher

Page 117           

Easy Grammar 
Ultimate Grade 10 
- Teacher Edition

Page 115          

Word Roots - Level 4 

Page 113          

Math-U-See Algebra 
2 Universal

Page 122           

Extreme Dot-to-
Dot: Endangered 

Animals

Page 127        

The Mystery of 
History Volume IV

Page 144      

People, Places, and 
Events of World History

Page 149     

HISTORY

MATH

Brenna Schoessow, age 8

N.J. Matthews, age 12
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Integrated Physics 
and Chemistry

Page 166          

Physics 101

Page 168    

Forces and Motion: 
Investigating 
a Car Crash

Page 165         

SCIENCE

Happy Atoms 
Introductory Set

Page 167       

What’s Your 
Worldview?

Page 137    

Dr. Ransom’s 
Bestiary of 
Adorable 
Fallacies

Page 137      

THINKING 
SKILLS

Brain Fitness 
Knot So Fast

Page 139         

Practical Critical 
Thinking Set

Page 136           

Chemistry 101

Page 168     

Tinley, age 6
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Mixed by Me - Thinking 
Putty

See our website.          

Cracking the SAT

See our website.      

UGM-11 Truck

Page 178        

Build Your Own V8 Engine

Page 178         

Roadworthy DVD

Page 178         

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

How to Draw Almost 
Every Day

Page 192          

ART

Joshua Boror, age 8

High-School 1-Year Planner 
2018-2019

See our website.      
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11th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 11 - Teacher Edition page 115         

The Power in Your Hands page 116             

Implications of Literature - Pioneer page 118         

Wordsmithy page 115           

MATH
Math-U-See PreCalculus Universal page 122         

Dot-to-Dot Philadelphia page 127                    

THINKING SKILLS
James Madison Critical Thinking Course page 138         

Color Fold page 139         

Science
Medical Investigation 101 Bundle page 169         

Precepts of Anatomy and Physiology page 164         

4-D Heart Puzzle page 164                    

Exploring the History of Medicine page 164           

History and Social Studies
Exploring America Curriculum Pack page 149           

Exploring America Student Review Pack page 149           

The Gettysburg Address page 146         

Exploring Government Curriculum Pack page 151           

Exploring Government Student Review Pack page 151           

The History of the Ancient World + Study Guide page 150         

STEM
Engino Robotics MINI ERP 1.3 page 174         

ART
Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro page 189                    

LEARNING TOOLS
High-School Planner 1 Year 2018-2019 website             

Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

Cracking the ACT website                    

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$879
$810

COMPLETE
$750
$700

Standard kits

BASIC
$412
$390

ELITE
$1129
$1035COMPLETE

$899
$835

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



Wordsmithy 

Page 115    

11th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN AN

11TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see that 

all of the dots are underneath the 11th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

Implications of Literature - Pioneer

Page 118          

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

The Power in Your Hands

Page 116        

Easy Grammar 
Ultimate Grade 11 
- Teacher Edition

Page 115           

Math-U-See PreCalculus

Universal

Page 125           

Dot-to-Dot 
Philadelphia

Page 127        

James Madison Critical 
Thinking Course

Page 138           

Color Fold

Page 139          

Thinking Skills

MATH

Delene Powell

“State Capitol”

Matthew, age 7

“Lamp Post”  
Rebecca G., age 14
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Precepts of Anatomy 
and Physiology

Page 164           

Medical Investigation 101 Set

Page 169         

4-D Heart Puzzle

Page 164        

Exploring the 
History of Medicine

Page 164    

SCIENCE

Exploring Government 
Curriculum Pack

+Student Review Pack

Page 151     

Exploring America 
Curriculum Pack

+Student Review Pack

Page 149       

History &
Social studies

The History of the 
Ancient World with 

Study Guide

Page 150      

The 
Gettysburg 

Address

Page 146                  

      

Delene Powell
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Mixed by Me - Thinking 
Putty

See our website.        

Cracking the ACT

See our website.        

Engino Robotics MINI ERP 1.3

Page 174          

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro

Page 189         

ART

Muhd Harith Irfan, age 7

“Whatever you want to be.”

Hannah Girges, age 11

High-School 1-Year Planner 
2018-2019

See our website.      
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12th-grade kITs

LANGUAGE ARTS
Easy Grammar Ultimate Grade 12 - Teacher Edition page 115         

Wordsmith Craftsman page 116         

Implications of Literature - Trailblazer page 118         

MATH
Math-U-See Calculus Universal page 122         

Extreme Dot-to-Dot World of Dots: Architecture page 127                    

THINKING SKILLS
The Rhetoric Companion + Answer Key page 138             

Philosophy Adventure - Complete Set page 135           

Walls & Warriors page 138         

The Reason for God page 139           

The Big Book of Brain Games website         

Science
Friendly Chemistry page 166         

ALL KITS INCLUDE OUR ONLINE SCHEDULER  AND HANDBOOK

History and Social Studies
Exploring World History Curriculum Pack page 150            

Exploring World History Student Review Pack page 150            

Exploring Economics Curriculum Pack page 151            

Exploring Economics Student Review Pack page 151            

The History of the Medieval World + Study Guide page 150         

Principles and Precepts of Economics page 151         

STEM
Bioloid STEM page 179                    

ART
Drawing Realistic Portraits from Photographs (DVD) page 192                    

LEARNING TOOLS
High-School Planner 1 Year 2018-2019 website              

Mixed by Me - Thinking Putty Kit website         

NON-Religious KITS

ELITE
$1030
$930

COMPLETE
$561
$515

Standard kits

BASIC
$383
$359

ELITE
$1220
$1105COMPLETE

$722
$665

FREE GROUND SHIPPING WITH EVERY KIT (DETAILS AT WWW.TIMBERDOODLE.COM)



12th-Grade Curriculum 
Handbook 2018

Page 4         

LANGUAGE ARTS

WHAT IS IN A

12TH-grade kit?
How do I know which 
items are included in the 
different kit editions? 

We have created a handy key to help guide you! You can also 

find it at the bottom of every right-hand page. You will see that 

all of the dots are underneath the 12th-Grade Curriculum 

Handbook. This means the handbook is included in all kits!

History & 
Social Studies

Implications of Literature - Trailblazer

Page 118           

Basic Kit

Complete Kit

Elite Kit

Non-religious Complete

Non-religious Elite

Joshua Boror, age 8
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Math-U-See Calculus 
Universal

Page 122           

Extreme Dot-to-
Dot World of Dots: 

Architecture

Page 127          

Exploring World History + 
Student Review Pack

Page 150       

The History of the 
Medieval World 

with Study Guide

Page 150      

History & 
Social Studies

Exploring Economics 
+ Student 

Review Pack

Page 151   

Principles and 
Precepts of 
Economics

Page 151    

MATH

Easy Grammar 
Ultimate Grade 12 
- Teacher Edition

Page 115           

Wordsmith Craftsman

Page 116            

Kayleigh Cantu, age 13
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Friendly Chemistry

Page 166        

SCIENCE

Walls & Warriors

Page 138         

The Reason 
for God

Page 139    

The Rhetoric Companion 
with Answer Key

Page 138        

THINKING 
SKILLS

Philosophy Adventure

Page 135     

The Big Book of 
Brain Games

See our website.    

Mavrick, age 12
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Basic Kit Complete Kit Elite Kit Non-religious Complete Non-religious Elite

Mixed by Me - 
Thinking Putty

See our website.       

Bioloid STEM

Page 179       

STEM

LEARNING TOOLS

Drawing Realistic 
Portraits from 

Photographs DVD

Page 192        

ART

Bobby, age 5

“Vincent van 
Gogh’s Self Portrait” 

Mom of three girls

High-School 1-Year Planner 
2018-2019

See our website.      
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PRE-VERBAL SKILLS

LANGUAGE ARTS

My First Baby Signs

The foster babies we have welcomed into our home have spent much of the 

initial days screaming because we couldn’t understand what they wanted. That 

is why one of our first courses of action is to teach them basic sign language. My 

First Baby Signs has been designed to bridge the gap between what baby knows 

he wants and what he can say. With pull tabs to demonstrate how to make eight 

different signs, My First Baby Signs will help your baby make the connections 

between the words and the actions. The bright, colorful graphics will appeal to 

baby, but even though the use of tabbed movements is ingenious, My First Baby 

Signs is not a book that will withstand little unsupervised bumbling fingers.

569-050   my first baby signs   $14.95

ABC Baby Signs

Give your little ones a pedagogical advantage by teaching them how to 

communicate with their hands. ABC Baby Signs uses the alphabet as a 

springboard to familiarize your baby with 26 practical, useful, and baby-

friendly words in sign language. Accompanying each word is a short bit of 

prose that describes the gestures of that word. The ethnically diverse images 

are lively and engaging, while insets at the top of each page demonstrate 

the appropriate sign in a simple diagram. As a bonus, there are an additional 

four pages of everyday signs to round out this charming collection.

317-335   abc baby signs   $16.95

Let’s Sign, Baby!: A Fun and Easy Way to Talk with Baby

Let’s Sign, Baby!: A Fun and Easy Way to Talk with Baby is a gentle, natural 

way to introduce your baby to the benefits of ASL. Using simple stories, 

your baby will follow three children through a well-chosen daily activity that 

reflects a typical child’s world. These short stories, with their beautiful pencil-

and-watercolor illustrations and clear instructions, are helpful for parents 

and appealing to older siblings. An ASL board book for families that is both 

engaging and informative is a rare find; Let’s Sign, Baby! is such a book. 

320-001   let’s sign, baby!   $7.50

“Family”

Olivia, age 6
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Day and Night First Words

With its sturdy accordion fold-outs, Day and Night First Words is the 

perfect tummy-time book for your newborn. On the day side of the 

book, your baby will follow the routine of a happy polar bear cub as he 

eats and plays his day away. On the reverse side of the accordion fold, 

the cub bathes and gets ready for bed. The high-contrast shapes and 

patterns in Day and Night provide your baby with something simple 

and engaging to focus on during the so-important tummy time.

788-210   day and night first words   $10.00

Indestructibles 4-Book Set

 Parents of infants have enough to worry about without trying to 

safeguard their baby’s reading material. Chew-proof, rip-proof, and 

non-toxic, Indestructibles are built for the way babies read! Made of 

incredible paper-like material for your baby to hold, grab, chew, pull, and 

bend, Indestructibles can handle it all. Bright and swirling with color, these 

books allow parents’ stories to be as rich as the artwork. And for those 

inevitable encounters with food or its byproducts, parents will be relieved 

to know they can just toss an Indestructibles book into the wash. 

569-150   indestructibles 4 books  $22.50

Very First Book of Things to Spot

Watch your baby’s language comprehension explode with the Very 

First Book of Things to Spot. Searching the simple, beautifully illustrated 

pages, your baby will learn the names of items and their actions as he 

finds the dog that is rolling on its back or the penguin that is sliding on 

its belly. You will also discuss sizes, clothing, colors, and more. Just doing 

a page or two a day will enrich your baby’s vocabulary in a way that you 

both will find enjoyable. Each page has several suggested questions, and 

you undoubtedly will come up with dozens more.  Perfect for sharing 

with babies, this book makes a lovely baby gift for new parents.  

417-439  things to spot  $10.99

417-437  things to spot out and about  $10.99

417-438  things to spot at home  $10.99

what parents 
are saying

I recently ordered a new batch for baby gifts. At 

our family reunion, two of my nieces exclaimed how 

good it was to have these books for their little ones. 

They can freely be given to little ones and these ones 

can not destroy these books. They live up to their 

billing, and the colors are vivid and captivating. 

- Bonnie J.
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The Illustrated Alphabet

Elegant and timeless, The Illustrated Alphabet is the type of treasure 

you would expect to find in your grandmother’s dusty attic, perfect 

for the tender hearts of your preschoolers. There are no pop culture 

superheroes here; The Illustrated Alphabet is a joyous travel through the 

alphabet with zoo animals. With animals from grumpy gorillas to uppity 

umbrella birds, there is a different letter and animal on each beautifully 

illustrated page. To help children remember letter sounds, there are 

simple stories filled with alliterative sentences that help to develop 
letter and phonetic recognition. The Illustrated Alphabet is a fun book 

to read and discuss with lovely illustrations of additional objects to search 

out that start with the letter of the page. This luxurious, cloth-bound 
hardback book comes well protected in a beautifully decorated slipcase. 

417-226   the illustrated alphabet   $18.99

Picture Puzzle Books

With each read of the Picture Puzzle Books, your child will discover 

new patterns, hidden objects, or items that continue to interest him.  

These books are overflowing with charming, vibrantly illustrated animal 

pictures, so your child will be looking for similarities to spot or differences 

to detect while developing his visual discrimination, a mental and visual 

activity that is essential for reading readiness. Picture Puzzle Books 

are oversized, super-thick paper books for two- to five-year-olds.

417-416   picture puzzle book - jungle   $13.99

417-413   picture puzzle book - zoo   $13.99

417-414   picture puzzle book - farm  $13.99

417-415   picture puzzle book - under the sea  $13.99

Playfoam Alphabet

Playfoam Alphabet adds a fun element to learning the alphabet. Just 

shape, mold, and apply the tiny sticky foam beads to the letters on each 

card. This tactile and visual experience helps to create neural pathways 
for reading and writing. The award-winning Playfoam is a perfect first 

sculpting material for young children, not only because of what it will do, but 

more important to busy homeschooling moms, what it won’t do. Playfoam 

is a very lightweight, colorful substance that sticks to itself but not to your 

child, your carpet, or your couch. Playfoam Alphabet comes with eight 

colorful bricks of modeling compound. When your child inevitably mixes 

them together, instead of a murky brown it will look like a big ball of candy 

sprinkles. Playfoam Alphabet strengthens fine motor skills and recognition of 

letters, and it includes 13 illustrated cards with each letter of the alphabet.

047-105   playfoam alphabet   $12.50

LANGUAGE AND ALPHABET SKILLS

LANGUAGE ARTS Noah, age 6
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Crepe Foam Alphabet Puzzles

As children manipulate the three-dimensional, bright crepe foam-rubber 

letters, they increase visual and tactile perception, shape discrimination, 

and hand-eye coordination. For the youngest, think of these as fabulous 

perception puzzles. By two years old, most toddlers are able to pick out each 

letter. Older children can match lower case and capitals, put together words, 

and use the puzzles for phonics games. You will not find a better “touch, feel, 
and fit” alphabet, or a more durable one, for those children who delight in 

pounding the pieces in. And they all do, don’t they? For homeschooling, this 

puzzle is an essential. Features 2” tall letters! Includes a sturdy storage tray. 

360-008   a-z upper case  $9.75

360-009   a-z lower case  $9.75

Magna Tablet Deluxe

Handwriting habits are well-established early, so it is important to get 

it right. The best method for properly mastering this vital skill is through 

multisensory techniques. The very versatile Magna Tablet Deluxe is a 

great tool to help your child practice forming letters as he perfects his fine 

motor skills. A powerful magnetic pen tip attracts encased metal balls to 

the small holes on the surface of the grid. Encourage your child to create 

letters, geometric shapes, animals, and vehicles both from the included 
activity cards and then from freestyling their own drawings. A sturdy beech 

wood frame allows the tablet to endure rigorous and repeated play.

595-445   magna tablet deluxe   $37.95

Alphabet Bingo 

If your child has been struggling to learn his letters, try a game. Games are 

a great way to teach your child, and kids love to play bingo, so you can’t miss 

with Alphabet Bingo.  Not as elaborate as traditional bingo, Alphabet Bingo 

won’t burn out early learners. Alphabet Bingo is a matching game/bingo 
hybrid.  Reach into the bag and pull out a letter token — if your child has a 

match, he’s on his way to winning! Very simple to set up, Alphabet Bingo is 

an exciting way for children to learn their uppercase letters and letter/object 

association. Includes six double-sided playing boards, 26 letter tokens, 72 

plastic chips, a drawstring bag, and instructions for multiple ways to play.

793-794   alphabet bingo  $13.99

My daughter has spent hours doing and undoing 

these puzzles. Each time we get the opportunity to 

search for specific letters and talk about sounds. 

They also have helped develop fine motor skills... 

- Morgan, Mama of 2

what parents 
are saying
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All About Reading (AAR) is the multisensory, 
mastery-based program that you’ve been hearing 

so much about. Suitable for all ages and learning 

styles, AAR teaches phonics, decoding, fluency, 

and comprehension in a fun and engaging way.  

Moving at a gentler pace than other more 

intense reading programs, with AAR only one new 

concept is taught at a time. Yet the progressive 

introduction of letters introduces vowels with 

consonants in a way that will allow your child 

to begin reading almost immediately. 

With lesson plans that seem so amazingly clear 

and doable, no prior training is needed. AAR’s 

lightly scripted and illustrated “open and go” 

lessons make your job easy and stress-free. 

The student activity books add a lot of variety 

to the lessons and provide additional support.

Based on the Orton-Gillingham Approach, 

97% of English words can be learned 

according to phonetic rules, leaving only 

3% to be learned as sight words. 

The phonetic readers are the best we have ever 

seen — beautifully illustrated hardcover books 

with finely detailed black-and-white drawings.

If this is your first experience with All About 

Reading, we encourage you to take the placement 

test on our website. Please note that each level 

of All About Reading requires the use of the AAR 

App or the AAR tiles, available separately. 

878-100   all about reading pre-reading   $119.95   
878-001   all about reading level 1   $133.85

878-002   all about reading level 2    $133.85

878-003   all about reading level 3    $133.85

878-004   all about reading level 4   $133.85

WHY WE CHOSE

1

2

3

4

5

6

All about reading
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what parents 
are saying

Loving it! I wish I had this curriculum when I was growing 

up. The copy work is a wonderful activity and helps 

students use multi-sensory tools to learn to spell. 

- A. Robertson, mother of 4

Spelling You See

We really love this multisensory spelling program and are convinced it will 

help your child become a confident, successful speller, naturally and at his 

own speed. And it has the research to back us up. Because Spelling You See 

encourages visual memory rather than rote memory, there are no weekly 

spelling lists or tests and very little instructor preparation is required. 

Each daily lesson in Spelling You See uses real words presented in context 

within poems or informational passages. Plus, each lesson is colorful, short, 

to the point, and fun! Did I mention we’re in love? You will be too when 

you discover how relaxed and easy to implement Spelling You See is. 

Instructor’s handbooks are relatively small but packed with valuable 

information that will show how simple this program is and how 

comfortably it will fit into your daily life. Also included are answer keys 

and dictation material that is essential for each level. Free shipping!

722-101   spelling you see a   $41.00

722-102   spelling you see b   $53.00

722-103   spelling you see c   $53.00

722-104   spelling you see d   $53.00

722-105   spelling you see e   $53.00

722-106   spelling you see f   $53.00

722-107   spelling you see g   $53.00

All About Spelling

You know that kids learn in a variety of ways. That is why a multisensory 

approach, like All About Spelling (AAS), is so successful. But children also differ 

in their motivational approach to learning. You may have an inquisitive child 

who really wants to understand the ins and outs of spelling, while his sibling 

just doesn’t care. If you have a child who thrives on spelling rules and who is 

most comfortable understanding the reasoning behind each word’s spelling, 

he will adore AAS because in each spelling lesson, a single new rule or concept 

is taught. The award-winning AAS provides complete and comprehensive 

instruction using the multisensory Orton-Gillingham explicit teaching 

approach. Be sure you have your child take the AAS placement test before 
ordering. Letter Tiles App or Magnets (required) are available separately.  

878-301   all about spelling level 1   $44.85   

878-302   all about spelling level 2    $54.85

878-303   all about spelling level 3    $54.85

878-304   all about spelling level 4    $54.85  

878-305   all about spelling level 5    $54.85   

878-306   all about spelling level 6    $54.85   

878-307   all about spelling level 7    $54.85   

Beverly, age 12
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Rory’s Story Cubes: Voyages

Pack your bags and set sail on a journey of discovery with Rory’s Story 

Cubes: Voyages. Recount an epic adventure, building the story one story 

cube at a time to decide what happens next. Add interesting twists to 

your creative stories of larger-than-life adventures and exotic travels 

to faraway lands. Roll some or all of the story cubes to generate random 

images. Then, using those images as part of your narrative, invent a story 

that starts with “Once upon a time...,” or any opening of your choice. 

Telling the stories out loud will encourage your child to be as creative 

as possible without the burden of writing, spelling, and punctuation!

135-137   rory’s story cubes: voyages  $10.95

6-Trait Writing

Research proves that a solid understanding of the six traits of writing 

improves a child’s ability to write successfully. These six traits are 

content; organization; word choice; sentence fluency; voice; and 

conventions, which include grammar, spelling, and mechanics. This may 

sound ominous, but with just 15 minutes or fewer a day, Daily 6-Trait 

Writing has made it effortless, even fun, for our apprentice writers.

215-311   grade 1   $26.99

215-312   grade 2   $26.99

215-313   grade 3   $26.99

215-314   grade 4   $26.99

215-315   grade 5   $26.99

215-316   grade 6+   $26.99

Wikki Stix Alphabet

Your hands-on preschooler needs lots of repetition in letter formation 

before he can recognize and write actual letters. Wikki Stix Alphabet will not 

only help him study the mechanics of letter making, but it will also introduce 

him to some rudimentary letter/object correlations. On this set of colorful 

and uncluttered letter cards, your child will just follow the arrows to bend 

and stick the Wikki Stix, a slightly tacky reusable yarn, to trace onto each 

uppercase and lowercase letter. Soft and pliable, Wikki Stix is a proven tool 

for tactile, hands-on learning and only requires fingertip pressure to stick. 

No glue, no preparation, no cleanup, no mess! Wikki Stix Alphabet is 

ideal for quiet times and travel. Wikki Stix Alphabet includes 26 individual 

cards plus 36 tactile Wikki Stix to create hands-on educational fun. 

190-090   wikki stix alphabet   $13.95

“An author writing a story.”

Selah Girges, age 8
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Word Fun

Written in a whimsical and conversational manner, Word Fun is a gentle 

introduction to the eight most significant parts of speech. The colorful 

and imaginative full-page illustrations, child-friendly definitions, and goofy 

storylines make what would otherwise be a dull topic inviting. Close to 

200 pages of word-licious fun! Another Timberdoodle exclusive!

273-800   word fun   $13.99

First Language Lessons

If your approach to language arts is a blend of classical education with 

a pinch of Charlotte Mason’s ideas, then you will be quite pleased with 

First Language Lessons. With two to three short lessons a week, First 

Language Lessons Levels 1 - 4 cover a full range of grammar topics, 

including parts of speech, punctuation, and skills in beginning writing 

and storytelling. Each requires very little teacher prep; just open the 

instruction manual, read the script, and follow directions to teach the 

concepts. First Language Lessons’ spiral learning ensures mastery for 

every child, important for these foundational years of language study.

181-511   first language lessons level 1  $15.95

181-521   first language lessons level 2  $16.95

181-530   first language lessons level 3 bundle  $46.95

181-540   first language lessons level 4 bundle  $46.95

Word Roots

Children who have a solid grasp of word roots are bound to be children 

with better reading comprehension skills, primarily because they have 

acquired the ability to decode words. Word Roots will teach your children 

the meanings of Latin and Greek prefixes, roots, and suffixes of words 

commonly used in English. With reproducible pages, the entire family 

can use Word Roots to become articulate and well-versed linguists.  

410-663   word roots beginning    $15.99

410-701   word roots level 1   $24.99

410-702   word roots level 2   $24.99

410-703   word roots level 3   $24.99

410-704   word roots level 4   $24.99

what parents 
are saying

We love this book! This was one product I was determined 

to get. I’m an English teacher by profession and I geek out 

about grammar in general. I already think words are fun! So 

I’m glad that this book can help me pass that on to my kids. 

- Jennie Bryant
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A Reason for Handwriting

If you are going to make handwriting a part of your curriculum, here is 

something to think about. Since handwriting is a learned motor skill requiring 

regular practice, doesn’t it seem that if your child is going to labor over 

something with his mind and hands, he should also engage his heart? A 

Reason for Handwriting does all three. With each 10- to 15-minute daily 

lesson built around Bible verses, content is not only instructional, but also 

inspirational. A Reason for Handwriting Transition targets the transition 

from manuscript to cursive. See our website for the entire series.

765-590   transition   $18.95 

The Italic Handwriting Series 

We’ve always been fairly low-key about the need for a handwriting course. 

Back in the day when most of our orders actually came by mail we would see 

handwriting of every description and realized good or bad handwriting is 

seemingly no hindrance to success in life. But handwriting can be a thing 
of beauty and if that is your goal, the Italic Handwriting Series will help you 

get there. Italic Handwriting is logical because the transition from printing 

to cursive is exceptionally smooth, and it is easy to write as it conforms to 

natural hand movements. Each Italic Handwriting book has the basics of 

how to form each letter and then age-appropriate exercises which students 

do in the workbook. More grade levels are available on our website.

005-463   italic handwriting level d   $11.50

Jump In

By the time your child hits middle school, you will be glad to find an easy-

to-use creative writing program that is aimed at independent learning. 

Jump In’s illustrated workbook, lots of white space, large font, and short 

incremental daily assignments camouflage the workhorse that it is, teaching 

your child how to write persuasive papers, expository essays, descriptions, 

narration, and poetry. The necessary parent/teacher guide includes how 

to evaluate an assignment, how to help your child proofread, and daily 

writing prompts designed to appeal to this age group. Jump In’s highly 
engaging, light-hearted tone takes the tears out of creative writing.

288-040   jump in bundle  $37.95

LANGUAGE ARTS “Love of reading.”

Kristin, mom of 3
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Editor in Chief 

Editor in Chief is our favorite program to bridge the gap between grammar 

head knowledge and practical application. Your children will delight in 

finding the errors in content, grammar, punctuation, and usage in each 

exercise. And the occasional intentional discrepancies between pictures 

and the text add an extra element of fun! Detailed solutions are included. 

410-540   beginning 1   $14.99

410-541   beginning 2   $14.99

410-591   editor in chief level 1   $19.99

410-592   editor in chief level 2   $19.99

410-593   editor in chief level 3   $24.99 

Easy Grammar

Easy Grammar is just that, easy. The Easy Grammar series is designed 

specifically to introduce and teach essential grammar concepts to students 

regardless of their previous grammar background. In just minutes a 
day, your child will be functioning at his grade level and competent to 

undertake any state or college prep tests. See all our Easy Grammar 

books, including optional student workbooks, on our website.

622-567   grade 5 teacher   $33.75

622-607   grade 6 teacher  $33.75

622-707   plus teacher  $33.75

622-807   8 teacher  $28.50

622-907   9 teacher  $28.50

622-107   10 teacher  $28.50

622-117   11 teacher  $28.50 

622-127   12 teacher  $28.50

Wordsmithy

Wordsmithy: Hot Tips for the Writing Life is a highly entertaining 

guide to writing. It melds compelling lifestyle practices with decidedly 

palatable, assignment-free lessons. Far removed from being a prescribed 

list of mechanical techniques, Wordsmithy suggests that your teen get 

a life, read until his brain groans, learn a foreign language, and other 

no-nonsense proposals. Wordsmithy: Hot Tips for the Writing Life is 

quite possibly the best writing book your teen will ever read!

325-400   wordsmithy   $13.50

what parents 
are saying

We will definitely be ordering Editor in Chief Level 2 since 

the first one was so great! My daughter (11 years old) found 

this workbook challenging but doable. Not too long, not too 

short. It usually took her about 15 minutes to do each day. 

- Liz Monroe
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101 Doodle Definitions

When your child needs to master unfamiliar words, devoting hours to 

tedious memorization is not the only way. With 101 Doodle Definitions, your 

student will discover that by drawing a picture to remind him of a word, his 

brain will more readily remember the word’s meaning. This groundbreaking 

mnemonic approach to learning—and remembering—the meanings of 

words covers 101 of the most-used words on standardized tests. Using 

clear and concise definitions and prompts on how to draw a picture that 

accompanies each word, 101 Doodle Definitions is an amazingly clever 

Timberdoodle exclusive book to teach vocabulary to children. Once your 

child has completed the 101 doodles, he will know how to make his own 

unique doodle for any other unfamiliar word he encounters. 101 Doodle 

Definitions is fun. The words are arduous. The drawing cues are spot on.

068-175   101 doodle definitions   $13.99

Wordsmith

At the very core of the Wordsmith program is the honest reality presented by 

the author (Janie B. Cheaney, a regular columnist for World Magazine), that 

while her books will not always produce a prolific writer, with the Wordsmith 

series, the actual skills of creative writing can be acquired by anyone. Using 

engaging exercises and doable assignments, the Wordsmith series covers 

everything critical for your child’s creative writing program. So if you need 

a language arts program that addresses creative writing, the Wordsmith 

series is one of the most effective, least painful approaches we have seen. 

045-114   apprentice   $16.95

045-085   wordsmith   $16.95

045-080   wordsmith teacher   $7.50

045-379   craftsman   $16.95

The Power in Your Hands 

Prepare your homeschool teens for college writing through a practical, 
incremental, and, at times, humorous course written in a conversational 

tone. The Power in Your Hands: Writing Nonfiction in High School teaches 

all four modes of nonfiction writing: exposition, persuasion, description, 

and narration. Your teen will evaluate various essays and even learn 

how to be his own editor. Help your teen be better equipped to face 

the challenges of college writing with The Power in Your Hands.

612-612   nonfiction student   $44.95

612-613   nonfiction teacher   $19.95

LANGUAGE ARTS
Jennica, mom
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Writing with Skill

Writing with Skill will provide your child detailed instructions on how 

to write basic narratives, outlines, metaphors, research writing, poems, 

and more. Rigorous without being too technical or tedious, and using 

selections from famous authors to teach the concepts, Writing with 

Skill is a comprehensive writing course conveniently segmented into 

36 weeks of lessons. The optional Writing with Skill Instructor Text 

provides step-by-step directions, answers, and even scripts to use for 

explaining trouble areas to your middle- and high-school students. 

181-401   writing with skill 1 student  $27.50

181-402   writing with skill 1 teacher   $31.50

181-421   writing with skill 2 student  $29.50

181-422   writing with skill 2 teacher   $33.50

181-431   writing with skill 3 student  $29.50

181-432   writing with skill 3 teacher   $33.50

what KIDS 
are saying

This is a fun book. I took it to camp and everyone crowded 

around me wanting to see what it was about. I like the page 

where it shows which wilderness plants you can eat. It also 

shows how to exit different holds for self defense, how to 

tie knots, and how to make a tent out of sticks and leaves. 

I highly recommend it, it’s my favorite book to read. 

- Ethan, who loves to cook, age 11

Show Me How to Survive

We want kids to read, so we move mountains (of books) looking for any title 

that will cause a reluctant reader to crack open a book. Show Me How to 

Survive is one such title. This is not necessarily because your child will need to 

know how to disarm a shooter, survive a shipwreck, or rescue-breathe for a dog, 

but because its hundreds of illustrations and sparse text make for an irresistible 

mix for readers and non-readers alike. Colorful, insightful, and maybe just a bit 

quirky, this visual guide demystifies 175 events, everything from the essential 

to the unusual, each explained in nearly wordless, step-by-step illustrations. 

460-200   show me how to survive   $15.99

My First Story Writing Book 

This lovely write-in book is for the beginning novelist who needs to learn 

to write stories but doesn’t know where to start. My First Story Writing 

Book is packed with peculiar people and unusual locations to jumpstart your 

child’s imagination. My First Story Writing Book takes your young writer 

through each part of story writing, showing him how to create characters, 

develop plot lines, and design dramatic twists. With fun activities including 

word games, “story mazes” with ideas for plot twists, and writing diary 

entries for characters, as well as plenty of tips on writing descriptively, 

My First Story Writing Book will kindle your child’s imagination.

417-250   story writing book   $11.99
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Mosdos Literature

Literature cannot be neutral. It will either clash or harmonize with your 

family’s values. Mosdos Literature is a complete literature program that does 

not glamorize evil, nor present subject matter that is not age-appropriate. 

Neither does it portray as normal a cynical disregard for positive values, 

but it reinforces the universal ideals of courage, honesty, loyalty, and 
compassion. Readings are from both classic and contemporary works 

that are wholesome, though not faith-based, and stress both caring for 

others and a concern for the natural world. Mosdos Literature includes a 

beautifully illustrated student reader with selections of fiction, nonfiction, 

poetry, drama, the novella (and, for the older grades, novels); an engaging 

student activity workbook; and a detailed and well-organized teacher’s 

edition. If you are homeschooling a child in grades three through eight 

and want a literature program that will encourage wholesome values 

with stories that are colorful and engaging, you’ll love Mosdos.

717-030   opal   $175.00

717-040   ruby   $175.00

717-050   coral   $175.00

717-060   pearl   $175.00

717-070   jade   $175.00

717-080   gold   $175.00

Implications of Literature

Implications of Literature is an academically rigorous high-school literature 

series that features traditional, values-oriented content. These textbooks 

create coursework that preserves family standards while exposing your 

high-school student to excellent short stories, novellas, drama, novels, 
and biographical and auto-biographical nonfiction. All stories have been 

chosen to build character in young minds without moralizing. Implications 

of Literature texts are designed to deepen comprehension, as well as 

critical and analytical skills. Quizzes, textual sidebars, literary critiques, 

writing assignments, journaling, grammar, and vocabulary are just a few 

of the innovative features of Implications of Literature. The student text 

includes an introduction to each genre, with vocabulary clearly explained in 

footers on nearly every page. The teacher’s text includes all of the content 

of the student text with helpful annotations and suggested answers for 

assignments. The stories, while not religious, still reflect good precepts and 

are free of material that would conflict with Christian values. Implications 

of Literature will bring your high-schooler to an Advanced Placement 
performance level, perfect for the teen who is college-bound. 

893-090    explorer grade 9   $139.99

893-100    navigator grade 10   $139.99

893-110    pioneer grade 11   $139.99

893-120    trailblazer grade 12   $160.99

LANGUAGE ARTS
“My home, my school.”

Muhd Harith Irfan, age 7

Hannah, age 12
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what parents 
are saying

Shakespeare is part of our regular curriculum, but this 

book has made it very enjoyable and understandable for the 

various ages reading it. The notations at the bottom of the 

pages translate the sometimes hard to understand language 

of the bard. FIVE plays are in this one book - fantastic. 

- Sonja Schreffler from Papillion, NE

Graphic Shakespeare

Shakespeare’s plays are pictures of humanity both at its very worst as well 

as its very best, delving into issues of romance, deceit, tragedy, and revenge. 

And then there is the language—difficult for an adult to understand, let 

alone a child. But Shakespeare is a literary icon; references to his works are 

everywhere, from advertising to sermons, and we do our children a disservice 

if we ignore his impact. Graphic Shakespeare is the easier, sanitized way 

to expose your child to four of Shakespeare’s greatest tragedies, as well as 

his most popular comedy. Full-color artwork brings the scenes to life while 

speech bubbles present key excerpts from Shakespeare’s original dialogue. 

243-595   graphic shakespeare   $15.95

Touch-type Read and Spell

TTRS stands for Touch-type Read and Spell. We know of no other program 

like TTRS that teaches typing skills while so thoroughly reinforcing phonics and 

spelling. TTRS is beneficial for typing students, beginning or struggling readers 

and spellers, and students with dyslexia or visual impairment. 

TTRS is a straightforward, no-frills, one-year, touch-typing subscription. It does 

not explicitly teach phonics, but it does reinforce and practice phonics through 

word families. Throughout the course, the words slowly and systematically 

increase in complexity, just as in phonics-based reading and spelling programs. 

Find details on our website about how TTRS benefits students with dyslexia.

786-786   touch-type read and spell subscription  $85.00

Typing Instructor 

Typing Instructor Platinum Version 21 offers a variety of typing plans 

that can be tailored to your child’s skill level and preferences. Plus, with 

the “dynamic learning” technology, your child will improve faster because 

his weak areas will be automatically targeted. Your child can even improve 

his touch-typing skills by typing as the computer reads aloud a passage to 

him. Typing Instructor for Kids 5.0 offers 30-plus action-packed, multi-

level game challenges; graduated drills and lesson plans; and hundreds of 

activities, exercises, and tests. Using proven typing techniques, children 

will master important typing skills, including speed and accuracy. 

080-141 platinum 21 windows 7    $12.50

080-143 platinum 21 for mac   $12.50 

080-145   typing kids windows 7   $9.95

080-146   typing kids mac   $9.95
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Big Book of Things to Spot

Big Book of Things to Spot is the book to take along on a trip when you 

know there will be waits or delays. There is no end to what a toddler can 

learn from this impressive title that is crammed with over 4000 things 

to count on a farm, in the town, or pertaining to animals or history. While 

searching the colorful, beautifully illustrated pages, your toddler will learn the 

names of both animals and objects. You will also discuss numbers, counting, 

colors, shapes, and differences. Just doing a page or two a day will enrich 

your preschooler’s vocabulary in a way that you both will find enjoyable. 

417-440   big book of things to spot  $11.99

Mathematical Reasoning

A child who only memorizes math facts without really understanding math will 

find progressively complex concepts more and more difficult to understand. 

That is why it is imperative that a child is able to reason his way through any 

mathematical problem. Award-winning Mathematical Reasoning is a great 

place to start. These highly motivational activities will take your child beyond 

mere drill work by using step-by-step, discussion-based problem solving. 

Written to the standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 

concepts spiral gradually so that children do not forget as they go. This is 

a complete curriculum; additional grades are available on our website.

410-033  mathematical beginning 1   $32.99

410-034   mathematical beginning 2   $34.99

410-094   mathematical reasoning a   $39.99

410-136   mathematical reasoning b   $39.99

410-236   mathematical reasoning c   $42.99

410-336   mathematical reasoning d   $42.99

410-337   mathematical reasoning e    $42.99

BEGINNING MATH SKILLS

MAthematics

Nehemiah, age 8

“The Farm”

Adam, homeschool dad of 5

 and student minister
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Farmland Math

What do you get when you mix a bold, bright, farm-themed play mat with 30 

vibrant jumbo farm animals? You get a crazy-smart curriculum for introducing 

toddlers to the wonders of math and thinking skills! Farmland Math is 36 

weeks of straightforward problems to build your toddler’s skills to think 

math. Concepts spiral gradually so that children do not forget as they go and 

include grouping by color, counting, and patterns, plus rudimentary addition 

and subtraction skills. Farmland Math includes a large, durable, wipe-clean 

mat; 30 jumbo animals; and the exclusive Farmland Math booklet. 

377-012   farmland math   $41.99

Tiny Polka Dot

Develop number fluency in children as young as three with Tiny Polka 

Dot. What a playful way to develop number sense and basic arithmetic 

skills in very young children. Mathematically rich and relevant, Tiny 

Polka Dot is a collection of games for three- to eight-year-olds, packed into 

one colorful card deck. The cards are an ideal size for tiny hands and thick 

enough that they don’t accidentally crease. The variety of mathematical 

games that you can play with the Tiny Polka Dot deck allows you to 

customize the game for each child. Whether he is just learning how to 

count or working on memorizing addition and subtraction facts, Tiny Polka 

Dot will help your child to develop competence and a love of numbers. 

161-161   tiny polka dot  $13.95

Junior GeoStix

What an intriguing way to introduce younger children to early geometry 

concepts! Junior GeoStix’s colorful, super-bendable, straight and curved 

flexible sticks snap together easily. The 30 two-sided activity cards will 

encourage lots of convergent thinking. But the fun doesn’t stop there! 

Since the 200 flexible plastic sticks connect at lots of different points, 

your child is bound to think up dozens of creations on his own. Winner 
of a Tillywig award, Junior GeoStix encourages visual perception, motor 

planning, fine motor skills, color and size recognition, and more.

252-255   junior geostix  $34.95

what parents 
are saying

Love, love, love this game. It was my daughter’s 

absolute favorite. Any time I ask if she’d like to do 

some school, she chooses Farmland Math. The colored 

animals are perfect for counting, organizing, and 

making patterns. There is so much to learn and so many 

options for your own ideas - if I only bought one thing 

from the whole kit it would be Farmland Math! 

- Morgan, Mama of 2 



MANIPULATIVE-BASED CURRICULUM

Mathematics

WHY WE CHOOSE MATH-U-SEE
2 3

Math-U-See is a comprehensive 

K-12 math curriculum that uses 
manipulatives to illustrate and 
teach the concepts. The Math-U-

See manipulatives are more than a 

supplement. They are an integral 

part of the curriculum used from 

the Primer through Algebra 1 

levels, building each concept from 

place value through polynomials, 

all through the use of manipulative 

blocks, fraction overlays, and 

algebra/decimal inserts .

The lessons are short and there 

are lots of opportunities for multi-
sensory experiences, using tools 

such as videos and manipulatives.

Math-U-See books are organized 

into levels, not grades, so students 

can proceed at their own pace as they 

master concepts. This is particularly 

helpful for the child that is not 

performing at grade-level but would 

rather not have a daily reminder.

1

“Math-U-See”

Lindsey, mom of 3
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Math-U-See

If you are looking for a manipulative-based curriculum 

which ensures that your children will fully understand each 

mathematical concept before moving on to another one, 

then you have found it. For more than 20 years, Math-U-

See’s renowned mastery-based, multisensory, student-
paced program has been the answer for countless families. 

With simple, uncluttered pages, Math-U-See is clear, 

to the point, and effective. In Math-U-See, new ideas are 

introduced step-by-step in a logical order, while concepts 

that have been mastered are reviewed periodically.

 

Student workbooks are softcover. Occasional fun 

exercises, such as dot-to-dots and crossword puzzles, 

have been incorporated. Instruction manuals, however, 

are hardcover books and should last the life of your 

teaching career. Complete answer keys with solutions 

are included for all problems at all levels, more a 

necessity at the upper levels than the lower ones.

Unlike our other math programs, Math-U-See does 
require a fair amount of parental involvement, 

especially in the younger grades. Math-U-See’s teacher 

guide and supplemental DVD will teach you, the parent, 

more than just how to solve a math problem, but also 

why the problem is solved in this manner and when 

to apply the concept. On the DVDs, each lesson is 

demonstrated with such kind-hearted enthusiasm, I 

now understand why children line up at homeschool 

conferences to give the instructor, Steve Demme, a hug. 

Every Math-U-See set purchased from us will also 

include the digital packs with 12 months of access to 

streaming video versions of Math-U-See’s instructional 

DVD, a PDF of the instruction manual, access to an online 

version of their digital manipulatives, and convenient links 

to a number of their free online resources. If you want 

to give your child an exceptionally solid mathematical 

foundation, if your child is shaky on the basics, or if you 

are just looking for a no frills, common-sense program, 

you are sure to be pleased with Math-U-See. Much 

more information on all 13 levels and their individual 

components is available at our website.  Free shipping!

Liam, age 11
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MANIPULATIVE-BASED CURRICULUM

Mathematics

Math-U-See Primer Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: counting objects and developing 

numeracy, understanding place value, recognizing number 

names and symbols, understanding addition and subtraction with 

concrete and representational models, and much more.

722-501   primer universal  $136.00

Math-U-See Alpha Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: understanding place value, fluently adding 

all single-digit numbers, understanding the relationship between addition and 

subtraction, fluently subtracting all single-digit numbers, and much more.

722-502   alpha universal   $159.00

Math-U-See Beta Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: understanding place value 

and using it to add or subtract, fluently adding any combination 

of whole numbers, solving abstract and real-world problems 

involving addition and subtraction, and much more.

722-503   beta universal   $159.00

Math-U-See Gamma Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: fluently multiplying any combination of 

whole numbers; solving for an unknown factor; solving abstract and real-world 

problems involving addition, subtraction, and multiplication; and much more.

722-504   gamma universal   $159.00

Math-U-See Delta Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: understanding division as solving for an 

unknown factor, fluently dividing any combination of whole numbers, solving 

abstract and real-world problems involving all four operations, and much more.

722-505   delta universal   $159.00

Math-U-See Epsilon  Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: recognizing and generating equivalent 

fractions; understanding addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 

division of fractions and mixed numbers; fluently adding, subtracting, 

multiplying, and dividing fractions and mixed numbers; and much more.

722-506   epsilon  universal   $135.00

“Happy kids”

- Rachel, homeschool mom of 3

”This was the 2nd math program we 
used this year and we have fallen 
in love. It’s challenging but fun. My 
children enjoy using the blocks.”  
- Jennifer G. from Virginia

”The blocks are great for her to 
visualize math as she goes. It’s nice 
to have the videos to watch so the 
lesson is explained clearly (helpful 
for me as someone who is not 
really great at math!).. .” 
- Jessica, Mom of 3 

”For my tactile learner, Math U See 
has been FANTASTIC!!” 
- Amy, AZ Homeschool Mom 

”.. . I appreciate the teaching DVD; it 
has made my job much easier...”  
- A.H., Mom of 3 

”We love Math U See! My student 
is able to watch the video for 
each lesson and he can complete 
the rest of the week almost 
independently...” 
- Steffanie E. of Heartland, Texas
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Math-U-See Zeta Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: fluently adding, subtracting, multiplying, 

and dividing multiple digit decimals using place-value strategies; solving 

real-world problems with decimals and percentages; and much more.

722-507  zeta  universal  $182.00

Math-U-See Pre-Algebra Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: negative numbers, exponential 

notation, understanding of plane geometry, and much more.

722-508   pre-algebra  universal   $182.00

Math-U-See Algebra 1 Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: solving for an unknown with one 

variable, graphing parallel and perpendicular lines, and much more.

722-509   algebra 1 universal   $182.00

Math-U-See Geometry Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: types of angles, supplementary and 

complementary angles, perimeter and area of various shapes, and much more.

722-510   geometry universal    $96.00

Math-U-See Algebra 2 Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: exponents, scientific notation, factoring 

polynomials, solving equations with rational expressions, and much more.

722-511   algebra 2 universal  $125.00

Math-U-See PreCalculus Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: Pythagorean theorem, 

trigonometric ratios, interpreting the trigonometry tables and 

using them to solve for the unknown, and much more.

722-512   precalculus universal   $125.00

Math-U-See Calculus Universal Set

Major concepts and skills include: review of trigonometry, review of 

exponents and logarithms, definition of a derivative, and much more.

722-513   calculus universal    $137.00

”Math-u-See has been the hands 
on curriculum we needed for 
our family... The blocks are very 
helpful when teaching regrouping 
and place value.” 
- Amelia, mom of 4 in Colorado

”... I appreciate the short lessons. 
If you work hard at it, they only 
take about 10 minutes...” 
- Sophie, age 9 from Tenakee, 

”Love this program! It was just 
what our son needed. Not only 
a visual, but also something to 
have his hands on while learning. 
I found it to be highly effective 
and his math skills have improved 
LEAPS and BOUNDS!.. .” 
- P.B. of Ar

“Math-U-See is the best! I started 
with Primer a few years ago, and 
now I am in Gamma, and it is so 
easy to learn. The guy in the 
videos helps me understand, and I 
like having blocks for when I need 
help. I have learned so much that 
now I can help my little sister 
with her math.” 
- Soren, age 8 from Minnesota 
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Möbi Max

Multiply your child’s math calculation speed while adding fun to his day 

with Möbi Max. This fast-paced number tile game transforms necessary 

math drill from tedious to exciting. Möbi Max’s crossword-style game is 

made up of sturdy aqua number tiles and white double-sided operations 

tiles. Use them to make simple math equations of addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division. But make them fast, because the first one to 

use all his aqua tiles and yell “Möbi” wins. The Timberdoodle-exclusive 

Möbi Max is Möbi Math, but it is a better set for younger players because 

it comes with extra addition/subtraction tiles. Möbi Max includes over 180 

acrylic plastic tiles in a cute whale-shaped storage pouch. For 1 to 6 players.

751-752   möbi max   $24.99

Tenzi

Simple, fast, fun, and purposeful, Tenzi is a perfect addition to your child’s 

curriculum. In the original Tenzi game, players roll 10 dice and reroll the 

ones that don’t match until all 10 display identical numbers. Too easy? 

Opt for one of the many variations like Splitzi where you must have five 

dice of one number and five dice of another. In Target Tenzi, you have a 

numeric goal, for instance 56, and you race to be the first to attain it. Or... 

well, the options are endless and so is the fun. Tenzi requires fast hands, 

the ability to make accurate calculations, and the gift of laughter. Tenzi 

card deck offers more ideas on how to use Tenzi to build math skills.

659-659   tenzi   $13.95

659-669   tenzi card deck   $9.95

Möbi Kids

Are you as tired of math drill as your children are? Then introduce your 

little ones to Möbi Kids, a fun, simple, and multicolored math game.  Sturdy 

purple and green number tiles and blue double-sided operations tiles 

are joined by four “wild” tiles that can represent any number between 0 

and 10. Each child races to use all of his tiles to build number sentences 

crossword-style. Primarily designed for two players, instructions are 

included for adapting Möbi Kids for three or more children. Möbi Kids is 

an enjoyable tile game that will motivate your children to review addition 
and subtraction facts. Perfect for on-the-go families, all you need to play 

is Möbi Kids and a flat surface. Möbi Kids includes 86 acrylic plastic tiles in 

a cute, colorful, whale-shaped storage pouch. For 1 to 4 players, ages 4+.

751-762  möbi kids   $16.99

MATH DRILL AND MORE

Mathematics Rosey, momma of 3
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Wrap-ups

Wrap-ups are wonderful drilling tools for visual and kinesthetic children. 

Each set of Wrap-ups contains 10 joined-at-the-top boards with a colorful 

attached string. The string wraps around from the problem on the left 

to the answer on the right. If the answers are correct, the string will 

cover the lines on the back of the board. Because it is self-correcting, 

your children will have immediate feedback for checking accuracy. 

380-048   addition   $8.95

380-049   subtraction   $8.95

380-050   multiplication   $8.95

380-057   division   $8.95

380-058   fractions   $8.95

Extreme Dot-to-Dot Books

Addictive, complex, and amazingly clever, these Extreme Dot-to-Dot books 

can be part history, part science, part human ingenuity, and solidly ingenious.  

Whether it is the pyramids of Egypt, Martin Luther King Jr., or a Leafy Sea 

Dragon, each puzzle’s detail will show your student how simple lines can create 

depth as each page is completed. Dot-to-dot books of this magnitude increase 

mental acuity and concentration skills. Puzzle solvers will enjoy the challenge 

Extreme Dot-to-Dot books present and will be eager to complete each one.

619-719   spectacular places   $12.50

785-822   extreme animals   $8.95

785-828   around the usa   $8.95

785-827   around the world   $8.95

785-836   pets   $8.95

785-829   usa history   $8.95

785-842   endangered animals   $8.95

785-864   rainforest   $8.95

785-872   world of dots: architecture   $8.95

018-012   philadelphia   $7.50

what parents 
are saying

This was a game changer for my son! He is decent 

at multiplication, but very slow at getting the 

answers. He is starting to get fast at answering and 

remembering the correct answers. We take this 

everywhere with us! It’s a great boredom buster. 

- Heather B. from Stuart, FL

Quinn, age 6

Hannah, age 6
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Day and Night

Day and Night is a charming game of logic using colors, shapes, and 

silhouettes. Each challenge is incrementally more difficult than the 

last and is geared for your child’s growing and developing thinking 

and motor skills. The 24 vibrant day pages clearly indicate where 

each colorful piece should be stacked. The 24 more advanced night 

pages show only silhouettes. Day and Night includes 10 chunky 

wooden puzzle pieces. For children ages 18 months to 4 years.

203-120   day and night   $25.75

Gakken Play Smart Workbooks

Light-hearted and frustration-free, with more than 30 years of psychological 

research that incorporates proven learning methods in each activity, Gakken 

Play Smart Workbooks are the epitome of everything we were looking 

for in preschool workbooks. Gakken Play Smart Workbooks, through a 

series of developmentally appropriate steps, steadily improve your tiny 

child’s ability to reason, make decisions, and concentrate by solving mazes, 

counting, drawing, coloring, and cutting and pasting. Gakken Play Smart 

Workbooks include helpful notes to parents on nearly every page, a wipe-

clean activity board, and reward stickers to motivate your youngest scholars.  

113-100   preschool workbooks set of 3   $19.95 

thinking skills

Bunny Peek-A-Boo

Bunny Peek-A-Boo is a delightful brain game for your two- and three-

year-olds. As they arrange the large, sturdy wooden blocks and lovable 

bunny to match the cards, they will develop the critically necessary skill 

of 3-D spatial perception, important for reading and mathematical 

reasoning. Bunny Peek-A-Boo includes 60 challenges printed on double-

sided cards; a red, yellow, and blue block; and the sweet bunny. 

203-119   bunny peek-a-boo   $25.75

Tina, homeschool 
mom of 11 
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BambinoLUK

Young children are almost always hands-on learners, so we recommend 

adding a hands-on thinking program to any written curriculum to 

cultivate balance and success. For this age group, the most comprehensive 

program is the BambinoLUK, with its easy-to-operate controller and six 

large, sturdy tiles housed in a transparent case. A variety of workbooks 

target memorization, concentration, visual perception, logical thinking, 

linguistic skills, and basic arithmetic. Perfect for children ages two to 

five. See our complete BambinoLUK assortment on our website.

123-801   bambinoluk set a  $59.99

123-802   bambinoluk set b   $46.00

what parents 
are saying

Love, love, love these! It is a gentle way to 

begin supporting independent working as well 

as critical thinking and visual concepts! 

- Kimberly C. of Bridgewater, NJ

Squirrels Go Nuts

What looks like a simple sliding game is anything but simple. Squirrels Go 

Nuts will have your child sliding the pieces along the grooves of the gameboard 

trying to avoid dropping the nuts into the wrong hole. Your child may try to 

solve the Squirrels Go Nuts challenges by moving the pieces randomly, but 

he will soon discover the logic behind the game. By analyzing the positions 

of the holes and acorns, he will discover which squirrel can fill which hole 

and in which order to move the squirrels. When all the nuts are in a hole, the 

challenge is complete. With both easy and more difficult challenges, Squirrels 

Go Nuts is a fun, attractive, logic building game for the entire family. 

203-040   squirrels go nuts   $13.99

Smart Cookies

Don’t leave your child’s brain half-baked! With Smart Cookies your child 

will learn to think logically as he devours brain-building puzzles offered 

up in a yummy cookie format. Using visual clues and some fundamental 

logic principles, your child will be asked to place Smart Cookies’ nine 

delectable treats on the tray. New concepts are introduced in a measured 

manner, with each additional snack-sized concept requiring your child 

to use more complex reasoning skills. As he progresses through eight 

levels of deductive logic, he will develop and strengthen his reasoning 

skills while advancing at his own pace. With 64 calorie-free puzzles, 

Smart Cookies is an excellent hands-on introduction to logic.

265-750   smart cookies   $23.75      
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Little Red Riding Hood

The idea is simple: You have a girl, her grandmother’s house, and 

some obstacles, in this case trees. The object of the Little Red 

Riding Hood game is to connect the girl and the house using flower-

strewn tiles to create paths. However, the house has three doors so 

it takes both logic and experimentation to know what door you are 

connecting to. Add in a very hungry wolf needing a path of his own 

and the difficulty level increases. The Little Red Riding Hood game 

includes a picture book with the story of Little Red Riding Hood.

203-115   little red riding hood   $23.75

thinking skills

Snow White

Working with the idea that there is no better way for your child to 

learn logic than with his hands, Smart Games took the classic tale of 

Snow White and came up with a wonderful logic game for the little guys. 

Manipulating the colorful pieces as he analyzes each clue will help your 

child to identify the logical locations for each person, including the room 

he is in and the floor he is on. Your child will place each piece until every 

character has a landing spot, then turn the page to check the solution. 

Snow White will help your child develop the logic, comprehension, visual 
tracking, and mental organization skills vital to academic success. 

203-118   snow white   $25.75

Three Little Piggies

I love the thought behind this logic puzzle specifically designed for 

preschoolers. Each of the three puzzle pieces features a windowed house 

so that your child can keep track of the placement of the pigs. During the 

day the pigs frolic in the river, but at night, when the wolf is about, they 

need to be safely tucked into their homes. The challenge of the game is to 

place the three large puzzle pieces on the game board so that the pigs stay 

outside during the day and inside at night. Also included with the game is 

a sweet 24-page wordless picture book with their version of the story of 

the Three Little Piggies. This is a perfect brain game for young children.

203-116   three little piggies   $23.75

“Little Red Riding Hood 
and the Big Bad Wolf”

Layla Jackson, age 6
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Pre-K Thinking Skills

What a wonderful addition to our Pre-K curriculum! This four-volume 

set includes the following titles: Pre-K Spatial Reasoning develops 

skills such as spatial judgment and visualization of objects from multiple 

perspectives. Pre-K Logic gives your child a super-fun way to develop 

logical thinking skills through activities such as making comparisons, 

completing patterns, determining real versus pretend, and drawing 

conclusions. Pre-K Differentiation strengthens critical thinking through 

simple matching, completing the picture, and matching mirror images. 

Pre-K Creativity focuses on tracing, completing pictures, and drawing. 

401-724   pre-k thinking skills   $29.95

Kindergarten Logic

Kindergarten Logic from Kumon develops your child’s logical thinking 

skills through activities such as making comparisons, distinguishing real 

from pretend, and analyzing patterns. Skills are introduced incrementally, 

increasing in difficulty as your child masters each theme. Kindergarten 

Logic also includes notes and advice to parents to help your child navigate 

the book with minimal stress and to deepen his ability to think logically.

401-927   kindergarten logic  $7.50

what parents 
are saying

My son loves this set. Easy directions and 

a great way to teach problem solving. 

- Rachel Connell of Minnesota

Developing the Early Learner 

Children need to be taught how to think and how to reason; the sooner 

the better, as 75% of a child’s IQ will be developed before seven years of 

age. ASU concluded that 95% of children who completed Developing the 

Early Learner significantly increased in their learning abilities. Tackling 

fundamental perception skills via a gently progressive sequence of enjoyable 

activities, this proven system boosts these important skill areas through 

245 exercises in four straightforward workbooks. If your child is able to 

manipulate a crayon, he is old enough for Developing the Early Learner. 

Includes an exclusive Timberdoodle Parent Guide with answers. 

218-218   developing the early learner   $38.95
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Critical & Creative Thinking Activities 

Profound thinking requires both imagination and intellectual ideas. 

To produce excellence in thinking, we need to engage our children in a 

curriculum that overlaps the logical and the imaginative sides of thinking. 

Critical & Creative Thinking Activities’ theme-based units will give your 

child lots of practice thinking in a variety of ways. From brainteasers 

and logic puzzles to mazes, Venn diagrams, and secret codes, Critical & 

Creative Thinking Activities has a wealth of mind-boggling activities that 

your child will enjoy. Imagination and reason function best in tandem, 

and Critical & Creative Thinking Activities delievers just that.

215-331   grade 1   $19.99

215-332   grade 2   $19.99

215-333   grade 3   $19.99

215-334   grade 4   $19.99 

215-335   grade 5   $19.99

215-336   grade 6+ $19.99 

Building Thinking Skills

The Building Thinking Skills books are among our favorites because of 

their tremendous scope, developing four basic analytical skills through both 

figural and verbal problems. Studies have shown that students using Building 

Thinking Skills books have raised their national test scores significantly in 

both content and cognitive tests. What’s more, these books are never boring!

410-074   beginning - for ages three to four  $32.99 

410-107   book 1 - for grades 2 - 4  $29.99

410-205   book 2 - for grades 4-6  $29.99

410-301   book 3 figural - for grades 7+  $29.99

410-302   book 3 verbal - for grades 7+ $29.99

Cat Crimes

While cat sitting your neighbor’s cats, you are greeted by spilled coffee, 

broken flower pots, tangled yarn, and a missing bird! Which of the six furry 

felines was responsible for each Cat Crime? With a little logical deduction you 

will be able to figure out exactly where each cat was sitting at the time of the 

crime. Is it Sassy the ragdoll, Ginger the tabby, or Duchess the Persian? Use cat 

traits, paw prints, toy placement, and the location of other items to name the 

culpable cat! Cat Crimes comes with six cardboard cat tokens, six cardboard 

crime tokens, and 40 increasingly difficult challenge cards with solutions.

485-325   cat crimes   $12.50

Ava Schoessow, age 9
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Brain Fitness Solitaire Chess

If your child wants to sharpen his chess skills, but all his friends are chess 

connoisseurs, Brain Fitness Solitaire Chess was made for him. Using 

only traditional chess moves, he must eliminate all of the pieces from the 

game board except one. This logic game, based on the rules of chess, 

will not only help your child learn the game, but also greatly improve 

his ability to “think chess.” Fast-paced Solitaire Chess will exercise your 

child’s critical-thinking, spatial, analytical, and decision-making skills.  

485-101   brain fitness solitaire chess   $18.99

miniLUK

The miniLUK Brain Training series is similar to the BambinoLUK, page 

129, but it is designed for an older child. Its controller board has 12 

tiles in a high-quality plastic case with a transparent lid. The activities 

are much more challenging and feature complex brain exercises. All 

training begins easy but steadily climbs from basic to more advanced, 

then grueling, which is just what this age group is looking for.

123-807   miniluk set a   $59.99

123-808   miniluk set b   $74.50

what parents 
are saying

Love, love, love the MiniLUK system. They are challenging, 

thought provoking, and my children are interested in 

getting the answer right. They play with these for hours! 

- Amelia, mom of 4 in Colorado

Q-bitz

Q-bitz is a magnificent visual agility game that will never lose its fascination. 

With 80 pattern cards and four sets of 16 cubes, players recreate the patterns 

as quickly as possible. From matching the card shown to having 10 seconds 

to study a card and then remake the pattern from memory, each variation of 

these fast-paced rounds requires a different set of visual and cerebral skills. 

But Q-bitz does not have to be played as a game. The cards and cubes can also 

be used as an exceptional solo thinking skill challenge for children or adults. 

Brilliant! Q-bitz Solo is the single-player version of the original Q-bitz and 

includes 20 pattern cards, a wooden tray, a set of 16 cubes, and instructions. 

785-815   q-bitz   $24.95

785-812   orange q-bitz solo   $9.95

785-813   magenta q-bitz solo   $9.95
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Circuit Maze

Circuit Maze safely teaches complex concepts of electricity in a creative 

and entertaining way with a series of circuit-building logic puzzles. Select 

one of 60 cards, then arrange the missing pieces on the board to complete 

the circuit and light up the beacons. Circuit Maze puts the principles and 

concepts of electrical circuits right into your child’s hands. Simple and 

advanced circuitry concepts are explored, such as series circuits, parallel 
circuits, series and parallel circuits in combination, and parallel circuits 
in bypass. Reasoning and logic skills, coupled with how electricity and 

electrical circuits work, make Circuit Maze a wonderful introduction to 

electrical engineering. This single-player game is for ages eight to adult.

485-197  circuit maze   $28.50

Laser Maze

Laser Maze is the first logic game that employs a real laser to flex your 

child’s strategic thinking muscles. Using mirrors and targets, he will need 

to beam, bend, and split a laser to solve the challenge. This powerful, 

but safe, game will teach your child the science of lights and mirrors 

through increasingly difficult puzzles. Laser Maze comes with 60 card 

challenges and everything you will need to recharge your brain!

485-195   laser maze   $28.50

Anti-Virus Mutation

There’s a virus lurking on the board; time to assemble some powerful 

little cells to fight it off! In Anti-Virus Mutation, your child will test his 

visual-spatial perception and his strategic planning as he slides the 

brightly colored molecules to successfully clear an exit path for the red 

virus. In this very tactile game, the molecule pieces satisfyingly slide 

horizontally and vertically. Anti-Virus Mutation’s sleek design, including 

its case, means it is easy to take anywhere. Anti-Virus Mutation is a 

single-player logic puzzle with 60 challenges from easy to expert. 

203-110   anti-virus mutation  $13.99

Rachel, age 14
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Colorku

Sudoku the numbers game has received a makeover. Introducing Colorku, 

where the use of colors rather than traditional numbers makes Colorku much 

more accessible to Sudoku novices, children intimidated by numbers, or just 

lovers of beauty. Colorku will improve your child’s memory and logic skills 

and require him to think strategically and solve problems creatively. The 

gorgeous wooden playing board is a generous 12” x 12” and comes with 81 

wooden marbles in nine intense colors. Over 100 puzzle cards are included, 

with difficulty ratings from easy to challenging. Thankfully, the answer to 

each puzzle is also provided. Colorku is such a visually beautiful game that 

you may find yourself leaving the board out for an impromptu game.

160-162   colorku   $35.99

what parents 
are saying

Great introduction to sudoku and logic, especially 

for people who have a difficult time with numbers. 

- A.B., Mom in AZ

Asteroid Escape

A sci-fi equivalent of a car chase is a scene of a spaceship maneuvering 

between asteroids, and that is the premise from which Asteroid Escape 

was designed. While there are only eight sliding puzzle pieces in Asteroid 

Escape, the progress of the spaceship is seriously limited because of its 

size and the size of some of the asteroids.  One of the harder challenges 

requires more than 100 moves, so Asteroid Escape is not for the faint of 

heart. The object of Asteroid Escape is to slide the puzzle pieces around 

until you can slide the spaceship off the game board. If you get stumped, 

the shortest solution is shown at the end of the challenge booklet.

203-045   asteroid escape   $13.99

Philosophy Adventure

Everyone wants his child to write skillfully, think critically, and speak 

articulately, but not many of us know how to pull together a course that will 

develop these important abilities. Philosophy Adventure has done that for 

you.  Examining the lives and ideas of pre-Socratic philosophers, your student 

will discover how each man’s philosophy impacted his own life. Meticulously 
researched and fascinating to read, Philosophy Adventure Reader is packed 

with surprising details about the history of ideas. In addition, every lesson 

concludes with actual material written by a philosopher contrasted with 

what the Bible teaches. The student workbook contains maps, journaling 

questions, and quizzes. A CD with resources for teachers is also included.

658-658   philosophy adventure complete set   $89.95
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The Basics of Critical Thinking

The Basics of Critical Thinking’s color illustrations, engaging storylines, 

and clear explanations will teach your student how to think. And 

although this book teaches common argument forms, its primary focus 

is identifying and evaluating evidence – the very basis of critical 

thinking. Most propaganda, advertising schemes, legal trickery, and bad 

science are not the result of complex arguments; they are the result 

of half-truths and simple arguments. The Basics of Critical Thinking 

utilizes an engaging, yet far from juvenile, approach to provide your 

student with the tools to see through such false arguments. 

410-360   the basics of critical thinking  $22.99

The Fallacy Detective

Abundantly easy to use and engaging to boot, The Fallacy Detective is 

for children and parents to use together to recognize misleading ideas, or 

fallacies. By using short chapters, clear examples, a touch of humor, and 

interesting exercises, even reluctant scholars will enjoy learning how to 

identify fallacies. The practice and terminology will lay a great foundation 

for all other logic study. Presented from a decidedly Christian perspective. 

770-770   the fallacy detective   $22.00

Practical Critical Thinking 

With increasing episodes of fake news and social media’s inclination to believe 

and repeat it, your teen needs to learn how to think critically — he needs 

Practical Critical Thinking. This colorful 384-page book will give your teen the 

knowledge he will need to develop and practice critical thinking skills in his 
day-to-day life.  Through fun, real-life-based activities, games, and puzzles, 

Practical Critical Thinking will build a strong foundation in the essential 

thinking skills necessary to help your teen apply critical thinking directly to his 

own life. Occasional group activities can be easily adapted for a homeschool 

setting. The detailed, 304-page teacher’s manual is highly recommended. 

410-380   practical critical thinking student  $39.99

410-381   practical critical thinking teacher  $14.99

Rebecca G., age 14
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The Thinking Toolbox

Once again, the Bluedorn brothers have taken what could be an 

intimidating topic and brought it down to earth, while the humorous 

illustrations give The Thinking Toolbox a friendly feel. Lessons cover five 

rules of brainstorming, discerning who has a reason to lie, how to analyze 

evidence, source, opposing viewpoints, and much more. Although The 

Thinking Toolbox was written with the teen in mind, the concepts are 

vital and with discussion could easily be within most preteens’ grasp. 

770-750   the thinking toolbox   $22.00

what parents 
are saying

I enjoyed this book so much that we do it as a family rather 

than just for my 7th-grader! There are always lots of laughs 

and my kids look forward to “Thinking Toolbox” days! 

- Natasha S., mom of 4

The Amazing Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies—A Field Guide 
for Clear Thinkers 

Douglas Wilson and his son N.D. have given teens an entertaining, 

educative, and wonderful introduction to informal logic with The Amazing 

Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies. Each fallacy is depicted as a 

mythical beast, followed by anecdotes to show how each beast behaves 

so your teen can be sure to spot him in the wild. The absurdity of some of 

the situations, as well as the tongue-in-cheek, mildly rude tone will ensure 

that The Amazing Dr. Ransom’s Bestiary of Adorable Fallacies is a teen 

favorite and will give them a thorough grasp of 50 informal fallacies. 

325-405   dr ransom   $18.95

What’s Your Worldview?

A worldview is like gravity. Gravity is there and it makes a huge difference in 

our day-to-day lives, but few people give it much thought until they try to fly. 

Not knowing how to discern your worldview and that of others is guaranteed 

to lead to equally disastrous results. Winsome and biblical, What’s Your 

Worldview?: An Interactive Approach to Life’s Big Questions ingeniously 

guides your teen to think carefully about not only what he believes but why 

he believes it and how it impacts the rest of his life. Extremely non-threatening, 

with short chapters that strike a nice balance between simplicity and depth, 

What’s Your Worldview?’s layout is engaging and the content will cause your 

teen to view critically any weak and incoherent features of his worldview.

275-810   what’s your worldview?   $10.50
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James Madison Critical Thinking Course

Engage your teen in captivating mini-mysteries and give him exceptional 

critical thinking skills he needs with the James Madison Critical Thinking 

Course. Superbly easy for any homeschool family to use, the step-by-

step, self-instructional lessons and activities are straightforward and 

applicable across your teen’s entire curriculum. Massive in scope, the 

course teaches more than 65 skills and concepts related to critical 

thinking and includes everything taught in a typical introductory 
logic course. The instruction guide provides answers only. 

410-401   critical thinking student   $39.99

410-402   instruction guide   $10.99

The Rhetoric Companion

In clear, powerful, and amazingly funny prose, the Wilson family delights 

us again with The Rhetoric Companion, a guide to what rhetoric is and its 

impact on your life. Written to help teens become skillful speakers, The 

Rhetoric Companion is a primer to understanding classical rhetoric and its 

practice in the modern day. The 31 lively and practical chapters are amazingly 

short, quite easy to understand, and they are sure to produce intelligent, 

intentional speakers and communicators. This is a must-read for every teen.

325-500   the rhetoric companion student guide   $22.75

325-505   the rhetoric companion answer key   $7.75

Walls & Warriors 

Place the four walls on the game board so that all the blue knights 

are inside the enclosure and all the red knights are on the outside. 

This sounds simple — or is it? Walls & Warriors knights are detailed, 

the walls are big and easy to handle, and with 80 challenges your 

child is sure to face some brain strain. There is always only one correct 

solution, which can be found at the back of the challenge booklet. 

203-098   walls & warriors  $20.75

Emma, age 6
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The Reason for God

Equally provocative for skeptics and believers, no matter what belief system 

your family embraces, The Reason for God should be mandatory reading for 

your high-school student. Many questions are raised and answered such as: 

“Why does God allow suffering in the world?” “How could a loving God send 

people to Hell?” “How can one religion be ‘right’ and the others ‘wrong’?” If 

your child cannot articulately answer these questions, he has some reading to 

do. These are the issues his peers are wrestling with, these are the questions 

he will encounter around the office water cooler or at a homeschool meeting. 

Your children need to be prepared. They need The Reason for God.

199-505   reason for god   $15.95

Brain Fitness - Knot So Fast

Knot-tying is a critical skill for firefighters, fishermen, and physicians. 

Not just a valuable skill, knot-tying helps develop spatial awareness 

and manual dexterity. The Brain Fitness version of Knot So Fast is 

designed as a single-player game. Choose a challenge, tie the knot 

shown, match the challenge, and you win! You will flex your mental 

muscles and fine motor skills as you tackle 40 challenges.

485-105   knot so fast   $13.99

what parents 
are saying

Color Fold

Color Fold offers a unique, innovative cloth-folding brain game that is 

simple to learn but difficult to master. With the Color Fold four-squares-by 

four-squares-cloth, your student will need to fold and flip his cloth until only 

the colored squares shown on the challenge card can be seen. We quickly 

learned that finding the right combination of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal 

folds can be quite challenging. There are multiple ways to solve each Color 

Fold challenge, but don’t expect any of them to be easy! What a fun way to 

strengthen your visual perception and sequential reasoning skills. Color 

Fold includes one double-sided cloth and 40 challenge cards with solutions.

485-330   color fold   $9.50

I was unsure about this book, but my son loved it! The 

pictures of the knots seem complicated at first glance, 

but it was a good test of his patience and spatial thinking. 

He has already put a couple of the knots to good use on 

his own projects. I’d kind of like to learn some of them 

myself, so I may have to borrow it back from him! 

- James Earles from Dubuque, IA
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What Do Grown-ups Do All Day?

Many children are so self-focused, it never occurs to them to wonder 

what happens when mom or dad walks out the front door. Other children 

may have a keen insight into a single job, firefighter, for instance, and 

be oblivious to the many other professions swirling around them. What 

Do Grown-ups Do All Day? will give your child insight and hopefully a 

compassion for a multitude of vocations. Highlighting 14 different work 

places, covering over 100 different jobs, each work place is briefly explained 

with slightly-retro illustrations and minimal text. What Do Grown-ups Do 

All Day? shows people of different nationalities and genders in all types of 

jobs. Consider this a social studies textbook for four- to six-year-olds. 

317-100   what do grownups do all day?  $21.95

social studies

This Is How We Do It: One Day in the Lives of Seven Kids from Around 
the World

In many ways we are the same. In small, yet fascinating ways we are 

different. In This Is How We Do It: One Day in the Lives of Seven Kids from 

Around the World, your kindergartner gets a snapshot of what a normal 
day looks like for seven kids from Italy, Japan, Iran, India, Peru, Uganda, 

and Russia. From the homes they live in and the schools they attend to 

the games they play, This Is How We Do It will give your child a peek into 

the traditions that may differ and the patterns that remain the same.

236-104   this is how we do it   $16.99

What Do People Do All Day?

Mostly Social Studies with a pinch of history, What Do People Do All Day? is 

a slice of  what idyllic small town life was like almost half a century ago. With 

nearly every window open and every wall or outside surface potentially see-

through, the structures in Busytown are exposed to your child’s meticulous 

scrutiny, as are the invisible processes that make our world work — like 

pumping water or wiring a house for electricity. The labeled drawings are 

delightfully detailed, the short stories are amusing, and the span of the 

work is truly impressive. And though this classic children’s book was first 

published when your parents were children, not much has changed. What 

Do People Do All Day? is a gentle introduction to the value of work, both 

for the individuals who perform it and for those who enjoy its benefits.

117-385   what do people do all day?  $14.95

“Nurse”

Ashley, homeschool 
mom and nurse
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Bede’s History of Me

Before your kindergartner can begin to study history, he needs to 

know what it is. Bede’s History of Me was written to lay the foundation 

for a better understanding of timelines; geography; family, church, and 

holiday history; and more. Designed to be used only once a week, Bede’s 

History of Me makes an ideal exploratory introduction to history.

654-090   bede’s history   $16.00

what Parents 
are saying

I love this book, I just wish there was more to it! We 

don’t do it each week just because if we did, we’d be done 

super early in the year! But it includes some cute activities 

with things you probably have around your house. 

- Kristen, mom of 3

Famous Figures in Motion

In school, history tends to be a read-only subject. Thankfully, however, 

your homeschooled children have options. If you have a child who dreads 

reading but loves art and drama, the Famous Figures series is the perfect 

history supplement for him. Each meticulous Famous Figures illustration 

is based on authentic paintings and sculptures. Easy-to-assemble, pre-

colored and color-able characters are printed on heavy cardstock; simply 

punch holes, attach fasteners, and your historical figures are ready to 

take center stage as your child reenacts momentous events in history.

298-298   figures of ancient times   $18.95

298-295   figures of medieval times   $15.95

298-296   figures of the renaissance   $15.95

298-290   figures of american revolution   $15.95

298-280   figures of civil war   $15.95

“Reformation writer”

N.J. Matthews, age 12
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The Story of the World

This captivating read-aloud series will introduce your children to the 

marvelous history of the world presented chronologically from the 

beginning of time. Each volume of The Story of the World includes the 

details of battles, kingdoms, cultures, and customs from every continent 

and major people group woven together into a story that children will 

find mesmerizing. With short chapters, The Story of the World presents 

history in small, easily-digestible chunks. If your elementary-age 

children find history to be dull and humdrum, then you’re not using The 

Story of the World— the best world history books for this age group! 

181-276   vol 1 ancient times  $16.95

181-277   vol 2 middle ages   $16.95

181-283   vol 3 1600 to 1850  $16.95

181-288   vol 4 modern ages   $16.95

Activity Books 

These comprehensive activity books and curriculum guides for The Story 

of the World contain review questions, activity or coloring pages, maps, 

suggested literature and history readings, and projects for grades one to 

six from each chapter. This is an incredible resource! Reproducible. 

181-278   vol 1 ancient times  $34.95

181-279   vol 2 middle ages   $36.95

181-284   vol 3 1600 to 1850   $36.95

181-289   vol 4 modern ages   $36.95

The Story of the World on CD

Professionally rendered audio edition with no music, sound effects, 

or other distractions. If your children like repetition, or if your life is 

especially harried, you’ll love this added convenience. On audio CDs. 

181-280   vol 1 audio cds  $37.95

181-281   vol 2 audio cds  $42.50

181-285   vol 3 audio cds  $46.95

181-286   vol 4 audio cds  $51.95

HISTORY FOR THE ELEMENTARY YEARS

social studies
Isabella Shilley, age 6
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what parents 
are saying

I LOVE this history set!! My 10-year-old son is learning so 

quickly and easily. The layout of these books and workbooks 

is pretty brilliant. We like the colorful descriptions and 

photos that help illustrate and bring the history to life. 

- Rachel Connell from Staples, MN

America the Beautiful

 With a more interesting approach than most textbooks, America the 

Beautiful’s all-in-one American history, geography, and literature course covers 

not only historical events from 1000 A.D. to the present, but also natural, God-

created attractions; major landmarks; biographies; and what daily life looked 

like during various eras. This massive two-volume set may seem overwhelming 

until your child opens it and sighs with relief over the plethora of historical 

photographs, color photos, illustrations, and artwork, plus the reasonably large 

font with generous amounts of white space. In daily, child-pleasing portions, 

America the Beautiful effortlessly guides your child chronologically through 

American history.  The America the Beautiful Bundle includes two user-friendly 

textbooks, the We the People companion text, America the Beautiful Answer 

Key, Timeline of America the Beautiful, and Maps of America the Beautiful.

563-501   america bundle   $110.00

563-505   america  student workbook   $13.00

United States History

Unlike America the Beautiful, above, United States History is not written 

from a distinctively Christian perspective. However, its full-color illustrations 

throughout complement a fascinating text. Controversial issues are set 

up well and the logic behind each action is explained so that the student 

is left understanding why, for instance, the atomic bomb was dropped, 

without being obligated to agree or disagree with that decision. In this way 

a thoughtful, inquisitive approach to history is encouraged that will serve 

your student well throughout his lifetime. Each United States History 

Homeschool Kit revolves around the colorful, hard-cover student textbook 

that is the backbone of the curriculum. A 144-page student workbook is 

also included with fill-in-the-blank activities, multiple-choice questions, 

crossword puzzles, and many other types of workbook pages. The final 

component is a massive teacher’s edition. It shows all the student pages 

along with answers, additional activity ideas, questions to discuss, etc.

170-405   united states history  $145.95

“Ulysses S. Grant”

L.D. Matthews, age 11
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The Mystery of History

Classic, chronological, and complete, The Mystery of History is a worldwide 

approach to history, so your children will learn that less than ten years after 

Jonah’s trial in a fish, Rome was being established; that the last book of the 

Old Testament was written at about the time of Alexander the Great; and 

that the Great Wall of China was built 200 years before the birth of Christ. 

Volumes I and II are brimming with multi-age activities, book 

and video lists, memory helps, and timeline suggestions. 

Volume III has been divided into two beautiful books: the student reader, 

with lessons in a colorful stand-alone hardback, and the optional Volume III 

companion guide, containing activities, quizzes, exercises, maps, and more. 

The final volume of The Mystery of History spans three weighty centuries, 

from 1708 to 2014, and includes a companion guide (a separate book 

of pretests, activities, quizzes, timeline directions, mapping exercises, 

and literature suggestions) on a CD-ROM in the back of the student 

reader. When your family is ready to study history in an in-depth, Bible-
centered, chronological fashion, then The Mystery of History is for you. 

088-888   vol i creation to the resurrection   $47.50

088-889   vol ii pentecost to the printing press   $47.50

088-892  vol iii renaissance, reformation... reader   $56.95

088-893   vol iii companion guide   $37.95

088-895   volume iv 1708 to present time   $70.95

The Mystery of History on CD

This fabulous program is now even easier to use thanks to this audio CD 

set. Delightfully mixed background music adds excitement and drama to 

these significant history lessons. Audio CDs free mom up to drive, knit, or 

just cuddle while the entire family unravels the mysteries of the ancient 

world. Please note that this audio set contains the story lessons only. 

291-101 volume i audio   $42.75

291-202 volume ii audio   $46.50

291-203 volume iii audio   $49.95

“Castle”

Nehemiah Brown, age 8
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True Stories of...

Learn more about significant US-entangled wars through 

the accounts of the people who lived through them. Using the 

unique accounts taken from actual diaries and letters, True 

Stories of… gives a quick glimpse of well-known battles that 

shaped our nation, in a graphic novel style. Each volume also 

includes a brief summary of the war, a timeline, and a map.

273-377   revolutionary war   $7.95

273-376   civil war   $7.95

273-378   world war i   $7.95

273-379   world war ii   $7.95

24-Hour History

Some events in history not only unfold rapidly, but their 

impact can last for generations. That is the premise behind 

24-Hour History, a series of beautifully illustrated graphic 
novels with a focused look at one critical day in US history. 

In each of the five novels your child will learn key events 

that happened in a very short amount of time, but which 

still have impact today. At the back of each 24-Hour History 

are short biographies of some of the key characters, 

timelines, pertinent maps or diagrams, and a glossary. 

24-Hour History will provide your reluctant reader with 

an action-packed introduction to key historical events.

273-349   24-hour history set of 5   $42.50

what parents 
are saying

We actually purchased this set for our teen’s birthday 

as he really enjoys reading true stories of American 

battles. These graphic novels are wonderfully illustrated 

and enhance the student’s understanding in a new 

and different—and rather interesting—way. 

- Sonja Schreffler from Papillion, NE

“The Three Musketeers”

Josiah Warner, age 8
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A Family Secret

A Family Secret provides a graphic novel overview of WW II from a 

“safe” Dutch girl’s perspective. Characters in the book represent a wide 

diversity in respect to decency – from the innocent, to the heroic resistance 

fighters; from the passive bystanders, to the brutal Nazis. A Family Secret 

does a remarkable job of communicating some of the most perplexing 
and disturbing events in Dutch history. The story and characters from A 

Family Secret are intertwined with and expanded upon in The Search. 

174-176   a family secret   $11.50

The Search

In this graphic novel about the Holocaust, a Jewish grandmother recounts 

to her grandson how she escaped from the Nazis. With her grandson’s help 

she plunges into a search to discover what happened to the rest of her family 

during their last months at Auschwitz. The Search is a compilation of many 

stories of Jewish families who experienced the horror of the Holocaust. 

174-175   the search   $14.95

The Gettysburg Address: A Graphic Adaptation

Your teen will want answers to all his questions about why America found 

itself at war with itself, and in The Gettysburg Address: A Graphic Adaptation 

he will begin to grasp the deep-seated conflict between limited government 

and a robust government. Drawing on fascinating first-hand accounts 

of Americans and using the details of individual families, soldiers, leaders, 

and slaves, The Gettysburg Address shows us the events through the 

eyes of those who lived through the war. Intelligently written and lavishly 

illustrated, The Gettysburg Address is both entertaining and illuminating.

013-500 the gettysburg address $14.95

social studies
“A man farming”

Selah Girges, age 8
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Uncle Sam and You

A good civics course will teach your child about how laws are made, enforced, 

modified, and amended, and about his rights and duties as a citizen.  A great 

civics course goes even further. Uncle Sam and You not only covers the basics 

but also delves into national symbols, international relations, national security, 

national holidays, and much, much more. Replete with images, Uncle Sam 

and You highlights both modern and historical photographs and illustrations. 

The Uncle Sam and You Bundle includes text, answer key, and The Citizen’s 

Handbook, a diverse collection of speeches, historical writings, and much more.

563-525   uncle sam bundle    $100.00

563-535   uncle sam workbook    $13.00

Histography: A Survey of the 50 United States 

In this survey of the 50 United States, your child will learn to identify 

state borders, rivers, mountains, highways, and railroads. He will also learn 

about each state’s original inhabitants, founders, and prominent men and 

women. Each lesson emphasizes a famous role model vignette. Maps, 

charts, and graphics enhance comprehension and understanding. The 

conversational style engages and captivates readers. Activity questions 

and quizzes are designed to prepare students for competency exams. 

570-558   histography  $94.95

AGS United States Government

What could be more important than learning about government? United 

States citizens need to stay informed, know their rights, and be involved. It’s 

basic to a democratic system. This comprehensive, non-religious text explores 

the origins and development of our government, the history of political parties, 

and the branches of our government. United States Government is designed to 

appeal to students with charts, biographies, vocabulary, colorful graphics, and 

study tips to motivate learning. Throughout, students are encouraged to relate 

government to their own lives with these added sidebars: Civics Connection, 

Did You Know?, Government in Your Life, and Writing About Government.

170-407   ags united states government  $145.95

what parents 
are saying

My son loves Uncle Sam and You. The readings are easy 

and relevant. It is truly the foundational information on 

how this country was formed and how it functions (or 

should function). I do recommend getting the optional 

student workbook. There are activities after each 

lesson and it also has quizzes you can administer. 

- Sunshine
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USA History over Time Puzzle

Wow, a geography puzzle with history built in! The 4-D Cityscape 

USA History over Time Puzzle is a unique 4-D puzzle that enables you 

to incorporate the fourth dimension of time as you piece together the 

growth of the USA. Start by building the territorial expansions that 

occurred from 1783 to the 1900s. The second layer presents the United 

States as we currently know them. Finally, place the 93 3-D historical 
buildings and monuments. Fun, challenging, educational, and memorable, 

the USA History over Time Puzzle allows your entire family to see the 

defining moments in history unfolding before their very eyes!

127-110   usa history over time   $37.99

US Constitution - Graphic Novel

Pull this book from your box and watch a smile cross your teen’s face. He 

knows he needs to study the US Constitution, he just never expected to 

enjoy it! US Constitution - A Graphic Adaptation undertakes the daunting 

task of going through the entire Constitution, article by article, amendment 

by amendment, explaining the meaning and implications of each—in teen-

friendly graphic format. Controversies are put in historical context and 

nearly every major case that the Supreme Court has ruled on – including 

cases where it has reversed itself – is explored, even cases that are less 

popular in Christian circles. Though the text of the Constitution itself is only 

partly quoted, the substance and explanations remain true to the text. 

174-100   us constitution - graphic novel   $16.95

social studies

“Sunken ship”

JonMichael, age 13
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Exploring America 

Exploring America is an American history high-school curriculum that 

combines history, literature, and Bible in an enjoyable, easy-to-implement 

format of 150 daily lessons that include the history text and the reading 

assignments for that day. Completing the full course provides your child 

with a year’s high-school credit in American history, English (literature 

and composition), and Bible. If that proves to be too heavy of a course load 

for your child, we suggest he ignore the literature portion and devote his 

energies to understanding the history section, which involves reading the 

teen-friendly lessons, and the original source documents and speeches.

563-611   exploring america   $110.00

563-612   student review pack   $17.00

People, Places, and Principles of America 1 and 2

People, Places, and Principles of America 1 is a comprehensive, non-religious 

study of American history from before Columbus through the start of the 

Civil War. People, Places, and Principles of America 2 covers American history 

from the Civil War to 2012. Each lesson incorporates a narrative carefully 

designed to engage the student. Theme art, time lines, maps, and charts 

illustrate each lesson. Essential academic elements are aligned with standards 

normally expected for grades eight through high school for state exit exams.

570-556   people, places, and principles of america 1  $119.95

570-557   people, places, and principles of america 2  $119.95

People, Places, and Events of World History

This course, designed for high-school students, studies basic components 

of cultures from 5000 BC through 2011 AD. Chapter one begins with 

evidence of civilization in the Fertile Crescent and expands to the major 

continents of the world. A conversational narrative style is designed to 

engage students. Selected vocabulary words are highlighted and defined 

to help enrich the students’ understanding. Illustrations and maps are 

sprinkled throughout each chapter to create mental images that solidify 

comprehension. This course consists of six chapters. People, Places, 

and Events of World History is designed for one transcript credit.

570-553   people, places, and events of world history  $109.95

“On the Moon”

Sophia, age 10
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Exploring World History

The fascinating, colorful Exploring World History high-school curriculum 

is a history course from a Biblical Christian worldview, and understanding 
worldviews is an important goal of this course. Likewise, there is a 

strong emphasis on Biblical history and early civilizations. But there is also 

information about events, issues, and people from around the world and 

across the centuries. If you want Exploring World History to qualify for 

three high-school credits — history, Bible, and literature — there is that 

option. In addition to a thorough survey of Western civilization, Exploring 

World History offers significant coverage of Latin America, Africa, and 

Asia and features hundreds of color illustrations and photographs.

563-601   world history   $110.00

563-602   student review pack   $17.00

The History of the Ancient World

Written in a friendly and highly readable manner, The History of 

the Ancient World is at once engaging and enlightening. Maps and 

timelines help you grasp the whens and wheres of history, while the 

stories cement who, what, and why. Not only will you walk away with a 

big picture of history, but you will also develop a feel for the people of 

each culture. The History of the Ancient World  is written from a history 

scholar’s perspective, so while the Bible is given a fair hearing, it is 

placed alongside any other historical document, without distinction. 

244-723   history of the ancient world  $33.50

181-601   history of the ancient world study guide  $23.50

The History of the Medieval World

In this second volume, narratives of both the monarchs and the clerics 

succinctly illustrate the tumultuous era when religion often became the 

weapon of choice. More than just a dry retelling of facts, The History of the 

Medieval World also includes the reason people and events followed the 
patterns they did. This is a masterful retelling of the historical movements 

from the fourth century to the beginnings of the twelfth century, and 

itincludes events from western and eastern Europe, North Africa, the 

Middle East, Central Asia, the Far East, South Asia, and the Americas.

244-724   history of the medieval world  $33.50

181-602   history of the medieval world study guide   $42.50

social studies
“A wolf”

Selah Girges, age 8
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Exploring Government

Does the prospect of a semester of studying government set your child’s 

feet to dancing? Mine neither. But in many states a semester is required 
for graduation, and as painful as it may seem, a complete understanding of 

government will have greater impact on your students than a comparable 

understanding of calculus. Exploring Government is as painless as it 

gets. Bite-sized lessons cover federal, state, and local government, as 

well as contemporary issues in government. Special emphasis is placed 

on the Biblical basis for government and on the U.S. Constitution. 

563-563   exploring government   $60.00

563-564   student review pack   $12.00

Exploring Economics

Everywhere our teens hear about the economy, but do they know what 

is meant by that term? Exploring Economics provides a clear explanation 
of economics, including issues confronting U.S. citizens today. Exploring 

Economics is a one-semester, self-study, engaging high-school course 

with 75 lessons and a variety of interesting activities. It is abundantly 

illustrated with full-color photos and illustrations. Exploring Economics 

covers the economics of individuals and nations, as well as U.S. events up 

through 2016, and Biblical and church history economics. The optional 

Student Review Pack contains literary analysis, review, exams and more. 

563-573   exploring economics  $60.00

563-574   exploring economics student review pack  $12.00

Principles and Precepts of Economics

In this non-religious course, designed for senior-level students, your 

teen will gain insight into the history and concepts of economics, especially 

regarding free enterprise. Topics covered include private property; 

entrepreneurism; risk; debt; profit; government regulations; and causes 

and effects of depressions, inflation, and investment losses and gains. 

In the process, your student will get acquainted with the implications 

of Islam, dictatorships, and progressive communism and socialism.  

570-559   principles and precepts of economics  $59.50

Vanessa, a homeschooling 
mother of 2 Kirstin, mom of 3 Amy R., mom of 3

Ashley, mom of 5
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What Do Animals Do All Day?

Travel with your preschooler in a voyage around the globe with the brightly 

illustrated What Do Animals Do All Day? From the vibrant coral reefs to 

the parched Sahara Desert and all the mountains, rivers, and forests in 

between, your child will learn about how dissimilar animal inhabitants work 

together. The more than 100 different reptiles, birds, and mammals are 

featured together in their natural habitats and then separately for more 

details. Find out which of these are occupied as farmers, excavators, dentists, 

ballerinas, and detectives, or even brawlers, boxers, fashion designers, or 

spies. With 14 scenes set in diverse habitats, What Do Animals Do All Day? 

is a fascinating introduction to the diversity of the earth we live in. 

317-110   what do animals do all day?   $21.95

My Very First Our World Book

Introduce your preK student to the wonders of the world from frozen 

poles and muggy rainforests to volatile volcanoes with My Very First Our 

World Book. Your child will find lots of things to look at and talk about 

in this highly visual book about the world that not only covers simple 

geography but also basic geology and a pinch of astronomy. Simple text 

and sturdy pages make My Very First Our World Book a great introduction 

for your children to see how wonderful and diverse our planet is.

417-430   my very first our world book   $10.99

Six-in-One GeoPuzzles Collection

GeoPuzzles are an incredible tool, teaching children as young as four 

the countries of Europe, Africa, Latin America, and Asia, as well as 

the states of the USA. Jumbo-sized and brightly colored, GeoPuzzle 

pieces are shaped like individual countries or states, so children learn 

as they put the puzzle together. As children assemble each puzzle, they 

learn not only each country’s name, shape, and capital, but where it is 

located and how the entire continent fits together. Now all six puzzles, 

including the GeoPuzzle World, are available in one convenient box.

120-006   geopuzzle six in one   $53.95

Geography
Ava Schoessow, age 9
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Skill Sharpeners Geography

Geography is easily one of the most overlooked subjects in the homeschool 

curriculum. But Skill Sharpeners Geography lets your child explore his 

world while learning key map skills and geography concepts with little fuss 
on your part. The cross-curricular activities integrate the most current 

geography standards, and each eye-catching book is divided into colorful 

collections of engaging, grade-appropriate themes. Each theme includes 

short nonfiction reading selections, comprehension questions, vocabulary 

practice, and writing prompts. Optional hands-on activities will excite the 

kinesthetic child in your home. Skill Sharpeners Geography takes your 

child beyond just the basics of geography and includes a smattering 

of histories and cultures within our world. The colorful illustrations and 

pages will grab your child’s attention, and the handy (removable) answer 

key in the back allows your student to easily check his own work.

215-200   kindergarten   $9.50

215-201   grade 1   $9.50

215-202   grade 2   $9.50

215-203   grade 3   $9.50

215-204   grade 4   $9.50

215-205   grade 5   $9.50

215-206   grade 6   $9.50

what parents 
are saying

Great book for a creative student. They 

learn fun facts about different states while 

being able to use their creative flair. 

- Lara Gonzales

Draw the USA

Most adults can probably do a rough sketch of Texas, Florida, and California. 

But unless you or a loved one lives in Iowa or West Virginia, you may be 

at a loss if asked to sketch those states. Draw the USA will give your child 

an opportunity you probably didn’t have while significantly increasing 

his knowledge of the USA. With small, incremental steps your student 

will work through the entire USA, drawing each state as it connects to its 

neighbors until he can draw it all from memory. Students will especially 

appreciate the author’s brief comments, such as; “Appropriately, Louisiana 

(LA) is shaped like a thick ‘L,’” which give them a hook to hang their memory 

on. Draw the USA is a fun, easy way for your child to learn the states so 

that he can connect them to weather, history, and current events.

162-162   draw the usa  $18.95

skill sharpeners geography - kindergarten

skill sharpeners geography - grade 6
Abigail, age 12
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Geography

This Is the World

Czech artist, illustrator, and author M. Sasek’s first children’s travel book 

was published in 1958. His works presented a poignant picture of some of 

the world’s great cities and countries. This Is the World includes paintings 

and comments on skaters in Central Park, St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Ireland, 

Oxford University in England, the different tartans in Scotland, the Louvre in 

Paris, the Canal Grande in Venice, the Tiger Balm Garden in Hong Kong, and 

so much more. Talented illustrator and storyteller M. Sasek encapsulated the 

best of the world’s major capitals and countries – their art, architecture, 

music, food, and traditions —and brought them to life for young readers. 

117-365   this is the world   $33.50

Global Puzzle

The average individual can only place 18 of the world’s 193 countries. 

But wouldn’t it be nice if you could locate all 193? The Global Puzzle has 

pieces shaped like individual countries, so instead of matching color 

to color, you must be able to work each country piece into the bordering 

countries, making a lasting mental connection as you go. After completing 

this puzzle twice, people on average were able to identify 130 countries. 

The 600-piece Global Puzzle includes all 193 countries and their capitals, 

all 50 states of the U.S., and all 13 territories and provinces of Canada. 

635-615   the global puzzle    $14.50

Around the World Mazes

What child doesn’t love the challenge of mazes? With Around the World 

Mazes, your child will travel easily through the busy streets of Venice, journey 

across the world with increasingly difficult mazes, and then he will reach 

the most difficult maze of all, a circuit through a small African city. These 

colorful mazes allow him the opportunity to practice basic pencil control 
in an enjoyable, exciting way. And because mazes are naturally absorbing, 

they help your child acquire the ability to reason, interpret, understand, and 

concentrate, some of the bedrock essentials for later academics. Because each 

culture sets its own standards in terms of modesty, conservative families may 

want to add a touch of white-out to a page or two. Answers are included.

417-605   around the world mazes   $9.50

Sarah, homeschool mom
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ScrunchMaps

Wall maps are great, unless you want access to them 

in another room. Portable maps are convenient, until 

you need to put them away and face the complex 

origami of the traditional map. Now you have both 

convenience and portability with a ScrunchMap. 

Is there any easier way to fold a map than to scrunch it 

up into a ball and stuff it in a fist-sized bag? Printed on 

water- and tear-resistant material, ScrunchMaps are as 

kid-proof as you can get. So take your ScrunchMap out to 

the tree house, down to the beach, up the mountain, and 

across the country; this map is designed to be a workhorse.  

Very detailed with gorgeous colors, ScrunchMap 

measures 36 x 24 inches when laid flat. ScrunchMap is 

portable, practical, and can be used in any weather! Stuff 

one in your purse, beach bag, desk drawer, or jacket pocket. 

ScrunchMap also comes with its own drawstring bag.

691-691   scrunchmap usa    $8.50

691-692   scrunchmap world    $8.50

Puzzleball Globe

Flat puzzles of spherical items are easier to assemble, 

but what if you could hone your geographical skills on 

something more appropriate, more true-to-life? Now 

you can with the Puzzleball Globe that can be assembled 

in three different ways. You can use the small number 

located on the back of each of the curved puzzle pieces, use 

a world map to assemble the globe, or try assembling the 

Puzzleball Globe without looking at the map or numbers. 

Decked with animals and landmarks, The Puzzleball 

Globe consists of 180 beautiful, vibrantly-colored, and 

perfectly-crafted curved puzzle pieces that allow for an 

exact fit and are easily assembled with no glue required!

214-523   puzzleball globe   $25.75

what parents 
are saying

We have owned several maps and globes but 

nothing has been super kid-friendly for a house 

of four kids. I love how this can just get shoved in 

a bag without worrying about it breaking. 

- Hannah B, homeschool teacher
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Twisty Dropper

This cheery dropper adds a playful dimension to building fine motor skills and 

teaching cause and effect. The perfect size for preschoolers, Twisty Dropper is a 

grand supplement for early science exploration and to build little hand muscles, 

too. Each Twisty Dropper is six inches long and comes in a variety of colors.

047-401   twisty dropper   $3.75

Color My Bath

Many science experiments are enhanced by the use of colored 

water. Color My Bath’s tablets are completely safe, non-staining, and 

are the easiest way to add striking color to water. American-made 

for children and with no added fragrances or soap, Color My Bath’s 

tablets will delight your child with fizzy action and a dazzling burst of 

color. Includes 300 small and large tablets in red, yellow, and blue.

864-300   color my bath   $13.50

Science

The Berenstain Bears Big Book of Science and Nature

The favorite childhood characters that you enjoyed as a child are back 

again to teach your pre-k students all about science. The stars of this 

reference book, the Berenstain Bears, have brought their friend, Professor 

Actual Factual, the foremost bear scientist of his time, to give your children 

scientific knowledge about the world they live in. Easy to read and easy to 
understand, every page in the The Berenstain Bears Big Book of Science 

and Nature is filled with full-color illustrations or diagrams, and the rhyming 

text offers your child factual but light-hearted information. If your family 

follows Christ, as does ours, you may find yourself editing the occasional 

references to evolution or the elevation of nature over God, but those 

instances are rare and should not dissuade you from enjoying this 190-page, 

oversized book with its lively cartoon illustrations and funny characters. 

756-756   the berenstain bears big book of science and nature   $14.50

A mom of boys
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Primary Science Kit

Sized just right for smaller, clumsier hands, this award-winning collection 

is not just for play. Each chunky tool in the Primary Science Kit actually 

works, as tiny bugs are magnified, measurement markers are accurate, 

and the sturdy tweezers add a dimension that less extensive sets leave 

out. Also includes a durable, unbreakable beaker; eyedropper; test tubes; 

and activity cards. This is the perfect science kit for preschoolers! 

047-215   primary science   $28.50

what parents 
are saying

We love the science kit! I didn’t know I had a little 

scientist until we tried this. My daughter asks to 

make a volcano every day, and it’s been such a blast to 

introduce different scientific concepts in a visual way. 

- Alyssa, Toddler Mom in Lexington, KY

Look I’m a Scientist

We get it! For some moms the set-up and clean-up of science experiments 

makes them cringe. But doing science activities makes it exciting and the 

concepts are more likely to stick in your child’s memory. The 14 activities are 

easy to prepare, set up, and create. As your child pours, mixes, and feels 

each sensory-friendly activity, he improves his critical thinking, investigative 

skills, and motor skills. Look I’m a Scientist’s visual step-by-step instructions 
are printed on kid-tough pages, and these provide the science behind some 

of those Pinterest favorites. Using readily available ingredients, each activity 

in Look I’m a Scientist is explained step-by-step with clear instructions and 

helpful photos. The book also introduces scientific vocabulary with simple 

explanations and arms the parent with appropriate questions to develop your 

child’s scientific understanding. Easy-peasy — science has never been such fun!

117-350   look i’m a scientist   $12.50

Kumon Sticker Science

Using stickering, coloring, mazes, and more, Kumon Sticker Science will 

gently introduce your pre-k child to life, earth, physical, and space science. 

This engaging book’s use of exciting activities to familiarize your child with 

scientific concepts will foster his curiosity in the natural world around him. 

401-600   kumon sticker science   $9.50
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Boom – Fun with Science!

Boom – Fun with Science! is a huge collection of 60 child-friendly 
experiments that will have your child clamoring for “just one more.” Of 

course, when a science kit includes volcanoes, rocket balloons, and slime, 

you know you are in for a mess. But for your children who would rather 

see science in action than read about it, Boom – Fun with Science! can 

be a joyous exploration of the mysteries and wonders of science. The 

55-piece kit includes nearly everything you need, though occasionally 

you will need to provide common household items. Boom – Fun with 

Science! also includes a DVD that offers clear demonstrations for all the 

experiments and a full-color manual with step-by-step instructions. 

915-915   boom - fun with science   $47.50

Science

3-D Torso Puzzle 

There are many torso models currently on the market, but none are as 

demanding. Put this together a couple of times and you will definitely know 

your basic internal anatomy! The finely-detailed sculpturing with hand-

painted parts ensures that this puzzle is up to medical-school quality. Not 

quite five inches tall when assembled, so fine motor skills are a must, but 

even the youngest child will enjoy studying the various components and their 

placement. For those who want to know, a bladder is depicted but there are no 

gender-related details. The 3-D Torso Puzzle can be put together and pulled 

back apart countless times, which is perfect for families with many children.

268-206   3-d torso puzzle  $20.50

4-D Cell Models

All the complexities of cells can be hard to digest with just book learning. 

The 4-D Science Cell Models provide a unique way to learn the essential 

components of these building blocks of life. Each six-inch Cell Model 

contains two dozen super-detailed detachable pieces and features 

cutaway sections of the various cell parts. Assemble and disassemble as 

many times as you like, as these 4-D science puzzles are made to last.

268-410   animal cell  $29.95

268-411   plant cell   $29.95

Rory, age 12
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Look Inside Your Body

Introduce your pre-med kindergartners to the way their bodies work 

in the fun and informative book, Look Inside Your Body. With over 

100 flaps to lift, your children will learn about their bodies inside and 

out. What happens to the food they eat, and where do babies grow? 

Look Inside Your Body’s answers to those questions will not make 

Grandma blush. Highly recommended for young, eager learners.

417-180 look inside your body   $13.95

Visible Human Floor Puzzle

Putting together the unique, double-sided Visible Human Jumbo 

Floor Puzzle will teach your children about their skeletal structure 

on one side and their internal organs and major arteries on the other. 

There are no gender-related details to make you uncomfortable! 

Visible Human Jumbo Floor Puzzle’s 24 durable, glossy cardboard 

pieces are notably thicker than other puzzles, and the extra-large 

puzzle-piece size makes construction more doable for small hands. 

Learning the basics of anatomy is easier when the details are child-

sized and accurately portrayed in simple, clear components. Visible 

Human Jumbo Floor Puzzle measures 48” long when completed and can 

be easily stored in the convenient puzzle box with carrying handle. 

697-697   visible human floor puzzle   $12.99

what parents 
are saying

We have had this book for over 2 years now and it is still 

one of my son’s very favorite books. It is a great gentle 

introduction to anatomy and understanding the body. My 

son especially loved that it shows how poop is formed! 

- Sarah Clark-Wamuhiu from TN

Avah Girges, age 9
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Apologia’s Young Explorer Series

This in-depth curriculum, with its gorgeous, full-color pictures and 

captivating, God-exalting text, utilizes a method to teaching science that 

many children prefer, the immersion approach. Rather than overviews of 

multiple topics, the Young Explorer’s science immersion program allows 

your family to enjoy the depth and riches that dwelling on a single topic 

can give. The Young Explorer series is a combination of the Charlotte 

Mason and classical methods. The amazing spiral-bound notebooks that 

correspond to each title have over 150 ready-to-use pages, as well as 

a daily schedule, activities, projects, review questions, project pages, 

and much more. See our website for more titles in this series.

Anatomy and Physiology

Written with the help of pediatrician Brooke Ryan, M.D., Exploring 

Creation with Human Anatomy and Physiology covers many subjects, 

such as nutrition and health, as well as the body systems: skeletal, 

muscular, respiratory, digestive, cardiovascular, nervous, and more.  

288-192   anatomy and physiology   $39.95

288-292   anatomy notebook   $27.50

288-293   anatomy jr notebook $27.50

Chemistry and Physics

Tell your child he is going to learn to build a smoke bomb and watch him 

enthusiastically reach for Exploring Creation with Chemistry and Physics. 

Exploring Creation with Chemistry and Physics introduces your child to two 

breathtaking subjects which lend themselves quite naturally to a multitude 

of hands-on demonstrations that bring science to life. Gently but thoroughly 

prepare your child for the more rigorous classes he will need in high school. 

288-220   chemistry and physics   $39.95

288-221   chemistry and physics notebook   $27.50

288-222   chemistry and physics jr notebook $27.50

Science
“Science tubes” 

Sarah Girges, age 13
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Building Blocks of Science

Kids ask real science questions. Building Blocks of Science 

enables them to discover real science answers.

Because science disciplines are so interlaced, to learn one subject 

requires a foundational understanding of another. Building Blocks of 

Science addresses this by introducing students to the five core scientific 

disciplines of chemistry, biology, physics, geology, and astronomy.

With Building Blocks of Science, students learn science in a sequential and 

logical order, beginning with basic building blocks of science and expanding 

on these as they advance in grade level. Hands-on experiments for each 

chapter encourage critical thinking, experimentation, and creativity.

Building Blocks of Science is a year-long graded program for 

grades 1-7 covering all five core disciplines each year. It’s based on 

an upward-spiral teaching method where disciplines are repeatedly 

visited and built upon over months and across grades, which is proven 

to lead to better long-term mastery of facts and concepts.

The Focus On Series is a semester-long unit study series. 

We’ve chosen Astronomy and Geology for eighth grade, teaching 

topics that are not as commonly studied in high school.

Building Blocks of Science is written to accommodate both non-

religious and Christian homeschoolers. It has received several 

awards including the Practical Homeschooling Reader Award. The 

study bundles contain a student textbook, teacher’s manual, and 

laboratory notebook, as well as printable lesson plans and quizzes.

366-110   building blocks of science grade 1  $134.00

366-120  building blocks of science grade 2  $134.00

366-130  building blocks of science grade 3  $134.00

366-140  building blocks of science grade 4  $134.00

366-150  building blocks of science grade 5  $134.00

366-160  building blocks of science grade 6  $134.00

366-170  building blocks of science grade 7  $168.00

366-280  focus on eighth grade bundle   $188.00

The Building Blocks of Science Book K

Without a textbook to guide them, some moms will wonder if they have 

taught enough science. The Building Blocks of Science Book K takes that 

worry away. Book K is a fun way for your kindergartner to be introduced to 

five areas of science: chemistry, biology, physics, astronomy, and geology, using 

drawing, activity, and coloring pages. Scientific concepts and terminology 

are presented clearly and in a manner that’s easy for kids to understand. 

The illustrations that clarify a concept, like atoms and molecules, are easy 

to understand and remember. Book K even includes simple experiments, 

observations, and outdoor activities for the five core science subjects. What 

a low-fuss way for your child to begin learning basic science concepts.

366-101   the building blocks of science book k   $29.00
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Berean Science offers students an opportunity to study science 

through the lens of history. Using a narrative dialogue and a 

Christian worldview, Berean Science teaches science chronologically 

so there are vast and varied science topics in each volume. 

Fairly bursting with experiments - every lesson has some sort of 

activity - Berean Science’s strong focus on this hands-on component 

makes it an ideal program for the wigglers in your household. 

The durable hardcover textbooks have lots of full-color 

illustrations, and the lessons are concise, but complete, 

getting to the core of what your child needs to know. Lesson 

material is often just a page or two following each activity, 

perfect for any child that struggles to sit and pay attention. 

The activities, all color coded and easy to find quickly, often involve 

inexpensive household items. These activities are the gateway to 
the exploration of each scientific concept. Plus, each book has 

a helpful section in the front that tells you all the materials you 

will need, broken down per chapter, for doing the experiments.

Each lesson concludes with questions or additional activities for 

"younger," "older," and "oldest" students, so Berean Science lends 

itself well to multi-grade homes that prefer to use just one science 

curriculum for the entire family. Lessons are taught directly from 

the text, without the need for a cumbersome teacher’s manual. 

WHY WE ADDED

berean science

Science in the Beginning

The Berean Science series teaches science as discovered throughout history, 

so it makes perfect sense for the series to open right at the beginning with 

the six days of creation. Science in the Beginning provides 15 lessons for 
each of the six days of creation, incorporating a vast variety of topics and 

experiments. These include light and eyesight in Unit 1; tornadoes in Unit 2; 

a crayon rock cycle in Unit 3; a toilet paper map of the solar system in Unit 

4; whether saltwater or freshwater fish drink more in Unit 5; and how cats, 

dogs, and rabbits see differently in Unit 6. All the while, students are referred 

back to the Creator who fashioned all the marvels they are studying.

888-101   science in the beginning   $44.00
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Science in the Ancient World

Science in the Ancient World covers the work of natural philosophers who 

lived from about 600 BC to the early 1500s AD. With Science in the Ancient 

World, your student will use candy to demonstrate what Democritus got wrong 

about atoms, find out why Hippocrates thought wine should be sprinkled on 

bandages, and speculate about why Leonardo da Vinci used mirror writing in 

all of his notebooks. It concentrates mostly on what these ancient scientists 

got right, but also discusses what they got wrong, because even mistakes can 

advance our understanding of the natural world. Students will also learn that 

most of the great scientists in the last half of this period were devout Christians 

who investigated science to learn more about God by studying His handiwork.

888-102   science in the ancient world   $44.00

Science in the Scientific Revolution

With Science in the Scientific Revolution, your student will discover what a 

bishop’s hat has to do with the heart’s mitral valve, flip a coin before reading 

Pascal’s wager, count candies to learn about population estimates, and 

accelerate a wagon of books to experience the importance of seat belts. The 

third book in the Berean Science series, Science in the Scientific Revolution 

covers scientific developments from 1543 to the end of the 1600s. Students 

will see that most of the great natural philosophers of this time were Christians 

who studied the world to learn more about the God who invented it.

888-103   science in the scientific revolution   $44.00

Science in the Age of Reason

Your student will microwave a bar of soap, make paper from cotton balls, 

crush a wintergreen mint to see it spark, classify his fingerprints, and test 

your family for color-blindness with Science in the Age of Reason. The 

fourth book in the Berean Science series, Science in the Age of Reason 

covers scientific developments from the early 1700s to the early 1800s. 

Along the way, your student will learn about scientists who based their 

studies and lives on the knowledge of God, as well as those who rejected a 

Biblical worldview. This thoroughness prepares your student to evaluate 

the worldviews influencing modern-day scientists and theories.

888-104   science in the age of reason   $44.00

Science in the Industrial Age

In the fifth and final title in the Berean Science series, your student will 

discover what Michael Faraday has to do with safe airline travel, use gumdrops 

to understand the chemistry mystery that Louis Pasteur first cracked, and 

experience the Second Law of Thermodynamics by making ice cream. Science 

in the Industrial Age discusses scientific advances, discoveries, inventions, 

and even errors from the early 1800s to the early 1900s. Students will see 

how the beliefs of the scientists influenced their interpretations of scientific 

data, preparing students to live in an opinionated and volatile scientific age in 

which the dominant worldview of many scientists no longer includes God.

888-105    science in the industrial age   $44.00
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Precepts of Anatomy & Physiology

With a combination of text and graphics, Precepts of Anatomy & Physiology 

will not only teach your older child about the interdependency of the bones, 

tissue, and organs of the incredible human body, but it will also delve into 

that awkward topic, reproduction. It is a judgment call, how much you 

teach and when, but if your teens are ready for a more mature look at the 

origin of human life, this is the most age-appropriate we have seen. All the 

nitty-gritty details a teen needs to know are presented, with the author’s 

much-appreciated bias as to the necessity of marriage as a prerequisite.

570-574  precepts of anatomy & physiology    $39.95

Exploring the History of Medicine

Exploring the History of Medicine takes a look at medical practices from the 

ancient past to the present, including biographical sketches of famous people 

of medicine. Black-and-white illustrations and vintage photographs show just 

how different medicine used to be. And while the illustrations may be black and 

white, the accounts are quite colorful, resulting in a surprisingly appealing text. 

Christian families will appreciate the God-honoring perspective presented 

throughout Exploring the History of Medicine. Featuring study questions at the 

end of each chapter, coupled with dozens of illustrations, Exploring the History 

of Medicine gives students a strong introduction into the study of medicine.

400-508   exploring the history of medicine   $14.25

4-D Heart Puzzle

Every day it pumps about 2,000 gallons of blood through over 60,000 miles 

of arteries, veins, and capillaries, creating enough pressure to squirt blood up 

to 30 feet, yet we know so little about the physical structure of the heart. Now, 

future EMT students can more easily comprehend this marvelous design. The 

Heart Puzzle has been designed, developed, and produced to provide both 

children and pre-med students a basic but precise knowledge of their hearts. 

Studying a highly-detailed, miniature medical model is helpful; building one 

is even more effective and results in eager learners. The Heart Puzzle consists 

of 31 finely-detailed, hand-painted pieces and includes an instruction brochure 

that has a detailed glossary of parts and their functions. The stand is included.

268-205  4-d heart puzzle   $20.50

“Bacteria”

Carver Boldman
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Dr. Bonyfide Presents

Dr. Bonyfide is a young person’s highly entertaining guide to his own body. 

You know that if your child has basic information about his body he is more 

likely to make healthy life choices. Developed by a team of educators, health 
professionals, and parents, Dr. Bonyfide Presents will creatively guide 

your child through the bone structures of his body using kid-friendly jokes, 

rhymes, puzzles, fun facts, and original comic strips. Plus, a pair of X-ray vision 

(3-D) glasses in books 1 and 2 will let your child investigate the bones on 

special pages. Write-in quizzes and a range of hands-on activities will help 

you as a teaching parent to assess his progress. A certificate of completion 

for diligent learners is at the back of every Dr. Bonyfide Presents book.

772-001   dr. bonyfide book 1    $18.99

772-002   dr. bonyfide book 2    $18.99

772-003   dr. bonyfide book 3    $18.99

772-004   dr. bonyfide book 4    $18.99

772-040   dr. bonyfide set of 4   $69.95   

what parents 
are saying

My son chooses to do this as one of his first things in the 

week. It packs a lot of info into it but manages to keep the 

tone seriously fun and entertaining. I’m getting a lot of, “Hey 

mom did you know...” And I figure if he is wanting to share 

what he is learning voluntarily than we have found a winner! 

– Jeanette

Exploring Creation with Physical Science 

Exploring Creation with Physical Science discusses such topics as 

the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, weather, the structure of the earth, 

environmentalism, the physics of motion, Newton’s Laws, gravity, 

and astrophysics. There are many hands-on experiments to do, 

and they all use household chemicals and supplies. It is an excellent 

course for preparing the student to take a college-prep high-school 

science curriculum. The Physical Science Notebook helps your student 

develop the independent study skills he’ll need. The Physical Science 

Companion CD-ROM contains animations and videos of experiments. 

288-411   physical science textbook   $85.50

288-417   physical science notebook   $36.95

288-413   physical science cd-rom   $17.95

Forces and Motion: Investigating a Car Crash

Learning physics must include information of real world scenarios or the 

task is a dull one. Investigating a Car Crash looks at the science of forces and 

motion to explain speed, acceleration, friction, and momentum. It asks your 

teen to step into the role of investigator and use his knowledge of science and 

technology to sift through evidence to determine the cause of the crash. With 

multiple scenarios and fascinating case studies, Investigating a Car Crash will 

not only give your teen explanations of the scientific principles and procedures 

employed to look into an accident, but maybe even the wisdom to prevent one.

273-451   investigating a car crash   $9.50
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Friendly Biology

Any text that uses Lego figures to discuss genetics has earned the moniker 

“Friendly!” Friendly Biology, with its clear, colorful diagrams and abundant 
photos, introduces the world of biology to high-school students in a gentle, 

non-intimidating manner. Written by a homeschooling husband and wife 

team, Friendly Biology covers topics such as mitosis and meiosis, genetics, 

taxonomy, ecology, an overview of all human body systems, and much more. 

With meaningful lessons and spot-on lab activities, Friendly Biology will 

not merely teach your teen biological terms and processes, but it should 

also give him an awe and respect for both the splendor and complexity of 

living things. Available in both a religious and non-religious version. 

821-600   friendly biology: religious  $99.95

821-610    friendly biology: nonreligious  $99.95

Friendly Chemistry

Rigorous enough to prepare any teen for college, but friendly enough to 

keep the tears at bay, Friendly Chemistry covers all of the topics typically 

taught in a traditional high-school chemistry course. For the independent 

teen, working with only the teacher edition is the most cost-effective way 

to use Friendly Chemistry. Each lesson in the two-volume teacher collection 

begins with teaching tips, followed by the text portion of the lesson, and 

then by worksheets and hands-on activities, a test, and an answer key. Used 

by homeschool, charter, public, and private school students world-wide for 

over 10 years, Friendly Chemistry makes chemistry concepts crystal-clear.

821-800   friendly chemistry essentials set   $79.95

Integrated Physics and Chemistry

This entry-level, applied course gives teens a thorough grounding in basic 

chemistry and physics. Content-rich illustrations, numerous charts, graphs, 

and data tables assist your teens in grasping the subject matter. This method is 

highly engaging and motivates them to learn about the application of physics 

and chemistry to daily life. While deliberately avoiding complex mathematical 

equations, this self-paced, high-school-level science course offers bite-sized, 
easily-digestible science information. Textbooks are aligned specifically 

with the state standards of Texas but meet or exceed the standards of 

most states and are acceptable for two high-school transcript credits.

570-572 physics and chemistry  $220.00

Seth, age 8
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Batman Science

Batman is not your average crime-fighting superhero. Lacking any 

superpowers, technology is Batman’s greatest weapon. He creates out of 

necessity, using science to give him an edge over his enemies. But is it fiction, 

or could it really exist? From the Batsuit and Batarangs to the Batmobile and 

the Batplane, Batman Science explores real-life science and technology 

and their often very real connection to Batman’s remarkable success.

273-625   batman science   $8.99

Superman Science 

Kids love superheroes, so why not use that love to teach kids science? 

Superman Science looks at Superman’s ability to fly, his super–strength, 

his blazing speed, and his laser vision, then relates it back to real–life 

engineering and science. Your child will find the real-world connections 

surprising. Filled with astonishing facts about technology, humans, 

and animals, Superman Science connects real science with Superman’s 

distinctive super powers. With loads of colorful pictures, Superman Science 

will teach your child about bionic eyes, drones, sonic booms, spacecraft, 

animals that are strong and/or fast for their size, and so much more. 

273-627   superman science  $8.99

what parents 
are saying

This is by far my 7th-grader’s favorite part of his 

curriculum! He sat down and read through the book 

and then reread everything a month later. He is full of 

fascinating facts he learned from Batman Science! 

- Natasha S., mom of 4

Happy Atoms Introductory Set 

When you homeschool, the place where your student studies chemistry 

probably won’t contain Bunsen burners and test tubes of unknown substances. 

But it can contain the new and vastly improved version of the ball and stick 

models of molecules we all grew up with. Happy Atoms is both a physical 

and digital kit that encourages your teen to discover the world of molecules 

in an intuitive, hands-on way. The Happy Atoms stick together easily with 

magnets. Then, use the included app which presents detailed information 

for 49 molecules such as the molecule’s usage, properties, hazards, and 

structure. With molecules that are quick and easy to both construct and to 

break apart, Happy Atoms will give chemistry students a distinct advantage. 

645-708   happy atoms  $56.95
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Chemistry 101

Chemistry really can be painless, understandable, and fun! Chemistry 101, 

from the same great producers as our popular Biology 101, takes the essentials 

of chemistry and presents them in an enjoyable DVD format. Filled with 

visual explanations, humorous asides, and a handful of simple experiments 

that you can replicate, Chemistry 101 is a chemistry DVD your entire family 

will enjoy learning from. Includes over 11 hours of video, plus a printable 

guidebook, quizzes, and a course accreditation program, all in PDF format.

101-375   chemistry 101   $54.95

Physics 101

Physics is the investigation of our universe and the foundation of many 

other studies, including chemistry, engineering, and even medicine. From 

a stellar introduction to physics to the clear discussion of light, sound, 

electricity, laws of motion, and even quantum mechanics, the Physics 101 

DVD course is easy both to use and to understand. Though it is designed 

for ages 15 years and up, because Physics 101 is physics without the 

math, the information is accessible for the entire family. There are over 10 

hours of instruction on four DVDs, and a bonus guidebook is available as a 

PDF file on one of the discs with additional study material and quizzes. 

101-395   physics 101   $54.95

Biology 101

You cannot do an honest job of teaching biology unless you use a resource 

that is both scientifically accurate and God-glorifying. Don’t sacrifice one 

for the other. Biology 101’s four-DVD course teaches high-school-level 
biology in a systematic way by classifying all of life according to the days 

of creation. Scientifically accurate according to the Institute of Creation 

Research, Biology 101 uses eye-catching video footage, supported by 

hundreds of captivating visuals and graphics, to do an excellent job of 

explaining even the most complex of topics. Plus, every word, graphic, 

and picture in Biology 101 is appropriate for the entire family. 

101-365   biology 101    $54.95

“Doctor”

Kathryn, new homeschool mom
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what parents 
are saying

The Human Body Cube “book” is a great way to put 

anatomy and physiology into the palm of your hand! Literally! 

...Even though the “book” is small, the images are very clear 

and each section covers a different system/topic. Whether 

it’s for “incidental” learning or as a study tool alongside 

curriculum, the Human Body Cube book is a valuable tool. 

– CCA

Human Body Cube

This cleverly jointed cube book unfolds to reveal 12 illustrated “pages” full of 

images, facts, and figures concerning muscles, bones, and major body systems. 

Fold the cube in and each side has a different topic, such as the eye or brain, or 

unfold it to study the full-body skeleton, muscular system, etc. Lavishly labeled 

and with occasional facts thrown in, the Human Body Cube is an excellent 
reference tool for students of anatomy/physiology, biology, premed, or nursing.

627-500   human body cube  $11.95

100 Things to Know About the Human Body

Did you know your teeth are harder than steel, that your skeleton loses 

94 bones as you grow older, and that the way you eat your food changes 

the shape of your face? With colorful, eye-catching, infographic-style 
illustrations, 100 Things to Know About the Human Body is packed with 

startling facts and practical information on the human body. This is a 

fascinating reading book and great reference book for any homeschool family.

417-170   100 things to know about the human body   $12.50

Medical Investigation 101: A Book to Inspire Your Interest in Medicine 
and How Doctors Think

Your inquisitive high schooler is going to love this book. Medical Investigation 

101 is an eye-opening look at how doctors analyze the medical mysteries 

they are confronted with every day. The major theme of the Medical 

Investigation 101 textbook is the medical diagnostic process using a variety 

of realistic case studies. The Medical Investigation 101 workbook has a 

number of activity pages to reinforce vocabulary and concepts taught. Even 

students who have no desire to pursue the medical field will take a keen 

interest in Medical Investigation 101 because everyone wants to know how 

his body functions. The Medical Investigation 101 set includes: the textbook, 

workbook, and teacher’s edition, which is the answer key for the workbook.

799-101   medical investigation 101   $85.99
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Plus-Plus Big

Pour out the 150 colorful pieces of Plus-Plus Big, each with the same 

simple shape, and your preschooler will happily start putting the pieces 

together. Plus-Plus Big naturally encourages gentle progress in your child’s 

skills, from the fine motor practice of connecting a couple of pieces, to 

creating simple snakes or swords, to more complex constructions such as 

flowers and whales. Each slightly rubbery piece is made from plastic free 

of phthalates and PVC. Included with your purchase of Plus-Plus Big is an 

exclusive Timberdoodle ebook. In it you will find quick tips for introducing 

Plus-Plus Big to your children and ideas for convergent and divergent 

models. This information is also included in our Preschool Handbook. 

627-150   plus-plus big   $49.99

Stages Blocks

From the first time I saw Stages Blocks I knew it belonged in a Timberdoodle 

curriculum. Traditional blocks provide our children with problem-solving 

situations, develop their spatial sense, and increase their motor planning 

abilities. But as teaching parents, we knew that if we could combine the 

independent learning, free play, and imagination of block play with an 

introduction to pattern interpretation, we would have a tool that would 

accommodate and challenge a wide range of abilities. Stages Blocks does that 

and more. Beginning with the 40 small, custom-designed, vibrantly colored, 

solid wood blocks and using the 120 picture cards, your child will progress 

from copying pictures of structures that use 1 block up to 40 blocks. The 

more elaborate structures will require focus and thought, as well as careful 

stacking, color, shape, and perspective skills. And if you need more ideas, there 

is also a free, one-of-a-kind Stages Blocks app for iPhones and iPads. What 

a great way to sharpen focus and build necessary skills at the same time!

892-892   stages blocks   $69.99

Eli, age 10
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what parents 
are saying

We moved internationally recently and left our 

Duplos™ behind. I am so excited this was included 

in our curriculum. This was a step up from Duplos™ 

and a hands-on way for all the kids to learn and 

experiment with building and following directions. 

- Hannah B., Homeschool Teacher

ThinkPlay STEM Junior Xtra

Granted the prestigious Tillywig Brain Child Gold Award, the brightly-

colored ThinkPlay STEM Junior Xtra 400-piece set is amazingly durable 

and comes with a boatload of project ideas. More than 60 spiral-bound 

pages of easy-to-follow photographs show step by step how to build a huge, 

incrementally more difficult variety of models. This high level of structured 

guidance distinguishes ThinkPlay STEM Junior Xtra from any other 

building set for this age range. The squares, triangles, and wheels connect 

and disconnect easily, yet they create remarkably secure structures that 

do not fall apart. Stack them or interlock them on their sides—ThinkPlay 

square bricks are the same size as traditional middle-size Duplo™ bricks 

and are 100% compatible but infinitely more versatile. Colors may vary. 

694-695   thinkplay stem junior xtra   $99.99

ThinkPlay Gears

ThinkPlay Gears is an extraordinary kit from ThinkPlay, the internationally 

award-winning educational construction system. Designed to explore 

the basic physics of movement and rotation, effects of friction, creating 

power, and how simple machines need and use gears, this 400-piece set 

comes with a whole suite of instructions. The gear wheel comes in five 

sizes with different assortments of teeth. There are also two types of 

color-coded gear wheels, some with a smooth shaft and others with a 

geared one. With ThinkPlay Gears’ side-connecting pieces, your young 

builder can make circles, curves, and spirals that remain impossible with 

traditional  block sets. Timberdoodle’s kit now includes ThinkPlay Chains, 

with 75 chain links and instruction sheets for 14 chain-powered models.

694-701   thinkplay gears with chains $149.99

Small Pegs Activity Set

You know that fine motor activities encourage the development of eye-hand 

coordination and will help your child to practice the necessary skills for writing 

and drawing. However, finding activities that will challenge but not frustrate 

your preschooler is difficult. But Small Pegs Activity Set is the perfect all-

in-one fine motor activities kit for preschoolers. By manipulating the pegs, 

your preschooler will be working on his tripod grasp and strengthening 
the muscles of the hand.  Small Pegs Activity Set not only develops grasp 

and release skills but also sorting, counting, and patterning skills. It also 

refines eye-hand coordination by picking up, placing, and removing the 

pegs. And, it is fun! Small Pegs Activity Set includes 15 double-sided 
activity cards, four clear peg boards, and 600 pegs in six bright colors.

252-285   small pegs activity set   $37.99
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Laser Maze Jr.

Now the little guys can join in the laser fun with Laser Maze Jr. Using 

the theme of a rocket scientist, your child will be asked to direct the 

beam around the obstacles to light up the rockets. This version is much 

more simplified than Laser Maze (page 134), with overlays and side 

panels that allow young thinkers to see where the laser beam is. Plus, the 

actual laser is in a fixed position, ensuring the safety of your child’s eyes 

and those of any other scientist in the room. With Laser Maze Jr., your 

child will use science and logic to reflect the laser beam and ignite the 

rockets. Laser Maze Jr. is a single-player game with 40 challenges from 

easy to super hard. Solutions are included! For ages six and older.

485-196  laser maze jr.   $28.50

Extraordinaires Design Studio 

This is the year your child will be asked to design all sorts of mindboggling 

inventions. It might be a source of light for a spaceman, a remote control 

for a super hero, or a defensive weapon for a pirate. To begin, your child 

chooses which Extraordinaire to help and an object to design for him. Each 

of the 15 cards has a picture of the Extraordinaire on the front, and on the 

back it has a little more insight into his world. With 225 design challenges 
across three levels, your child will have more than enough drawing, critical 

thinking, and fun for an entire school year. Extraordinaires Design Studio 

comes in a very nice plastic case that shuts with a magnetic closure. 

763-100   extraordinaires   $39.99

Robotis Pets

Now even children with emerging fine motor skills can experience the 

excitement of building their own robots with Robotis Pets. With large 

chunky pieces, the easy entry-level robotics kit Robotis Pets introduces 

your child to the fundamentals of simple automation. Robotis Pets’ step-

by-step assembly instructions show your child how to build up to seven 

moving pet robots. Easy to assemble, no tools are required so imaginative 

scientists can expand on these ideas while exercising creativity and 

developing fine motor skills. What a great combination for learning 

science, technology, engineering, and math concepts. Requires two AA 

batteries (not included). Recommended for ages six years and up.

077-057   robotis pets   $49.95

Charity, age 4
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Plus-Plus – 1200 Pieces!

Hand your child Plus-Plus and he will intuitively begin to 

create. Plus-Plus’ identical simple shapes with their slightly 

rubbery texture glide smoothly together with very little 

pressure, and they stay together! Plus-Plus encourages 

children to think creatively about color, design, and 

structure, and it is a painless way to develop fine motor skills 

and hand-eye coordination. Relatively new to families in 

the U.S., Plus-Plus has gained a tremendous following over 

the last few years in Denmark where it is used in Danish 
schools. Included with your purchase of Plus-Plus 1200 is a 

baseplate and an exclusive Timberdoodle ebook. In it you 

will find quick tips for introducing Plus-Plus to your children 

and ideas for convergent and divergent models. This 

information is also included in our First-Grade Handbook. 

627-300   plus-plus 1200   $59.99

what Parents 
are saying

Plus-Plus is so fun!! I don’t know who likes playing 

with it most, but everyone in our house loves getting it 

out and building things with it. I really liked that there 

were prompts on things to build each week because it 

got our creative juices going and got us to build things 

we maybe wouldn’t have thought of otherwise.

- Stephanie G., First-time Homeschooling Mom

Wile E. Coyote Physical Science Genius - Set of Four

Since 1948, Wile E. Coyote has used complex contraptions 

to make repeated, unsuccessful attempts to catch the 

elusive Road Runner. This classic cartoon is known 

for both exaggerating and blatantly breaking the laws 

of physics. Now, with lighthearted text and comical 

illustrations, Wile E. Coyote, Physical Science Genius 

explains the science behind the coyote’s failed attempts. 

Your child will learn basic physics while guffawing over 

Wile E. Coyote’s poorly planned ventures to get ahold of 

Road Runner. Wile E. Coyote, Physical Science Genius 

is a cheery introduction to the essential principles 

that govern physical science in our daily lives. 

273-629   wile e. coyote physical science genius   $32.50
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Engino Inventor 50-in-1 Motorized Set

Engino engineering kits are among the most advanced and multifaceted 

three-dimensional construction kits in the world today. Made of a rugged 

hard plastic, the Engino Inventor 50-in-1 Motorized Set is a system of 

versatile rods and connectors that allows connectivity of up to six sides 

at the same time. Additionally, all Engino parts snap together and stay 

together. Many of the Engino 50-in-1 Motorized Set’s models can operate 

with the included 3V Engino geared motor. The motor has a double-action 

switch and works with 2 AAA batteries (not included). The Engino 50-in-1 

Motorized Set contains detailed printed instructions for four models and 

online PDF instructions for all 50 models. Colors of the pieces may vary.  

125-850  inventor 50   $56.95

Engino STEM Simple Machines

Finally, your children can get a rich overview of the most common areas of 

mechanical science without blowing the family budget. Engino’s celebrated 

components, colorful student book, instruction manual, and activity 

booklets combine to create the most remarkable hands-on approach 

ever available. Experiment with the models to understand how machines 

actually work, how you can change speed, convert motion, increase or 

transfer force, and easily move heavy objects. STEM Simple Machines 

includes detailed directions for building nearly 60 working models and 

marvelous explanations of the different technological principles. 

125-819   stem simple machines   $94.95

Engino Robotics MINI 1.3

Programmable robots are such a part of our everyday life that world-wide 

the education system is expanding to include robotics. More and more 

students are developing the necessary building and programming skills 

in the classroom and through specialty programs. Engino Robotics MINI 

1.3 allows your child to do the same thing in your home. Engino Robotics 

MINI 1.3 has everything your student will need to build and program 
eight robots. It provides detailed explanations of the different scientific 

principles applied while incorporating innovative activities for hands-on 

learning. See our website for more details and system requirements. 

125-825   engino robotics mini 1.3   $199.95

STEM
Michael, age 6
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what parents 
are saying

This was my son’s favorite thing in the entire 

kit. He loved being able to build and actually 

see different models working. This is the kind of 

learning I feel our kids will need for the future. 

- Lisa A., Middle of nowhere, Kansas

Robotis Dream 2.0

 Now you can expand your child’s interest in science or construction with 

Robotis Dream 2.0. Using solid documentation, this 12-week, entry-level 

robotics curriculum includes an easy-to-understand workbook with clear 

pictures and text, plus thought-provoking questions that will guide your child 

through a simple introduction to robotics.  Robotis Dream 2.0 looks at the 

principles and theories of electricity, the center of gravity, the understanding 

of power, and the walking mechanisms of both biped and quadruped robots 

through lessons reinforcing science, technology, engineering, and math. Your 

child will have multiple opportunities to design and build his own robots using 

a geared motor for independent movement – no programming required. 

077-301   dream 2.0   $109.95

Edison Robot 2.0

Imported from Australia, Edison Robot 2.0 is super-affordable, easy to use, 

and compatible with LEGO. Edison comes with intelligent sensors that react 

to light, sound, and even T.V. remote commands. Initially, your child will learn 

about robotics with no programming required because of Edison’s pre-

programmed features, such as line following, obstacle avoidance, and much 

more. Then your child will learn to program Edison himself using drag-and-

drop graphical robot programming software. Or he may use the relatively 

new EdPy, a free app for programming Edison in the Python (text based) 
programming language. Complete with fully illustrated robotics lesson 

plans,  student worksheets,  and activity sheets, the Edison 2.0 curriculum is 

available both as an ebook or in printed form in the fourth-grade handbook.

323-101   edison robot 2.0   $46.50

DuinoKit Jr. 

What teen doesn’t daydream about being a hero or creating a gadget 

that will change the world for the better?  DuinoKit Jr. appeals to this 

interest in your teen by designing an Arduino-based learning environment 

using a collection of spy-style mission cards that teaches through a 

series of fun assignments. Each task introduces an electrical component 

in the kit and encourages manipulation of the controlling code. As your 

teen completes each mission (including its three sub-missions), he marks 

it on an accomplishments card. Once the course has been completed, 

your teen will have the skills to devise his own Arduino-style projects. 

767-101   duinokit jr.   $149.00
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STEM

Introduction to Aviation with Av-STEM

Your student’s education can now take flight with Introduction to Aviation, 

an online aviation course that makes at-home aviation training possible. 

Upon completion of this course, your child will have an understanding of the 

aerodynamics of flight, how to read aviation charts, how navigation works, 

and so much more. Lots of fun hands-on applications clarify what could 

otherwise be a difficult subject matter. To boost your child’s retention, many of 

these projects are repeated through a variety of scenarios. Over the next 10 

years the FAA forecasts a shortage of pilots, mechanics, and other technical 

support personnel in the aviation industry, so Introduction to Aviation also 

includes about 30 aviation career pathway interviews. Even if your child 

is disinterested in pursuing the field of aviation, the knowledge he acquires 

through Introduction to Aviation can be transferred to a multitude of other 

careers. All necessary supplies are included with your purchase of Introduction 

to Aviation except for an inexpensive joystick which can be easily bought locally.

891-891   introduction to aviation   $365.00

Mechanics Laboratory Planes and Helicopters 

Assemble the gears, fix the propellers, and get hands-on experience with 

the mechanical engineering side of aviation using Mechanics Laboratory 

Planes and Helicopters. The models have levers, gears, and movable parts. 

Learn about propellers, cogs, pulleys, and universal joints with the 10 

different models. Begin by detaching the intricate parts from the plastic 

frames. Then use these interchangeable and complex components to 

build an assortment of aircraft. Each new Mechanics Laboratory Planes 

and Helicopters model increases in complexity and in difficulty. The two 

small illustrated manuals are honestly quite challenging, but the reward 

of seeing each completed model is worth the persistence. Each manual 

is full of helpful tips, technical facts, and curiosities. Use those insights to 

go on to experiment and create your own style of plane or helicopter.

905-011   mechanics laboratory planes and helicopters   $39.99

Seth, age 8

“House and helicopter.”

James Dale, age 3
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Brain Builder Trio

The scope and sequence of Brain Builder Trio is phenomenal. Using just 18 

precisely-cut, solid plastic blocks and three spiral-bound books, your child 

will experiment with construction, geometry, logical analysis, perspective, 

design, and spatial logic. Each book is systematic in its presentation, with 

multiple levels and escalating complexities. Spatial proficiencies are vital 

for everyone, but today’s sedentary children often lack a natural way to 

develop these abilities. This set is a great way to change that. Brain Builder 

Trio includes blocks and three spiral-bound books: Perspecto, Equilibrio, 

and Architecto. Individual components are also available on our website.

265-810   brain builder trio   $70.95

Sphero SPRK+

What programmable robot do you know that is super-durable and can 

withstand dog jaws, kicks from toddlers, and adventures on the high 
seas? Sphero SPRK+ is more than a remote-control toy, though its precision 

is amazing. It is more than a source of multiplayer electronic games, though 

you’ll be missing out if you don’t investigate at least some of them. Sphero 

SPRK+ is a robot that can be dynamically programmed via your smartphone 

or tablet. And as much fun as Sphero SPRK+ is, as home educators we find 

ourselves drawn to the programming. From simple drag-and-drop block 

coding to text-based programming, the app and website provide step-

by-step lessons teaching the basics. Find out more on our website.

693-650   sphero sprk+    $129.99

what parents 
are saying

We have had the set for years and this is our third 

child to go through the books. I consider it a must-

have item. Each book takes on a totally different 

perspective though they all use the same set of blocks. 

It’s really three different thinking skills sets in one.

 - Lisa, Mom of 4

Love to Code Creative Coding Kit

Chibitronics’ Love to Code Creative Coding Kit is a great way for your teen to 

learn the basics of coding using electric circuits made of simple materials like 

paper, foil tape, and stick-on LEDs. The Love to Code 150-page educational 

storybook will have your student crafting functional circuits directly on 

the pages, while learning how to code using the delightful Love to Code 

characters to explain the basics of electronic circuits and coding. Through 

a series of scaffolded projects, he will discover how to create circuits that 

light up, build switches that control lights, and write (and even debug) code. 

Love to Code is a wonderful starter kit for anyone new to programming, and 

it’s also a fun and creative exercise in crafting circuits with copper tape and 

LED stickers. Everything is included except the 3 AA batteries required.

667-607   love to code   $84.99
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Roadworthy DVD

One out of every two teen drivers will have a motor-vehicle accident within 

the first six months of earning his license. As teaching parents, you have 

the choice of whether to take on the formidable task of being the primary 

driving instructor or handing that over to a paid professional. Regardless 

of the route you take, be sure to augment the lessons with Roadworthy, 

an instructional DVD to help your teen driver beat the scary odds. With 

invaluable tips by experienced accident investigator Mike Pehl, Roadworthy 

covers everything from the basics of safety checklists to how to deal with 
hazardous maneuvers of other drivers. Roadworthy also uses real in-car 

demonstrations and graphics to support and reinforce each of the lessons.

732-732   roadworthy   $39.95

Build Your Own V8 Engine

Endorsed by Haynes— the world’s number-one publisher of car repair 

manuals—the Haynes Build Your Own V8 Engine kit builds a realistic, 
though greatly simplified, working model of a combustion engine and 

includes light and sound features, light-up spark plugs, moving pistons, 

valve gear, fan belt, and all the parts and tools you need to assemble the 

working model. Unlike other inferior models, the Haynes V8 Engine uses 

no glue. Parts screw or clip together, so the engine can be taken apart 

and rebuilt multiple times. The familiar Haynes manual gives clear, step-

by-step instructions to guide your teen through the building process. 

487-487   build your own v8 engine   $69.99

UGM-11 Truck 

Bring your teen into the pragmatic world of mechanics with the UGM-11 

Truck. Introduced by Ukrainian designers with a passion to create working 

mechanical models with real-life mechanisms, the UGM-11 Truck is made from 

high-quality plywood boards which are assembled without glue and equipped 

with a four-cylinder rubber-band engine. Start the engine in ‘idle mode’ and 

look at the four pistons which move realistically under the folding hood. Open 

the UGM-11 Truck’s cab door and observe the fully functioning steering wheel 

connected via a steering column to the suspension bracket of front wheels. 

Engage the clutch, put it in ‘reverse’ or ‘drive’ mode, and see the UGM-11 

Truck move back to the fields for another load of hay. Building this beautiful 
working model will give your teen insight into the principles of mechanics.

411-011   ugm-11 truck   $74.95 

STEM
Carver Boldman
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ZOOB BuilderZ S.T.E.M. Challenge

With a “ball & socket” connection system that snaps, clicks, and pops together, 

ZOOB has always been one of the most versatile building sets on the market. 

Now ZOOB BuilderZ S.T.E.M. Challenge asks your child to solve more than 

26 problems, plus nine bonus challenges, each one employing the STEM skills 

educators have targeted as essential. From building a zip-line or trampoline 
to designing a catapult, your child will use ZOOB pieces and an assortment of 

other included materials to invent contraptions that answer the requirements 

and objectives as directed on the challenge card. Take on one challenge a week 

and watch your child’s science, technology, engineering, and math skills grow.

394-200   zoob builderz s.t.e.m. challenge   $47.50

Roman Arch Bridge Kit

Do you have an amateur architect in your home? Would that budding builder 

like the experience of using materials that more genuinely represent actual 

structures than a model made of garish primary-colored plastic? Now your child 

can experience the pleasure of building his own ready-to-display brick replicas 

of a Roman Arch Bridge brick by brick! Simply add a touch of glue (included) 

as mortar and follow the step-by-step instructions to build this spectacular 

structure with real gypsum bricks. Display your completed model for all to 

enjoy, or you can soak it in water overnight letting the glue dissolve so you can 

create and build more structures of your own design. Roman Arch Bridge kit 

is great for developing spatial reasoning, logic, attentiveness, and accuracy.

839-450   roman arch bridge kit   $49.99

Scratch Coding Cards: Creative Coding Activities for Kids

Whenever I previewed a Scratch coding book my eyes would blur and my mind 

would be planning dinner. This was not the case with Scratch Coding Cards, 

and that is primarily because tasks are presented in bite-sized portions. The 

front of each card shows an activity—for example, animating a character or 

adding your voice. The back of the card shows the Scratch blocks used and how 

to put them together. With the Scratch Coding Cards, your child will create 

interactive games, stories, music, and animations. What a fun, motivating way 

to learn sequencing, conditionals, variables, and other coding concepts. 

If your family is new to Scratch coding, you will be pleased to know that an 

introductory booklet shows the basics of using this drag-and-drop language.

117-701   scratch coding cards: creative coding activities for kids   $23.75

Bioloid STEM

Bioloid STEM is a world-renowned robotics curriculum made up of 

ingeniously designed, interchangeable, block-shaped parts. Bioloid STEM 

pulls together the necessary hardware, software, and curriculum to offer 

high-school-level robotics. The amazing curriculum guide presents 21 weeks 
of comprehensive educational training. Each STEM chapter includes an 

introduction to specific robots or robotic features, programming and the math 

that goes into programming robots, and the chance to solve programming 

problems. With the combination of a flexible construction system and easy-

to-use programming software, the Bioloid STEM kit is the best we have seen!

077-200   bioloid stem   $349.90
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Draw + Learn Faces

Now available, but only for Timberdoodle, is Draw + Learn Faces. Watch 

with delight as your toddler completes and colors all kinds of faces and 

makes essential precursory steps to reading and writing. By adding in 

the different features, from bulbous noses, spiky eyelashes, and crooked 

teeth to wavy hair and fuzzy whiskers, Draw + Learn Faces becomes an 

outstanding activity book for young children just learning to grasp a crayon.

068-101   draw + learn faces  $13.99

Draw +  Learn Animals + Places

When this series became unavailable a couple of years ago, the homeschool 

community suffered a real loss. Thankfully it is back as a Timberdoodle 
exclusive. This adorable pre-drawing book is for children of all artistic 

abilities. Draw +  Learn Animals + Places’ colorful pages include space for 

preschoolers to add the missing animal parts, such as eyes, noses, and 

mouths, or location components such as a chimney and flowers. With bold 

and bright art, Draw + Learn Animals + Places features an assortment of 

houses, rooms, animals, and animal habitats. Colorful and engaging, Draw + 

Learn Animals + Places introduces your child to wildlife and to his community 

while making some important precursory steps to reading and writing.

068-115   draw + learn animals + places  $18.99

Art
Mary, age 4 

Heidi, age 4
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Mad Mattr with the Ultimate Brick Maker

Mad Mattr, an amazingly moldable, stretchable, dough-like compound, can 

be shaped into countless brilliantly colored creations. Silky to the touch, 

MadMattr never dries out – ever.  Wheat-, gluten-, casein-, and odor-free, Mad 

Mattr is firm to the touch, but will quickly loosen to be soft, airy, and malleable. 

Pressed against a textured surface, Mad Mattr makes a stunningly accurate 

imprint. Or pull it apart gently and it will stream into a puddle on your table. 

Now  you can take your Mad Mattr to the next level by creating Lego™-like 
building blocks that actually lock together. When you are done, just smash 

your structure and start again. Unleash your child’s creative side without 

destroying your home with Mad Mattr. See our website for all available colors.

782-226   mad mattr with the ultimate brick maker  $17.99

Sweet Nature Felt Pictures

Enhance your child’s dexterity with the lovely collage set Sweet Nature 

Felt Pictures by the highly acclaimed Djeco company. Your child’s fine 

motor skills will be challenged but the results — four charming felt nature 

collages — will make it all worthwhile. Simply peel the appropriate felt 

sticker and place it on the correct colorful background to create four very 

different scenes: a butterfly, a fox, a tiger,  and a fish. The wordless booklet 

will show how. Includes four picture boards and 115 pre-cut felt stickers.

586-204   sweet nature felt pictures   $9.50

Kumon Let’s Cut Paper

Learning to safely use a pair of scissors seems to bring extraordinary 

joy to young children. In Kumon’s three-book Let’s Cut Paper series, your 

child will learn how to hold and control scissors. He will proceed from the 

simple one-stroke cuts of a dog’s whiskers to the more complicated curved 

humps on a camel’s back and the zig-zagged lines of a king’s crown. 

401-810   let’s cut paper 3-book set   $16.95

what parents 
are saying

This has been very popular here with my children, 

their friends, and even adults who have been 

around when they were using it. ...We’ve gotten 

many hours of play from it from ages 3 to 13+. 

- Aileen Rose from Spring City, TN
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Kwik Stix

If you’re a mom who hates any sort of messy art project but looks wistfully at 

the creative output of your peers’ offspring, then we have good news for you! 

Kwik Stix allows your children to paint with no nasty clean-up. That’s right, no 

dripping paint trays, no dribbling paint brushes, no soggy smocks, and no spilled 

water cup that ruins all the papers. With Kwik Stix you just remove the cap 

and twist to reveal the solid tempura paint stick, then apply thick, bright, and 

smooth swipes of color. It goes on wet and dries in 90 seconds or less whether 

you are working on paper, canvas, rock, or wood. The perfect size for small 

hands, Kwik Stix come in assorted vibrant colors and lay down a coat of paint 

that won’t crack. Plus, it washes out of clothes, is nontoxic, and requires no 

prep and no cleanup. Kwik Stix is an awesome addition to any family’s art bin! 

991-012   kwik stix   $11.99

Art

Jumbo Beeswax Crayons

With the promise of rich, vibrant colors, substantial heft, and the light 

scent of beeswax, Faber Castell Jumbo Beeswax Crayons seem like the 

star of your child’s art supplies. Very soft, these 12 crayons seem to glide 

smoothly across paper where you can immediately see the superior color 

saturation. Beeswax is an all-natural, renewable resource that not only 

beats the petroleum-based paraffin of other crayons but also makes the 

Jumbo Beeswax Crayons safer for tiny children to use. Super sturdy, these 

are perfect for smaller kids who tend to put a lot of pressure on crayons 

and break them.  Plus, Jumbo Beeswax Crayons’ triangular shape is perfect 

for little hands, for teaching proper grip, and it won’t roll off desks.

482-686   jumbo beeswax crayons   $5.25

Crayon Rocks

Develop that strong tripod grip, necessary for legible penmanship, as 

early as possible with Crayon 1. Recommended by occupational therapists 

and teachers, Crayon Rocks are easy to hold and their special shape allows 

small fingers to color in large, wide strokes. The pebble-shaped crayons 

are made from natural waxes and tinted with non-toxic mineral powders, 

and they yield rich, creamy colors with very little effort. Plus, because 

they are shorter and thicker, they don’t break in little hands. Crayon Rocks 

come in a super-convenient drawstring pouch, making clean-up a snap.

979-032   crayon rocks   $14.50

“Teddy goes to school.”

Noelle, age 3
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I Can Doodle Rhymes!

Wow, a lot of critical skills have been packed into I Can Doodle Rhymes! 

Handwriting, spelling, and even doodling – the perfect balance between 

structure and imagination – are built on and expanded in this happy, colorful 

volume. Each I Can Doodle Rhymes! spread offers two pages of corresponding 

activities. For example, a left page coaches your child to write the words pup 

and cup, and the right page asks him to doodle a pup on a cup and then a cup 

on a pup. In this way reading, handwriting, and spelling skills are reinforced 

throughout. Using simple, cartoon-style drawings to serve as models for 

budding artists, this ingenious combo of comical drawing lessons and rhyme 

ensures fun, stress-free learning. Another Timberdoodle exclusive!

068-150   i can doodle rhymes  $13.99

what parents 
are saying

My son loved this book. It helps with 

spelling, drawing, and rhyming. 

- Julie O. of AZ

Djeco Pompoms All Aboard

Kids love pompoms. They love how they feel and how light they are. Djeco’s 

Pompoms All Aboard is a beautiful collage activity kit for your pre-k 

student with two sizes of colorful pompoms to add depth to the completed 

masterpieces. Your child can choose between an engine-driving elephant, a 

bear piloting an airplane, a cycling dog, and a squirrel transporting a wagon-

load of acorns. A small, appropriately colored dot shows your child where to 

place each pompom. Plus, by adding the fuzzy pompoms, your child is not only 

creating art but also strengthening his tripod grasp and the muscles of his 
hand. Pompoms All Aboard includes an easy-to-use glue stick for small hands, 

four illustrated boards, about 290 pompoms. and a step-by-step booklet.

586-233   pompoms all aboard   $10.95

Djeco Finger Paint Kit

A classic art medium for young children, finger-painting is promoted as 

an open-ended activity, with no pressure to produce a finished product. 

The funny thing is that most children are less enthralled than adults with 

vague creativity. I have seen many children quickly tire of the aimlessness 

of the typical finger-painting kit. Children love to create, but they also 
crave direction. Djeco Finger Paint Kits excel in that. Squeeze the petite 

bottles of smooth, creamy paint onto the plastic palette, flip open the 

wordless manual, and experience finger-painting like you never have 

before. Children will be eager participants because they can see that every 

step brings them closer to one of four animal-themed masterpieces. 

586-206   djeco finger paint kit   $24.50
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My Tape Town 

My Tape Town is a clever fusion of art and social studies that will allow 

your civil engineer to create his own 3D city complete with buildings, 

cars, trees, and more. He can model it after his own hometown or create 

an imaginary community of his own. The colorful adhesive tape and 

stickers make it easy. Tearing tape and placing stickers are great for 

building fine motor skills and they are fun! With My Tape Town your 

child can even add a park complete with a little pond to his community. 

Add in the My Tape Town fish and boats stickers for even more realism. 

My Tape Town includes six rolls of tape, two paper landscapes, four 

paper cups, plus stickers, paper shapes, and picture instructions. 

394-105   my tape town   $17.50

Art

Push, Pull, Empty, Full

Introducing children to opposites can be fun! Push, Pull, Empty, Full is a lovely 

activity book featuring a band of amusing characters and a range of creative 

things to do. Draw what Rabbit is pushing in a wheelbarrow, then draw what 

Bear is pulling. This innovative book with its amusing line art will help your 

child to recognize word meanings while coloring, doodling, and drawing.

236-281   push pull empty full   $9.50

Ready, Set, Bodies

Art with a purpose — that is Ready, Set, Bodies. More than a mere craft kit, 

Ready, Set, Bodies gives your child a hands-on look at a few of the many 

parts of which he is made. He will build a lung, assemble a skeleton, and 

floss out food from between his ‘teeth.’ Ready, Set, Bodies is packed with 

eight child-friendly activities that each mimic a function or system of the 

body. Instructions are pictorial, so no reading is required, and the assorted 

crafts are all fun, easy, and informative. Everything you need is included — 

even an awesome giant glue stick! With just a sprinkling of interesting body 

facts, Ready, Set, Bodies is educational without being overwhelming.

394-100   ready, set, bodies  $24.75

Elijah Holston, age 15
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Doodle and Draw Everything

Experiment with drawing patterns, shapes, colors, and squiggles! Bold, 

bright, and colorful, Doodle and Draw Everything is packed with delightful 

drawings which children can easily relate to. More than just a coloring book, 

it invites children to create their own patterns and ‘complete’ the work the 

illustrators have started for them. From drawing swirly patterns onto some 

friendly looking sheep to adding scales to a variety of dinosaurs and stripes 

to a swarm of bees, Doodle and Draw Everything fosters creativity and helps 

to develop fine motor skills, particularly pen-control skills. Doodle and Draw 

Everything is made of thick paper that can withstand vigorous felt-tip coloring.  

766-080   doodle and draw everything   $11.50

What’s New? What’s Missing? What’s Different?

Kindergartners love to learn and love to create. What’s New? What’s 

Missing? What’s Different? combines those two delights into one sure-

to-please workbook. From drawing different pillows under napping cats, 

to finding the unusual flamingos in the flock, to completing the missing 

parts of the dogs in the picture, What’s New? What’s Missing? What’s 

Different? inspires your young learners to discern both broad and subtle 

differences and respond creatively. What’s New? What’s Missing? What’s 

Different? will strengthen your child’s focus and attention to detail in 

an engaging, mind-stretching manner. A Timberdoodle exclusive!

068-165   what’s new, what’s missing, what’s different   $15.99 

what parents 
are saying

I love the projects in this book and the basic art principles 

they reinforce. It has really helped my son with his drawing 

skills, being able to break down parts of a picture and create 

drawings of his own in a much less intimidating way. 

- Stephanie G., First-time Homeschooling Mom

Zentangle for Kids

Zentangle for Kids is an easy-to-learn, fun way to create striking 

images by drawing structured patterns. What is the difference between 

a doodle and a Zentangle? Doodles are often random and done with 

no preplanning. Zentangles are deliberate. The patterns each have a 

specific name and are built one pencil stroke at a time. By necessitating 

concentration to complete each design, Zentangle for Kids intentionally 

facilitates a shift in focus while improving your child’s eye-hand 

coordination and fine motor skills. There are many Zentangle books 

available, but this one for children has the clearest instructions, the 

most motivating assignments, and it is fully dogma-free, so enjoy!

243-550   zentangle for kids   $12.50 
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Fish Rainbows

Bring exotic fish to life in this fun variation on the classic paint-by-

numbers art kit. Just peel, sprinkle, and enjoy. Fish Rainbows includes 

four pre-printed images of beautiful fish on glue-covered cards; 

nine pots of ready-to-apply colored sand; two containers of glitter; 

a peeling stick to make the process easier; and a detailed, wordless 

instruction booklet — all housed in the lovely, sturdy gift box.

586-214   fish rainbows   $15.75

Doodle Adventures: The Search for the Slimy Space Slugs

Join Carl, who is not only a duck, but also a member of a super-secret 

international group of explorers, on a journey in search of a very important 

stolen artifact. This delightful space-themed fantasy has your child draw 

himself into the story, then follow prompts to add more illustrations and 

doodles as he locates the object, beats the bad guys, and gets his hero home 

safely. By the end of the book, your child will have co-illustrated a hilarious 

book to share with family and friends. Doodle Adventures: The Search for 

the Slimy Space Slugs is a sturdy hardback book with beautiful cream paper—

perfect for doodling. The completed book will make a great keepsake.

569-225   doodle adventures   $11.95

Do Art Coloring with Clay

Do Art Coloring with Clay is a brilliant clay coloring kit that uses pre-printed 

boards for children to create amazing, eye-popping works of art. Color areas 

by pinching off small amounts of clay and pressing them on. Tiny clay balls can 

be flattened to make the suction pads of a tree frog, while clay rods can be 

used to fill in larger areas like the lion’s mane. Your child can marbleize, layer, 
and blend the 12 vibrant clay colors to create one-of-a-kind masterpieces. 

A special rubber-tipped tool makes blending a snap, and the three double-

sided clay tools allow your child to experiment with textures. Coloring with 

Clay will guide your child through the creation of the four amusing animal 

designs with a remarkably helpful booklet. Coloring with Clay includes 

everything your child will need to complete these treasured works of art.

482-720   coloring with clay   $14.50

Sherylan, age 12

Art
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what parents 
are saying

These are always a big favourite in our house, 

with easy, step-by-step instructions. We all sit 

at the table and draw them together. 

- S. Gray, mum of son with asperger’s

Step-by-Step Drawing Book

 Complete beginners can discover how to draw lots of different things, 

from dogs to dragons, from cats to castles, in this delightful write-in book. 

Each colorful double page has step-by-step drawing instructions, plenty 

of space to practice, and occasional ideas for adding embellishment or 

pizzazz to the drawings. Step-by-Step Drawing Book’s instructions are 

easy to follow, so children of all ages can effortlessly master the simple 

drawing skills required to depict a range of animals and objects.

417-205   step-by-step drawing book   $9.50

Me: A Compendium

We get it. You’re busy, and all the precious memories from your child’s life 

are fading quickly. We don’t have a solution that will solve all of that brain 

drain, but we do have one that will allow you to preserve a tiny slice, and 

better still, allow your child to be part of the solution. Me: A Compendium is 

a humorously illustrated, library-worthy hardback book that your child fills 

with drawings and words that reveal his likes and dislikes, and what exactly 

makes him tick. In this lighthearted celebration of your child, he will be asked 

to record his favorite joke, pick a name for his band, disclose his best hiding 

place, and reveal how he thinks he will look at 50. Parts of Me: A Compendium 

need written-out answers and others need pictures drawn — very do-able 

for your young student. Inventive, hilarious, and joyously colorful, Me: A 

Compendium will become a keepsake glimpse of your child’s unique personality.

117-455   me: a compendium   $12.50

Make Your Own Comics

Create a comic about detectives, a quest, or a trip through time; Make Your 

Own Comics will show you how. From how to draw expressions and how to 

show action to how to create a sense of place, Make Your Own Comics gives 

your young cartoonist all he needs to get started. This useful activity pad is 

jam-packed with story prompts, hints, and tips. Because comics don’t have 

to be funny, they can be used to recount history, to explore science, or to 

explain current events. These are skills that can be useful for a lifetime.

417-240   make your own comics   $9.50
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Complete-A-Sketch 123

What a great introduction to manual drafting! Each Complete-A-Sketch 

123 project is an incomplete drawing that needs to be finished by the accurate 

placing of critical intersections and line ends. After basic shapes, your child will 

move on to increasingly more complex sketches. Now every child in your home 

can learn how to sketch orthographic, isometric, and perspective drawings.

108-597   complete-a-sketch 123   $28.95

Complete-A-Sketch Advanced

Complete-A-Sketch Advanced introduces advanced sketching methods, 

including drafting concepts, multi-view drawings, engineering concepts, 

and more. With Complete-A-Sketch Advanced on CD-ROM, you can print 

37 sketch projects, eight 3-D paper model projects, 25 bonus projects, and 

more. For best results, some projects will require the use of some simple 

drafting-related tools: straight edge, French curve, or flexible curve. 

108-596   complete-a-sketch advanced   $28.95 

Doodle America

Now your young traveler can design, dream, and doodle his way across 

the USA. With over 150 American-style doodles, Doodle America 

covers historical events, places of interest, and fascinating facts. 

And, it’s just plain fun. Doodle America would even make a delightful 

gift for visitors from another country or for exchange students as 

they will have ample opportunity to learn while doodling.

881-881    doodle america   $12.50

Art

Elijah Holston, age 15
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My Crazy Inventions Sketchbook: 50 Awesome Drawing Activities for 
Young Inventors

Inventing is a characteristic of being human, yet surprisingly enough, in today’s 

read and regurgitate academic climate, it is not something that is actively 

pursued. My Crazy Inventions Sketchbook: 50 Awesome Drawing Activities 

for Young Inventors can change that. With its pages and pages of creative 
prompts, My Crazy Inventions will inspire brainstorming, imagining, and 

ultimately, drawing. My Crazy Inventions has illustrations of actual inventions, 

and it is bursting with fun facts of inventions that have succeeded (M&M’s®) 

and failed (a “car wash” for humans). My Crazy Inventions is beautifully crafted, 

with thick pages ready for multiple erasers as your child fine-tunes his design. 

236-250   my crazy inventions sketchbook  $14.95

Allows kids to be creative and 

encourages critical thinking in design. 

- A.B., Mom in AZ

Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro

Just like its little brother, Extraordinaires Design Studio (see page 172), the 

core of the Extraordinaires Design Studio Pro is to develop new product ideas 

for a set of characters dubbed the Extraordinaires. However, this advanced 

version offers more complex challenges which allow those in design-based 

careers—inventor, maker, architect, engineer—to progress and build their 

skillsets. Think cards provide valuable, well-considered prompts for exploring 

each challenge in more depth. This will encourage your teen to consider 

who the Extraordinaire is, how his life or career gives him specific needs and 

requirements, and how the end product can genuinely serve the individual. 

763-125   extraordinaires pro   $75.99

what parents 
are saying

Stop Motion Explosion 2.0

This very cool kit is a complete introduction to stop-motion and filmmaking. 

With over 290 pages of step-by-step tutorials and hundreds of illustrations, 

your child will learn how to write screenplays and draw storyboards; how 

to make a character walk, run, or talk; and finally, how to edit scenes and 

add voices and sound effects. The Stopmotion Explosion Kit 2.0 comes 

with a 1920 x 1080 resolution upgraded camera that connects to your 

computer for remote shutter, onion skinning, and easy upload, with 

an internal microphone for sound recording. The kit also includes the 

guidebook and a CD with software and a large collection of sound effects.

223-017   stop motion explosion 2.0   $95.95
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Doodle Your Day

Doodle Your Day introduces your child to micro-journaling, which 

is journaling in small bits. With 365 doodle and journaling prompts 

for your young artist, Doodle Your Day makes micro-journaling easy. 

From drawing today’s weather to sketching what made him laugh on 

International Moment of Laughter Day, your child will love exploring his 

imagination with such an immense variety of topics. Not strictly a doodle 

book, your child will occasionally be encouraged to paste or journal using 

the “wacky word of the day” in a sentence. Doodle Your Day is an easy, 

appealing way to increase your child’s creativity. Ages eight and older.

632-632   doodle your day   $15.99

Art

Djeco Rubber Engraving Workshop

This Rubber Engraving Workshop by Djeco is perfect for your older craft 

lover. Using special chisels, your child will carve Native American designs 

into the thick rubber slabs.  Rubber Engraving Workshop makes it easy. Just 

engrave the lines printed on one side of the rubber slab. After the pattern has 

been carved, use the included ink pads and press the stamp onto one of the 

cards to create one-of-a-kind homemade note-cards or postcards. The rubber 

stamps can be used again and again. Rubber Engraving Workshop includes 

four printed rubber slabs to carve, two gouge chisel tools in different sizes, 

three ink pads, 16 printed cards for print transfer, and an instruction booklet. 

586-235   rubber engraving workshop   $21.99

Pixel Mosaics

At the end of the 19th century, painters used a technique called pointillism, 

a technique in which small, distinct dots of color are applied in patterns to 

form an image. With Pixel Mosaics, paints and brushes are replaced with 

pegs, and the result is stunning. Choose from dozens of different images 

of animals, great works of art, landmarks, landscapes, famous people, even 

Star Wars™ characters, and print the pattern cards. With just six different 

colors, your child’s Pixel Mosaic, when viewed from a distance, will look 
like it was made of thousands of colors and tones. It makes an elegant 

wall hanging for your living room or a fun decoration for your student’s 

bedroom. And when you want a change, just dump the pegs back into the 

box, choose another Pixel Mosaics template, and create something new. 

1801-804   pixel mosaics   $26.75

Art
Emma Schoessow, age 13
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Simply Draw

Designed to teach drawing for children as young as eight, the 

lessons in Simply Draw with Bob Parsons are simple and come with 

clear, step-by-step explanations. Plus, there are almost three hours 
of additional video instruction included, making this the easiest 

drawing program available. The provided PDF file on the DVD allows 

you to print copies of the practice pages for the entire family.

041-174   simply draw   $47.50

Archi-Doodle

Do you have an aspiring architect in your home? Archi-Doodle: An 

Architect’s Activity Book is a brainy, interactive way to learn about 
architecture. Bursting with a collection of beautiful and elegant drawings, 

including numerous examples by major architects, it will challenge your 

older child to complete a variety of tasks, from designing a beach hut 

to determining a location for an island house or creating a new look for 

Buckingham Palace. Each page explores a different theme on the subject of 

architecture: types of buildings, building elements, environments, spaces, 

and so much more, in no particular order. Archi-Doodle will provide your 

child with a broad introduction to architecture in a very illuminating way. 

236-115   archi-doodle   $18.95

Archi-Doodle City

Following the success of Archi-Doodle, Archi-Doodle City focuses on the 

city with sketches of real locations and innovative drawing prompts, such as 

“design a public toilet while considering light, ventilation, and appearance.” 

From bus shelters to street lighting, your teen will be asked to doodle a 

solution to a whole range of significant city life issues. Archi-Doodle City 

presents 75 architectural challenges while giving some elementary facts on 

the use of transport, lighting, and green spaces; the history of urban design 

and planning; and so much more. Archi-Doodle City includes numerous 

examples of works and ideas by major architects to draw inspiration from and 

features a broad spectrum of cities ranging from ancient to contemporary.

236-116   archi-doodle city   $18.95

what parents 
are saying

My son has improved his drawing immensely! 

- Natasha S., mom of 4
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Draw Realistic Portraits from Photographs DVD 

Wow! Who knew drawing portraits could be so painless? If your older child 

has ever wanted to learn how to draw lifelike pictures, we have the perfect 

program for you. Drawing Realistic Portraits from Photographs includes 15 

step-by-step lessons on DVD that will have your child drawing expressive, 
detailed likenesses before you know it. Using his favorite photograph as a 

reference, your child will learn the necessary skills at a pace that is best for 

him. With specific sections concerning the intricacies of drawing mouths, 

noses, ears, eyes, and all manner of hair, plus lots of practice, your child will 

finally master the ability to turn a photograph into a family heirloom. 

034-034   draw realistic portraits from photographs dvd  $46.95

How to Draw Almost Every Day

Challenge yourself to draw one simple illustration each day of the year and 

keep your drawing skills strong. How to Draw Almost Every Day ensures you 

will have new inspiration nearly every day with step-by-step illustrations 

and exercises. The prompts are sorted by season, month, and day. Follow 

along with the artist as she shows you how to draw using step-by-step 

illustrations. Her style is appealing and fun. A quirky narrative accompanies 

each drawing. How to Draw Almost Every Day even includes some fun 

handmade project ideas for your illustrations like greeting cards, gift wrap, and 

more. This very practical book makes it easy to start a daily drawing routine.

317-016   how to draw almost every day   $18.99

Art

How to Draw Almost Everything: An Illustrated Sourcebook

For the teen or parent who feels timid when it comes to drawing, How 

to Draw Almost Everything will give you the confidence you need to draw 

over 2,000 images! This gem of a book provides the beginner with warm-

up practices and easy sketches to ease him into the process.  Challenge 

drawings sprinkled throughout How to Draw Almost Everything will both 

develop his skills and reveal just how much he has already mastered. 

With over 2,000 images, this visual reference book offers tips, step-by-

step illustrations, and instructions for drawing animals, people, plants, 

food, everyday objects, buildings, vehicles, clothing, and more. 

317-015   how to draw almost everything   $18.99

Madilyn Bauknecht, age 12
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what parents 
are saying

I really like how these paint-by-numbers are based on 

famous works of art. We learn a little art appreciation 

as a bonus. These can be used by my 8-year-old up to 

an adult. They really do produce nice paintings. 

- Lisa, Mom of 4

Paint-by-Number Museum Series

Painting by number is often seen as being simplistic, uninspired, and 

mechanical. Yet Leonardo da Vinci himself assigned assistants to paint in 

numbered areas on a work that he had already sketched out. Completing paint-

by-number projects helps your child learn to analyze a subject and observe 

areas of color. It is an excellent exercise in brush control and strokes as 

he focuses entirely on getting the right color in the right spot. Unlike other 

paint-by-number sets, the Paint-by-Number Museum Series does not print 

the numbers on each canvas, but rather on reference sheets, so your artist 

can choose to imitate the masterpiece or paint with his own matchless style. 

482-704   museum series   $26.50

Aquarellum

Using Aquarellum, your children will learn how to mix rich, vibrant colors 

while they create beautiful and detailed works of art. With Aquarellum’s 

exclusive water-resistant technique, paint flows off the wax barriers and 

adheres only to the design motif areas, making the vivid colors pop. The 

Cosmos kit even has glowing properties in the wax barrier, so your child 

can display his finished painting anywhere he’d like to add a little galactic 
luminescence. Aquarellum’s paints and canvases are of superb quality. 

Their kits kindle the imagination, while requiring great concentration.  

Aquarellum makes learning to paint easy, relaxing, and rewarding!

727-301   mini elephants   $9.99

727-209   cosmos   $19.95

“Starry Night”

Clara Ingram, age 9
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The best way to learn another 

language apart from actual immersion 

in the country’s language and culture 

is through software! And the best 

foreign language software for 

homeschooling families is Fluenz.  

Designed to prepare your children for the 

most common situations they could face 

in another country, with Fluenz they will 

develop a strong foundation in how the 

language actually works. It gives your family 

the practical dialog they will need to get by 

in day to day interactions.  Watch as they 

progress beyond simple stock phrases to 

actually building sentences themselves. 

With Fluenz you will learn grammar, 

writing, speaking, listening, and reading in 

the language you choose. A sizable portion 

of learning comes from friendly instructors 

who appear in videos to explain grammar, 

define terms, and share other aspects of 

the language – no more guessing at words 
and meanings from context alone. 

The videos of actual native speakers 
engaged in a typical conversation are 

extremely helpful, and every new word and 

sentence you hear in the conversations 

is broken down for you. Perfect! 

Fun, interactive exercises are a 

mainstay of the Fluenz content.

 

Move at your own pace, so if you 

need to take more time to  practice, you 

can. But because their lessons are fun 

and engaging, you will be motivated 

to keep learning and progressing.

A continuous assessment of up to 

three children is possible through the 

fully customizable Fluenz dashboard. 

You will be able to see if, when, and for 

how long your children have actively 

engaged Fluenz to compare day to day 

performance between different sessions.

Fluenz is synced across multiple 
devices, so your kids can follow the 

entire program from desktop to their 

iPhone, iPad, or Android device.

908-908   spanish levels 1-5   $368.00

908-912   french levels 1-5   $368.00

908-911   german levels 1-5   $368.00

908-913   chinese levels 1-3   $298.00

908-910   italian levels 1-5   $368.00

908-909    portuguese levels 1-5   $368.00

1

2

3

4

7

6

5

8

WHY WE love 
Fluenz HOMESCHOOL
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A Whole Bunch of Feelings

Emotional literacy is as necessary as learning the ABCs. If your young child 

is unable to identify and manage his own emotions or if he doesn’t understand 

others’ emotions, then successful relationships will never happen. A Whole 

Bunch of Feelings will help give your child the language of feelings and offers 

suggestions on how to manage them. Each of the 44 feelings is explored on a 

colorful two-page spread with a descriptive paragraph your child can relate 

to. Research shows that for little ones picture books offer an additional tool 

for teaching emotional literacy because the illustrations serve as visual 
context clues. A Whole Bunch of Feelings accomplishes this beautifully. 

619-144  a whole bunch of feelings   $9.50

Feelings Flashcards

Studies show that when you cultivate your preschooler’s social-

emotional skills, it can result in not only less aggression and anxiety on 

your child’s part, but your child will become a better social problem solver. 

The best way to start is by naming feelings. These colorful,  illustrative 

Feelings Flashcards depicting 40 different emotions make it easy. 

Each large, sturdy card has two opposing feelings — for example, brave 

on one side and scared on the other. When preschooolers learn how 

to use language to express their feelings, they are laying a foundation 

for future success in emotional intelligence. Feelings Flashcards have 

rounded edges and store easily in a beautifully decorated, hinged box. 

236-150   feelings flashcards   $13.95

Stages: Emotion Cards

Winner of the Tillywig Toy Awards and Family Choice Awards, Stages: 

Emotion Cards will help your pre-K student identify and discuss feelings 

and emotions. Emotion Cards provide parents a systematic way to develop 

emotional intelligence in their children. These cards will give you an organic 

way to foster discussions about a range of emotions, why the people feel 

that way, and the appropriate and inappropriate responses to these feelings. 

For your convenience, suggested conversation starters specific to each 

scenario are on the back of the cards. An activity booklet provides detailed 

instruction ideas on how to build emotional awareness and social skills.

892-875   stages: emotion cards   $34.99

Happy, Sad, Feeling Glad

Happy, Sad, Feeling Glad is a lovely book that not only explains some of the 

many emotions your kindergartner may feel, but it also encourages him to 

put pencil to paper and help the animals explore their feelings, too. Dog and 

Cat are scared; draw what might be frightening them. By participating in the 

animals’ stories, your child’s own emotions are explored in an insightful and 
sensitive way. Lively and full of humor, with relatable vignettes, Happy, Sad, 

Feeling Glad will help your child better understand and express his feelings. 

236-282   happy sad feeling glad   $9.50
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Are daily Bible lessons a part of 
your curriculum kits? 
The most important subject you will teach your child 

this year is not found in our curriculum bundles. 

As homeschooling parents of five and owners 

of Timberdoodle, it is easy for us to assemble a 

curriculum kit with geometry and biology for your 

ninth-grader or phonics and an introduction to 

spelling for your kindergartner. Even if we’re off a bit 

– say, for instance, your ninth-grader needs to master 

pre-algebra first or your kindergartner is already a 

fluent reader – these measurable particulars easily 

translate into quick tweaks to the curriculum. 

What we can’t quantify or predict is your child’s 

relationship with Jesus. And while there may be 

certain devotional materials better suited for specific 

age ranges, ultimately God has given to you the unique 

insight necessary to shepherd your child’s heart. 

For too many families the sum total of Bible 

instruction for their children is Bible workbooks that 

are little more than read-and-regurgitate exercises. 

Yes, we do want children to know the facts of the 

Bible, such as who killed a giant with a small stone, 

who was thrown into a lion’s den, and Who changed 

water into wine. But will your child will get more from 

a group devotional or a private study, from unpacking 

a passage of Scripture or from hearing how others 

used God’s Word to live well in the fray? That is a 

decision best left to parents.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Audrey, age 14

Steve, dad of 4

Is it enough that my children READ 
THEIR BIBLES EVERY DAY?
That is certainly the trajectory we all want for our 

children, but how is that working for you personally? 

Have you ever had times where you ‘read’ your daily 

chapter(s) while thinking about dinner, the toddler 

meltdown, or updating your shopping list? Your children 

have the same struggles. 

HOW IS A DAILY DEVOTIONAL DIFFERENT?
Some families have lofty ideals of a brood of children 

gathered around the patriarch as he eloquently shares 

a passage of scripture that he has prepared. The rest of 

us deal with a messier reality. That is why I am a strong 

proponent of a prepared devotional book or curriculum. 

With a daily devotional, the Bible reading can be 

explored in a much more personal manner. You know 

your children better than any publisher, and if the 

author’s questions are not relevant to the sins and follies 

of your child, you can adapt and even drill down further. 

You can also use that time to point out how the Word is 

living and active in your own life with personal anecdotes 

that pertain to the topic at hand.

As our children were growing, daily devotions were the 

norm from the time they were old enough to sit up and 

point to pictures on a page. Over the years we ran into 

our share of worldly, weird, shallow, or boring devotions. 

Some we adapted, others we just tossed. Those we have 

loved for their God-centered, Bible-saturated, solid 

teaching are the ones we offer here.
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Favorite Devotionals

Say and Pray page 198         

The Biggest Story ABC website            

Everything a Child Should Know about God page 198       

Everyone a Child Should Know website       

Found - Psalm 23 website       

The Beginner’s Gospel Story Bible page 199        

God’s Very Good Idea website       

Big Picture Story Bible Paperback website        

The Jesus Storybook Bible Animated DVD website       

Sing the Word 7-CD Collection website        

Old Story New: Ten-Minute Devotions page 198       

Long Story Short: Ten-Minute Devotions page 198       

The Jesus Storybook Bible website       

Thoughts to Make Your Heart Sing website       

The Biggest Story website       

High
school

middle
school

Suggested ages

baby
Elementary

preschool

Exploring the Bible page 201       

Cat & Dog Theology page 201      

Indescribable page 200       

Big Beliefs page 200       

Wise Up website      

The Radical Book for Kids page 201       

The Gospel Story Bible website      

The Action Bible Collector’s Edition page 199       

The Ology: Ancient Truths Ever New page 199       

What’s Up? page 200     

This Changes Everything website   

The Reason for God page 139   

What’s Your Worldview? page 137   
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Say and Pray

Can a child ever be too young for family devotions? If you are reading books 

to your baby, and I really hope you are, then your baby is ready for Say and Pray 

Devotions. Focused on God’s world, God’s gifts, and God’s love, the left side 

of each spread gives a topic and a short sentence, and the right side gives a 

Scripture and a simple prayer of thanks. The engaging illustrations are labeled 

so your little one can practice identifying objects. Entertaining, short, and 
sweet; as great as Say and Pray Devotions is, the best part is that it gives you 

and your baby a natural opportunity to develop the habit of a devotion time.

913-908   say and pray   $9.50

Everything a Child Should Know about God

This is the perfect introduction to systematic theology for your little ones. 

Everything a Child Should Know about God is the ideal supplement to your 

child’s Bible story book. It answers the questions little ones have: Does 

God have a mom and dad? Where did Jesus live before He came to Earth? 

Does God have a body? Why do we want Jesus to come back? The language 

is simple, the illustrations are delightful, and every two-page chapter (with 

bite-sized text on the left-hand side and illustration on the right) not only 

introduces an important facet of basic doctrine but also follows it up with a 

reinforcing comprehension or application question. If your family is new to 

devotions, it doesn’t get any easier than this. 188 pages, for ages three to five.

261-390   everything a child should know about god  $15.50

Long Story Short, Old Story New

Families are busy, but the gospel is one subject for which God will surely hold 

us accountable. Long Story Short and Old Story New make it easy, showing how 

every story in the Bible points to Jesus. They chronologically teach the main 

stories of the Old Testament (in Long Story Short) and New Testament (in Old 

Story New) in a way that is memorable, doctrinally faithful, and practical. 

Ten minutes a day, five days a week, these devotionals confront us with 

our desperate need for God’s grace. Three days are spent in each week’s 

story, one seeing how it points to Jesus, and one connecting the Psalms 

or prophets to Jesus. These gospel-saturated, God-centered devotionals 

are suitable for children from preschool through high school.

536-536   long story short  $22.50

536-540   old story new  $22.50

bible

Elisabeth, age 4
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The Beginner’s Gospel Story Bible

Our little humans would rather leap from the couch than sit attentively on it. 

For them, devotions have to be short, eye-catching, and easy to understand. For 

us, they need to be theologically solid and grace-centered (not moral lessons 

aimed at behavior modification). The Beginner’s Gospel Story Bible exceeds 

these requirements. The illustrations are stunning, and the minimal text is 

clear and accurate. The 52 key Bible stories highlight promises made and kept, 

God’s plan of redemption through Jesus, and unexpected ways God’s grace and 

mercy are revealed. Tiny children will learn basic words like sin, promise, Savior, 

pray, and forgive, and each story ends with a question. Because you don’t want 

your children to just understand the Bible, but to want the Jesus of the Bible, 

you will want to add The Beginner’s Gospel Story Bible to your bookshelf.

536-655  the beginner’s gospel story bible   $28.50

The Action Bible

With a focus on 215 breathtaking events of the Bible, The Action Bible 

will give any child a foundational grasp of the flow of redemptive history. 

The rich coloring, bold and energetic designs, and emotionally charged 

figures make The Action Bible the perfect choice for today’s visually 

focused culture and ensure it will be a family favorite for years to come. 

With over 750 pages, The Action Bible employs dialog boxes and dynamic, 

kid-friendly artwork to engage young readers with soul-stirring stories 

that will grip their attention and propel them to want to know more. 

823-833   the action bible   $25.50

The Ology

You and I teach our children theology every day. The real question is, what 

theology are we teaching them? Theology, the study of God, is the topic 

that will give your family the biggest return on investment. It is hands-down 

the most weighty, yet most electrifying, subject you will undertake. This 

winsomely-illustrated book of systematic theology introduces your children 

to the truth about God, themselves, and the world around them. Abstract 

theological concepts are made easier for children to grasp with the use of word 
pictures, everyday stories, and simple analogies. If you have been looking 

for a book with a theologically sound foundation, one that is also connected 

to the larger redemptive story of Scripture, you will enjoy The Ology.

536-575   the ology   $26.99

what pastors 
are saying

This simple, beautifully illustrated story Bible is perfect 

for helping the youngest members of God’s family trace 

the gospel thread through the rich tapestry of Scripture. 

It will be the first Bible I buy for all my grandchildren. 

- Iain Duguid, Professor of Old Testament, 

Westminster Theological Seminary
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Big Beliefs!: Small Devotionals Introducing Your Family to Big Truths

Your children may have heard Bible stories countless times, but do they 

know what they believe? Do you? For over 400 years the Westminster 

Confession of Faith, recognized as the best statement of doctrine known to 

Christendom, addressed that concern. Now Big Beliefs! takes those glorious 

truths and makes them accessible for children. Written for children ages 

7 through 12, the format is super simple; read a short scripture passage 

followed by a child-friendly explanation of a particular doctrine and 

answer a couple of questions to help you start a conversation about what 

you have learned. Big Beliefs! is designed to be completed in as little as 

33 weeks (1 week per doctrine with three short lessons each week).

780-600   big beliefs!   $13.50

What’s Up? Discovering the Gospel, Jesus, and Who You Really Are

This outstanding, gospel-centered, biblically-driven curriculum is the 

perfect resource for your 10- to 14-year-old. Using illustrations, stories, and 

interactive activities, this appealing workbook will help your child understand 

why the gospel really is good news. What’s Up? targets the difficult questions 

of identity and purpose and encourages fifth- through eighth-grade children 

to grapple with their own need for Christ. Fresh, engaging, and aimed for the 

heart, What’s Up? tackles issues, insecurities, and sins that we all deal with daily.

536-606   what’s up student   $17.00

536-605   what’s up teacher   $18.00

536-604   what’s up bundle   $34.50

bible

Indescribable

Children love science because it is all about discovering how things work. 

But does science affirm or deny a Creator? Indescribable: 100 Devotions 

about God and Science presents the Creative Genius behind science in 

simple, easy-to-understand terms so that children will recognize that this 

world didn’t just happen. Did you know that it would take you over 3,000 

years to count the stars in the Milky Way or that tardigrades are so tough 

they survived in outer space? Indescribable melds these scientific facts with 

Biblical truth throughout 100 devotions, adding colorful illustrations, real-

life photos, Bible verses, and short prayers, to make Indescribable a great 

way to learn what a powerful, purposeful, and personal creator God is!

913-918   indescribable   $15.99

“A beautiful day”

Zeke, age 8
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Exploring the Bible: A Bible Reading Plan for Kids 

David Murray’s book Exploring the Bible: A Bible Reading Plan for Kids 

has made implementing personal daily Bible devotionals easy for families. 

The author’s experience with his own children helped him write a book that 

is substantive but not overwhelming, incorporating the optimum number 

of verses each day. Exploring the Bible picks out the central portions from 

Genesis to Revelation that give children an overall view of the whole 
Bible and the plan of redemption. With this 365-day plan, your child 

will read a kid-sized portion of scripture each day and then either answer 

a question or write out a verse. Sundays are set aside for reinforcing the 

big picture and jotting down sermon notes. Your child won’t read every 

verse in the Bible, but he will hit all the highlights and gain an all-around 

exposure to the big picture. Exploring the Bible is an unmatched tool for 

leading your child into that holy habit of being in God’s Word each day.

275-449   exploring the bible: a bible reading plan for kids   $14.50

The Radical Book for Kids

Has your child outgrown Bible story picture books, but he is not quite 

ready to tackle any of the heavier tomes that you are wrestling through? 

Exuberant, practical, and theologically rich, The Radical Book for Kids 

could be the right book for him! With vibrant illustrations, hand-drawn 

sketches, and informative sidebars, your child can explore the 67 bite-

sized chapters however he likes, skipping around by topic or just reading 

straight through. Both serious and lighthearted, with charts, crafts, recipes, 

even elephant jokes, The Radical Book for Kids aims for that sweet spot of 

diving deep and still being understandable. The Radical Book for Kids uses 

a gospel-centered framework to focus on areas of sin in your child’s life.

 536-650   the radical book for kids  $24.95

Cat and Dog Theology

How do you teach your children the right thing to do without focusing 

merely on behavior? Cat and Dog Theology is the place to start, helping 

children ponder their relationship with God and the importance of living to 

glorify God.  Cat and Dog Theology’s cartoons cast aloof cats as the self-

centered villains, while dogs, endlessly desiring to please their owners, are 

the heroes. Every lesson will have your child asking himself if he is more 

cat-like, living to please himself, or more dog-like, living to please God.  

Not a Bible curriculum per se, Cat and Dog Theology instead focuses on 

Biblical character qualities. See our website for a list of components.

048-101   cat and dog theology k-2   $62.95

048-201   cat and dog theology 2-5  $89.95

what pastors 
are saying

There is so much I could say to commend Exploring the 

Bible, but any praise would pale in comparison to this, 

the ultimate parental endorsement: I gave all three of my 

children Exploring the Bible as their very first experience 

of personal devotions. All three used it, all three enjoyed 

it, and all three benefited tremendously from using it. I 

wholeheartedly recommend it for your children, too.” 

- Tim Challies
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Active Baby, Healthy Brain

Active Baby, Healthy Brain is the most practical handbook for parents 

enthralled with every aspect of their baby’s intellectual and physical 
development. Babies crave more than a meal and a cuddle. They are eager, 

voracious learners. No single activity in Active Baby, Healthy Brain takes more 

than two minutes, and all that’s required is ten minutes a day. How easy is that? 

469-469   active baby, healthy brain   $14.95 

Peanut Ball

Active Baby, Healthy Brain suggests instability to strengthen your baby’s 

core muscles, body awareness, balance, and attention. The Peanut Ball 

rolls in only one direction, making it a lot less daunting for new parents 

to use. The center of the Peanut Ball will hold any rider safe within its 

contoured “saddle,” so don’t be surprised to find that this Peanut Ball 

morphs into a trusty steed for older siblings when baby is napping! 

454-020   peanut ball   $34.99

Amber and Wood Teething Ring

When babies are teething, they put everything into their mouths trying 

to soothe their aching gums. For some babies rubber teethers can be 

too soft and pliable. But wooden teethers, like the Amber and Wood 

Teething Ring, are not only durable and toxin-free, but they will give your 

baby a different, less malleable surface to gnaw on. The Amber and 

Wood Teething Ring is perfect for the parent who prefers untreated 
wooden teethers from sustainable indigenous forests and is especially 

suitable for babies with allergies and immune deficiencies. This 

is a great way for babies to explore shapes and textures, and it 

makes a lovely sound when shaken. Made in Germany.

862-100 amber and wood teething ring $29.99

PlaySilk

The best toys for babies are simple, uncomplicated ones that assist 

them in gaining important skills. So before your baby becomes enamored 

with battery-eating, limited-use, disposable toys, introduce him to the 

wonderfully durable natural material, silk. Wispy enough for a tiny baby 

to manipulate, PlaySilks provide a wonderful sensory experience. 

The lovely texture and translucency of the PlaySilks make them ideal 

for “peek-a-boo.” Easily stuffed into a diaper bag or purse, PlaySilks 

make a soft, filmy, easy-to-pack comfy for traveling little ones.

466-025   playsilk   $19.95

“Baby brother William”

Elizabeth, age 4
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Yoee Baby

Science tells us that playful interactions in the very early months of your 

baby’s life have a lasting impact on the architecture of his developing brain 

and will lay a foundation for all future learning and behavior. Engaging 
your tiny baby can actually change the way your baby’s brain develops. 
Yoee Baby considered your baby’s developing senses and brain synapses 

(which are, at that age, forming by the hour), and designed a toy that 

includes interaction and bonding, sensory development, body awareness, 

language development, gross motor skills, and fine motor skills. Designed 

by social scientists, Yoee Baby is made for babies from 0 – 18 months 

and combines the best of a plush toy, a developmental and sensory toy, a 

teether, and a rattle into the ultimate baby toy for you and your baby.

696-125   yoee baby fox   $24.99

Taggies Crinkle Heather Hedgehog

Taggies Crinkle Heather Hedgehog will stimulate your baby’s senses 

and give his cognitive development a jumpstart. Language development 
in babies is triggered by toys that make sounds. Heather Hedgehog is 

a safe, crinkly, crackly toy especially made for babies’ auditory as well as 

sensory development. Super soft and light as a feather, Heather Hedgehog 

is just the right size for tiny fingers to hold and squeeze, and the squeaker 

inside adds to the sensory fun. Heather Hedgehog can also double as a 

teether. When your baby reaches and grabs for the eight interactive and 

soothing satin loop tags, he’s also developing his fine motor skills, as well 

as his hand-eye coordination, and he’s receiving the tactile stimulation that 

babies crave. Includes a flexible loop for attaching to stroller and car seat.

387-210   taggies crinkle heather hedgehog   $9.50

what parents 
are saying

...So far, he’s made shapes and letters (of his own accord), 

they have been fishing poles and a hook, glasses, a hat, and 

wiggly things. I wasn’t sure what to do with these, but I 

needn’t have worried! I’m extremely impressed with these 

Pop Toobs and am glad that I added them to my order. 

- Meghan R. from Bloomington, MN

Pop Toobs

For the price, these are some of the most versatile toys your family can 

own. We loved them over 20 years ago and were recently reintroduced to 

them when our foster toddler needed occupational therapy. Pop Toobs are 

amazing! Kids universally love the cool sound Pop Toobs make with each 

movement, as well as the vibrating sensation when they are extended.  Pop 

Toobs can be popped, stretched, bent, and connected providing tactile 
stimulation, fine motor skills, and auditory feedback. Ideas for how to 

use Pop Toobs are in our Tiny Tots Handbook. Expandable from 8” to 30”.

811-806   pop toobs set of 6   $11.95
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Grippies Shakers

The Grippies Shakers set is both a collection of rattles and a multifaceted 
magnetic construction kit. Connect the chunky, colorful easy-to-grasp 

magnetic rods to each other or combine them with the coated metal 

ball connectors to create a secure, frustration-free introduction to 
building. Toddlers can watch the sensory beads rattle their way down 

the magnetic rods over a variety of shapes that produce a range of 

soft sounds. Grippies Shakers is a versatile, intellectually stimulating 

construction set that will test your children’s dexterity as well as their 

creative thinking skills, and it is perfect for toddlers to develop their 

auditory skills, fine and gross motor skills, and engineering skills. 

595-455   grippies shakers   $56.95

Gertie the Good Goose

Reduce and alleviate teething pain with the all-natural Gertie the Good Goose.  

The combination of soft and hard plastics enables your baby to use the various 

textures as a form of relief from throbbing gums. Gertie has been expertly 
sized to fit perfectly in babies’ hands and to soothe tender gums. Velvety to the 

touch, Gertie has a slight vanilla scent, and she has contrasting colors making 

her easier for babies to focus on. Babies especially love Gertie’s soulful gaze. 

So lightweight, and with simple contours, Gertie is effortless for your baby 

to grasp and manipulate freely. And, she makes a cute squeak when squeezed, 

providing sensory awareness and teaching your baby cause-and-effect. 

872-892   gertie the good goose   $22.99 

Tactile Search and Match

Toddlers will learn best and retain more information when they engage 

their senses while learning.  Sensory play is crucial to brain development 

as it builds nerve connections in the brain’s pathways and supports cognitive 

growth, language development, gross motor skills, and more. Sensory play 

is also great for quieting a fearful or frustrated toddler. Tactile Search 

and Match is a sensory puzzle for toddlers. Feel and identify matching 

pieces from their bumpy ridges, smooth surfaces, soft plush exteriors, and 

more. Nine different textures on oversized rubberwood puzzle pieces 

match to a corresponding spot on the sturdy puzzle board. Practice color 

and pattern identification with this engaging, tactile matching game. 

The sturdy puzzle board has overmolded handles for easy mobility.

595-460   tactile search and match   $47.50

“My Grandma Lynne with a belly button”

Aubrey, age 4
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what parents 
are saying

My kids (ages 1, 3, and 5) love this, and they’ve gotten 

surprisingly creative with it, trying to see how tall they 

can stack the pegs and rings on top of one another.  

- Heather B., Mother of 4

3-D Shape Sorter 

The soft, squishy, and downy-to-touch 3-D Shape Sorter is a perfect first 

puzzle for younger children. From 8 to 24 months, when children are too 

young for puzzles with small pieces, they are still ready to learn animal shapes 

and colors. Even the tiniest of children can pick up, examine, and play with 

the nine brightly colored shapes. Then, with a gentle push, they can place 

the shapes back in their soft base. The seriously soft, velvety surface offers 

tactile stimulation. Handmade of natural rubber foam, the 3-D Shape Sorter 

is anti-microbial, dust-mite resistant, mildew resistant, hypo-allergenic, and 

flame resistant. Because these items are handmade, variations and slight 

imperfections are normal and are part of the character of the product.

548-500   3-d shape sorter  $29.95

Palette of Pegs 

Loved by occupational therapists, parents, and children alike, Palette 

of Pegs will develop and strengthen visual perception skills, eye-hand 

coordination, and fine motor skills, including the pincer grasp. It’s such 

an amazing workout for little hands! With its rainbow of colors, Palette 

of Pegs is one of the most versatile pegboards for toddlers. Use it to 

develop color recognition, sorting, and sequencing skills. Match the ring 

to the peg or go color-crazy. Then try stacking the pegs with the rings — 

can the stacked rings keep it stable? Heirloom-quality Palette of Pegs’ 

brilliant colors come from solvent-free paints, so there is never any worry 

when toys wander from hand to mouth. Made from natural beech wood.

720-804   palette of pegs  $24.99

pipSquigz Loops

Because sensory development is a crucial component of your baby’s 

healthy development, you need pipSquigz Loops. Combining touch, 

sound, and visual stimulation, the two smart, take-anywhere pipSquigz 

Loops are perfect for the stroller, high chair, bathtub, and just about 

anywhere else. pipSquigz Loops are colorful, bendy, and chewy! Your 

baby can spin the textured plastic rings to hear the sweet jingle, but they 

are also great for teething and for developing motor skills. You can push 

pipSquigz Loops down on any smooth surface and watch your baby tug, 

push, and shake them. Or, suction the two pipSquigz Loops together 

for an additional play experience. Compact and sized to take anywhere, 

pipSquigz Loops are easy to clean and totally safe for teething babies.

391-500   pipsquigz loops   $19.90
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Wimmer - Ferguson Baby Mirror

Babies love to look at faces, and that is a good thing for their development.  

With a mirror you can boost your baby’s eye-hand coordination, language, 

listening, and imitation skills. The Oppenheim Toy Portfolio says that there 

is not a better-quality safety mirror for babies than the Wimmer - Ferguson 

Baby Mirror, and we are in agreement. The Wimmer - Ferguson Baby Mirror 

is much more distortion-free than typical toy mirrors. Plus, on the reverse 

of the mirror are visually stimulating black and white graphics for your 

baby to gaze at. Baby-safe and shatter-proof, it measures 14” x 10”, with 

ribbon ties for easy attachment to cribs, car seats, and changing tables.

408-185   wimmer - ferguson baby mirror   $34.00

Poke-A-Dot Poppers

This one-of-a-kind popping toy will develop your child’s fine motor skills, 

hand-eye coordination, and auditory processing as he pops each bubble.  

The buttons in the Poke-A-Dot Poppers can be popped repeatedly, and the 

rugged wooden Popper comes with a convenient Velcro loop to hang on a 

stroller. Each Popper side is different and so is the sound that it makes. Poke-

A-Dot Poppers come in a variety of animal styles—let us pick the right one for 

you! Each Poke-A-Dot Popper also comes with a helpful parent’s guide on 

how to get the most value from your Popper. For ages 18+ months and up.

934-100   poke-a-dot poppers   $5.99

Stackable Forest

Mushroom and tree and bear – oh my! All toddlers love to stack, and 

now they can have fun and create their own forest, complete with 

adorable bear. The Stackable Forest is loaded with opportunities for you 

to engage your toddler in language about colors, animal parts, and even 
positional words like bottom/middle/top. The eight wooden pieces, all 

water painted in forest colors, are stacked to form the bear, mushroom, 

and pine tree. Each chunky stacking shape has pegs or holes to keep the 

stacked figures in place. The Stackable Forest develops size recognition, 

stacking skills, manipulative skills, and hand-eye coordination.

827-827   stackable forest   $21.99

Emma Schoessow, age 13
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Gertie Balls

Rolling, throwing, catching, and kicking are all skills that will improve 

your little one’s coordination and dexterity. One of the best balls for the 

littles is the specially-textured Gertie Ball. With its squishy, slightly-
sticky, very huggable texture, the Gertie Ball is super-easy to catch 

and throw. Everyone loves the easy-to-grasp, gummy feel, while parents 

appreciate that Gertie Balls are always light and gentle, which makes them 

ideal for indoor play. The larger Gertie Balls can be inflated to various 

sizes and used at various skill levels, then deflated easily for traveling. 

Safe for all ages, although parental supervision is recommended to 

ensure your child doesn’t try to chew the ball or play with the air plug.

231-021   bumpie gertie ball   $7.99 

231-230    starbright gertie ball   $10.50

231-031   original gertie ball   $7.99

Wee Baby Stella Deluxe 

Empathy — recognizing the feelings of others and responding with care — is a 

very complex social-emotional skill for a toddler to develop. Roleplaying with 

dolls is an excellent way to enact and reenact different scenarios. Wee Baby 

Stella will allow you to demonstrate to your child that others may have different 

feelings than he has and how to respond to them. What is needed may be a 

pacifier for fussiness, a bottle for hunger, or a toy for boredom. Super cuddly 

Wee Baby Stella is a perfect companion for practicing those skills. This ultra-

soft 12” baby doll with cute, embroidered facial features comes with a bottle 

and pacifier that attach magnetically. Her striped onesie and removable diaper 

(a Timberdoodle exclusive) are easily changed with Velcro-like closures.  Teach 

fine motor skills, responsibility, nurturing, and caring with Wee Baby Stella.

408-104   wee baby stella deluxe  $32.00

Miffy Hide & Seek

One of the classic games we associate with early childhood actually helps with 

cognitive development for young toddlers — hide and seek. Now Miffy Hide & 

Seek allows you to engage in this brain-boosting activity without squeezing 

yourself behind the couch. Just hide Miffy and listen for her cheerful “I am 

here! I am here!” that sounds every 10 seconds. Playing with Miffy Hide & Seek 

develops problem solving skills, memory, and the ability to focus without 
getting distracted. When you use the included clue cards, your toddler’s 

listening, observation, and following directions skills are strengthened. Playing 

hide and seek is a traditional part of childhood, and due to the benefits it 

gives this tradition should be continued. Miffy Hide & Seek makes it easy.

121-121   miffy hide & seek  $18.99

what parents 
are saying

My four- and six-year-old girls love this game! They keep 

busy for hours. My 7th-grader also has fun hiding it for 

the little one to find! It’s great for getting them to move 

around and be active on rainy days we are stuck inside. 

- Jesse Arseneau
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